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FOREWORD

1. PURPOSE

Fleet Marine Force Reference Publication (FMFRP) 12-96-1, German
Experiences in Desert Warfare durincy World War II, Vol I,
provides lessons learned by the Germans during World War II
desert operations.

2. SCOPE

The author of this manual, Generalmajor Alfred Toppe, drew on
German World War II veterans to record the lessons learned from
operations in North Africa.

3. BACKGROUND

a. Desert operations have much in common with operations in
the other parts of the world. The unique aspects of desert
operations stem primarily from heat and lack of moisture. While
these two factors have significant consequences, most of the
doctrine, tactics, techniques, and procedures used in operations
in other parts of the world apply to desert operations. The
challenge of desert operations is to adapt to a new environment.

b. FMFRP 12-96-1 was originally published by the Historical
Division, European Command in the years immediately following
World War II. This document is rich in the details so important
for those who must live and fight in the desert.

4. RECOMMENDAT IONS

This manual will not be modified. However, comments on the
manual are welcomed and will be used in revising other manuals on
desert warfare. Submit comments to --

Commanding General
Marine Corps Combat Development Command (WF12)
Quantico, VA 22134-5001



5. CERTIFICATION

Reviewed and approved this date.

BY DIRECTION OF THE COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS

,~.: Z&.&-.. .
Major General, U.S. Marine Corps
Deputy Commander for Warfighting

Marine Corps Combat Development Command
Quantico, Virginia

DIST: 14012960100
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Frmz Halder Koenigstein/Taunus, 18 June 19S2
Generaloberst

Critique to the Study ‘German Experiences in Desert

Warfare inlforldWar 11~ MS # P-129

lh spite of

~ GeneraIm@or Al&ed Toppe

the time limit hposed upon him, the topic leader, with
the collaboration of the leading German e~erts on the firican C~aign,
has ticceeded in ‘answeringthe assigned questions. The esprit de corps
and the justified pride of the African veterans were a decided factor
that helped to make the contributions so good and comprehensive that
they could to a large extent be fitted tito the attached study. This
in no way detracts from,the sermlces of the topic leader. It was his
initiative and organizational ability that resuited in this excelleut
stu~~ despite the time restriction.

The German experiences in African desert warfare are made unique
by the fact that the command and the troops were faced with a mission
in no way either planned or prepared~ and they entered it completely
without prior prejudices. The experience gained, therefore, is free
from outside theories and opinions, and was only achieved by struggling
with ah entirely new military situation; it thus has the value of orig.
inality, The value is$ however, diminished by the fact that the ex-
periences are in part negatiw and could not be developed further in
a positive direction due to the lack of time and the limited mesns at
hand.

The particular conditions in Africa under which they were gained
will have to be kept h mind in any evaluation. The impossibility of
securing a supply line across a body of water dominated @ the enemy,
the numerical and materiel inadequacy of the Germti and even more &eir
allies and the increasing lack of Luftwaffe fighting and trsnsport units
--these are all negatiw aspects of the campaign. On the positive side
belongs the tempt and performance of field forces$ under the able lead-
ership of Rommela forces which were without doubt far above the avwrage
in tiitiative, spontanei~ and soldierly zeal.

/g/ Franz Halder
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Preface

Two and a half months was the total time allotted for the prepara-
tion of this study.

Prerequisitewas that such Gezmn officers be induced ‘~ contribute
who had had as broad as possible a view h the conduct of over-all oper-
ations,who possessed practical combat experience and, furthermore, had
exact knowledge of as many factors as possible which exerted a determining
tifluenceon desert warfare. In addition to the contributors listed
below a number of former members of the German Africa Corps also made
contributions.

The organization of the study was based on the individual questions
asgigned. German manuals were not used. The presentation can there-
fore be evaluated on the basis of actual-experiences.

A number of questions could not be answered exhaustively. The
reason for this lies in the fact that no experience had been gathend
in such areas or else operations took place in areas in which the
@pical. attributesof a real desert were not present. The request
attachedto the major question Wpecial. Equipment and Procedures for
AircraftCrewsn that accounts by !tindividualsor groups~lbe added
could not be fulfilled, because no authoritieson this subject could
be contacted h the short time available.

In describing the most important battles the procedure has been
as follows: a broad survey has been included in Chapter II, Section
7, and then three battles have been treated h detail h Annexes 8 to
10.

The official documents contained in Field Marshal Rommelts notes
have been utilized as a valuable source of information. In addition
other map and photographic material of great value was also available,
which cwn be found in Annexes 1 to ~. The material in Annexes 1, 2,
and 4 can be considered unique.

xi
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CHAPTER 1

Prior Planning

1. ~telligence Planning.

a. Desert Terrain and Climate. When the first German units
we>e shipped *O Africa tiF ebruary the officers responsible for
the operational planning had no data of’any kind on the nature of the
terrain and circumstances in the desert. The intelligence data fur-
nished by the Italians was extremely meager and the Italian maps were
so inaccurate and so incomplete that they were used only for lack of
something better. For this reason the German command had to obtab
an necess=y information itself through reconnaissance. Ib the
papers fo-id in his estate, Field Marshall Rommel wrote:

It has probably never happened before in modern warfare
that an operation of this type was undertaken with so
little preparation. On I.1Februaxy$ I reported to
General Garibaldi, the comander in chief of the Italian
forces and informed him of my miss$on. lhitially, he
showed no enthusiasm for my plan @ d~ganize defense
positions in the region of the Bay of Sirte as a first
measure. Using the poor and inaccurate Italian map
material$ I then proceeded to explain to General Gari-
baldi my ideas as to approximatelyhow the war in Tri-
politania sho~d be conducted. Garibaldi, who was un-
able to give me any precise information about the ter.
rain that would be involved, advised me to reconnoiter
the terrain between Tripoli and the Bay of Sirte per-
sonally, and said that I could not possib”lyhate any
idea of the enormous difficulties this theater of war
presented. Around midday I took off aboard a Tgpe He
111 plane to reconnoiter the combat area. We saw the
field-type fortifications and the deep antitank ditch
?ast of Tripoli and then flew over a wide belt of dunes
which presented a good natural barrier before the forti-
fications of Tripoli and would prove difficult to cross
with w-heeledor track vehicles. Then we flew across the
momtainous country between Taruna and Hems, which ap.
peared hardly suitable for operations by axmored units
in contrast to the patches of level terrati between Hems
and l!isurate.

Like a black band the Via Balbia road could be seen ex-
tending through the desolate country, in which no tree or
shrub was visible as far as the eye could reach. We
passed over Buerat, a small desert fort on the coast with
barracks and a landing stage, %d ftialJy circled above
the white houses of Sirte. Southeast and south of this

1



locality we saw Italian troops in their positions. With
the exception of.the salty swamps between Etueratand
Sirte, which extended only a few kilometers southward, we
found no features in any sector that would favor a de-
fense, such as$ for instance, a deep-valley. Thti re-
connaissance flight supported me in my plan to fortify
Sirte and the terrain on either side of the coastal
road and to concentrate the mobile units for mobile
operations within tinearea of the defense sector in
order to counterattack as soon as the enemy started an
enveloping attack.

From the above it will be seen that Rommel himself had to gather
the information on tineterrain and on the peculiarities of the desert,
which he required for the conduct of operations.

It was only at a later stage that the so-called ~~milit~-geo-
graphical descriptionltwas made available,which gave a general sur- -
vey of the terrain but was based mainly on information gleaned from
literargworks~ and contained none of the detail information required
by the troops, so that they were of on~ small military yalue.

The military geological unit attached to the German Africa Corps
commenced a systematic assembly of data and methodical reconnoitering
immediately after arrival. The English maps capturedby the Geman
troops proved an excellent help. The results of the methodical re-
connaissance were consolidated in what might be called a Wraversability
map!?and in reports and made available to the command. Maps K 1-10
in Appendix 1 are specimens of the maps referred to. They contained
the following details:

Terrain that couldbe traversedby any type of vehicle
in all parts and h all directions,

Terrain outside the Pistes++which was moderately or
poorly suited for vehicular traffic,

Terrain with many steep cliffs,
Salty swamps and depressions which were impassable

after rain$
Sanddunesl which were difficult for vehicular traffic$
Information on plant growth,
Eroken terrain$
Impassable cliffs,
Cliffs’that were less steep and that could be traversed

in numerous places,
Passes over the cliffs, with information as to whether

they couldbe used byuheeled or only & tracklaying
vehicles,

Trails$ with infomnation as to their usability for wheeled
or trackla@ng vehicles.

* rracKs
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The filit=y geological unit compiling these maps consisted of
two geologists and ten auxiliaries. However$ they were inadequatdy
equipped$ so that it was only possible to reconnoiter the areas that
happened to be tactically important at any given time. Occasional
inaccuracies and deviations in the lties marking the limits of the
traversable terrain on the maps were unavoidable.

Kare, sword might be said about the tiorkof the British hmg
Range Desert Group which, apart from its intelligence and sabotage
missions? carried out recomaissance far behind the Ihlo=German
fronts h ~bia. The results obtatied in this reconnaissancework
forme& the basis for the British maps on the Italian colony of I@a
which were incomparably better, so far as quality$ accuracy and de-
tail were conserned~ than the Italian maps. They were considered
a particularly valuable prize when captured.

b. Scope O? the Evaluation. The above seines to show that
in deserts the command must employ adequate personnel with adequate
equipment$ organized in specialized units if it wishes to obtaim
usable maps within a brief space of tfie.

After the winter of 1943.,the Traversability ?laps
served as permanent data for the Geman command. The preparations
for attack and for defense positions were based on them.

c. Influence of L~tel.ligenceon Planning. The availabls
&telligence ‘nfsomation was so tiadequate in the sprixg of 19/0 that
it influenced the employment of the German forces h no w=. As
previously stated$ Field Marshal Eommel had to gather the necessary
information on the terrain and on the characteristics of the desert.
On the basis of this information he performed his mission of halting
the British ad-ranceand preventing the loss of the whole of @bia.

d.- Availability and Evaluation of Ttxr2in Intelligence.
The p&nphletS-MILITARY GIDGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTIONS for Lybia, Norfheast
Africa and Egy@ were published by the Military-Geographical Branch
of the - High Command. Since they contained only information on
citiesj roads and oasesy and a general sumey of the entire region,
they could serve the command only as a source of general orientation,
for which purpose they proved valuable. They contained very few im-
portant tactical details. They were put out in such large numbers
that they could be made available down to regimental staff level. At
these lower leveh their valus was naturally restricted.

e. Use of Historical Data for Planning Purposeae With the
exception of the eqerience gained by General.Grazianils arIW durtig
its advance on -t in the winter of 1940 no information t&en from
tilitary history was used in planning the campaign. One lesson that
this experience pointed out was that troops which are not motorized
are valueless in desert warfare and can do nothing whatever against



a motorized enemy. General Graziaaits amay consisted almost exclu-
sively of infantry units and it was tied down, enveloped and destroyed
by the well motorized British forces because it was unable to conduct
mobile operations.

The African Campaign took on such enti.relyneu forms owtig to the
almost exclusive use of mobile troops by both sides in the desertj that
it was not possible in planning to make use of amy examples taken from
military history. The methods of modern desert warfare were createdby
Field Marshal Rommel.

20 Onerationa.1PlanninQ

a. General. Prior to WorldWar 11 not a soul in the German
armed forces -d the possibility of it becoming necessary in any
future war to conduct land warfare outside of Europe. This is whyno
particular attention was paid in the - to the military experience
of this type gtied during World War 1, particularly in the former
German colony, German East Africa. It was only in 1935 that a sub-
section for colonial affairs was created In the Foreign Affairs Eranch
of the Reich Ministry of War. This sub-section was staffed with only
one officer who had fought in Germsn Southwest Africa.

“Priorto the outbreak of war h 1939, no preparation of any sort
had been made in the German army for any desert warfare that might po8-
sibly become necessazy h the future. All prep=atoxy work In the oper-
ational, organizational and training fields had been restricted exclu-
sively to preparations for the conduct of war on the continent of
Europe. This was why a suggestion submitted ~the Mapping and Suzway
Branch of the Amy General Staff in 1938 that the maps tobe issued in
the eventuality of mobilization should ticlude maps ofl’)enmark,Norway
fid Northern Africa was disapproved as entirely unnecessary by the
appropriate representative of the Operational.Branch under instructions
from the chief of that branch.

It is an actual fact that early in 19U the German troops reached
the African theater of operations almost entirely unprepared for tieir
“newmissions.

Up to the summer of 1940, the information available to the German
Army General Staff on Northern Africa was restricted to the reports
furnished by the German military attachee in Rome and reports from
agents of the Germin counterintelligence service. Romthe autumn tif
1940 on, the Special Detachment Dora, a detachment of the German coun-
terintelligence branch; was in ~bia. Its main mission was to keep
the French territories in Africa under observation. Most of the data
on which the German military attachee in
from his liaison officer attached to the

L

Rome based his reports came
Governor General, who was



simultaneously ComiiancleSin Chief of all Forces in Italian North
tiricaj and on personal %@essions gaked while traveltig. All posi-.
tive information of a militazy nature on North Africa was taken from
the ni&nualsof the Foreign bies IntelligenceBranch (West) on the
&i%ish$ French and Italisn armed forces.

Originally Hitler had decided to leave Mussolimi sn entirely free
hand in conducting operation in the Mediterranean theater$ which was
another reason for the small interest of the Genm+n General Staff in
this subject.’ A change in this fundamental view of Hitler only took
place in the sumier of 1940, when it became evident$ on the one hand,
that Italy was apparently avoiding any decisive,action in the Mediter-
ranean theater while the British$ on the other hand, were continually
reinfiqx:ingtheir troops in Egypt$ without theti transportation betig
appreciably affected by the Italian navy. At the meeting between
Hitler and Mussolini in October 1940, the dispatch of a German panzer
caps to ~bia was discussed9 but no decision was reached. Following
the discussion a general of the armored force who was attached to the
German A.rrrgHigh Ccmmand, was sent to Italian North Africa for an on-
*he-spot study of the possibilities of employing a German expeditionary
corps%heru. Short~v after Italy rejected the support offered ~ Ger-
maryj quite obviow=3y Mussolini did not want any Gerqan military sup-
port in North Mrica. The 3rd Panzer Division, which in peacetime was
garrisoned in the Berlin area, had been reorganized in all haste for
employment in the tropics as a precautionary measure; it was now
available for other employment. Later, when the British offensive,
which gained huge initial successes, threatened to develop into a
catastrophe for the Italian forces, Italy herself requested the dis-
patch of German forces to @bia.

The first unit to be transferredwas the X Air Corps, which was
sent to Sicily. So far as ground forces were concerned~ the orig~nal
plan was to send only a defense unit of brigade strength, which was to
be speci~ orgmized for the purpose, but it soon became evident that
such a weak un~t would not be able to give Germany~s ally any really
effective SUppOrtO Ih January 1941, Hitler therefore decided to make
a specia corps of two di~gions avaflable~ the German 4~ica (hrpe.

Meanwhile 2 special staff for tropical warfare (Sonderstab Tropen)
had been formed at the headquarters of the Cormna.nderof the Replacement
Traix@ng ~ in Berlin. It was composed of officers who had fought
in the Geman colonies 5nl?orldWar I and was to assemble as speedily
~ Possible d-l e~erience that could be helpful in the training, or-
g=ization$ equipment and employment of troops in desert warfare. How-
c~er~ the march of events was too fast$ so that the ftist units of the
German Africa Corps l~qded in ~rica when the staff had just commenced
its work in I@ia.

What h= been said a~ve goes to show fiat the German Army High
co,~=d WaS taken a~most co~letely by surprisa&Sn * n~~~.
=ose to dispatch troops for w~f~e in the desert. h any event,



the command had no time to make thorough preparations for this type
of combat employment. For this reason all preparatory work that was
possible in the short space of time available had to be restricted
mainly to the following measures:

(1) Medical examination of all troops to determine
their fitness for service in the tropics, with the application of
ve~ severe standamis.

(2)

(3)
terrain,

(4)
colored painto

(5)
problems. ~

(6)
measures necessary

(7)

Equipment of all soldiers tith tropical clothing.

Adaptation of a training program for combat in open

Camouflage of all vehicles with a coat of desert-

Organization of special units to handle water supply

Familiarization of the troops with the hygienic
h tropical cltiates.

Orientation of the troops on the military-geographical
conditions of the new theater of war and o~ the peculiariti&-of-Ge-many ls’
allies and enemies. In this respect it must be mentioned that intially
only one militazy-geographical,bulletin was available. It had been pre-
p=ed in a hurry and was not accurate ti all points. A manual of in-
structions for the tropics was being drafted in the Summer of 1942.

It was not possible within Germany to accustom the troops to the
intense heat to which they would be exposed, particularly at that time
of the year, the winter of 1940. To a certain extent, the troops which
had to wait any length of time in Italy for transportation to North
Africa adapted themselves automaticallyto the heat.

b. Changes in l’roopOrganization and Equipment. The composi-
tion of the units employed in Africa was the same as the composition of
units in Europe. The pressure of time alone made any reorganization
im@s5tbIe in 19&L, and later experience showed that no specialized
organization is necess~ for divisions and other units that are to be
em@oyed” in desert warfare. However, it is necessary to have a far
higher ratio of tanks ad antitankweapons, since these are the two ‘
decisiw tieaponsin the desert. It goes without saying that all units
employed In desert warfare must be motorized.

The fo~owing special units were newly activated for employment in
the desert:

(1) Water supply companies,
officers. They were assigned to the corps

under the command,of engineer
and operated under the Water
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SLppIy Br~ach of the Corps Supply and Administration Officer. These

companies had equipment for the drilling of deep wells as well as
pumps: while some of them had installationsfor the distillation of
water.

(2) Water supply transportation columns organized in
the same way as ordinary supply transportation columns but employed
solely h the transportation of water to the troops. They-had no

tank trucks or tank trailers as was customary with the British units
but had to transport the water in 20-liter cans. This method of
transportation proved extremely tiresome, qui’teapart from the con-
siders.bleloading space required$ which imposed an extra strdn on
the gas supply services.

(3) Astronomical observation teams, directed by profes-
sional astronomers who were awarded regular or assimilated officer
rank. These teas worked under the special staff officer for survey-
ing attached to the operations officer of the army and their function
was to establish geographicalpoints ~ astronomicalmeans. They were
rarely employed$ since no serious orientation difficulties arose be-
cause most of the fighting took place in the coastal region and not
in.the desert proper.

The following changes proved necessary so fax as equipment was
concerned:

Long range artillery, long range antitank guns and tank guns
decisively influence the course of battle in desert warfare, and it was
therefore necessary to employ more long range weapons. No alterations
of the weapons themselves were necessary.

Ih their 87.6.=mmguns the British had a light artillezypl&ce
with a longer r~ge than that of the Ge~an, but the German forces h
Africa soon received 100 ad 170-~ ~s, which had a longer range
than any of the British guns. ‘m 1941 the guns of the German !&pe
III tanks had a longer rage than the guw of the British tanks$ and
this is the reason for the success of the German tanks in that year,
but from l%y 1942 on the British employed American tanks of the Grants
Iee and Sherman types~ which ~~unted gms with a considerably superior
rage of fire. h the Battle of Gazala these guns came as a discon-
certing surprise for the G@~an t~ units ad ti the ffist phase of
the battle the British were able to gain considerable successes.

Clothing and unifgrms were entirely different from the clothing
and unifom worn in Europe. The army uniform was made from awatwr.
tight linen cut in a style appro~attig the traditional urlifOI’mSof
the former German coloni~ defense forces. These uniforms proved lul-
suitable both in style and material. The material was too stiff and
did not give adequate protection against heat or cold. In the early
morntigs the material absorbed moi~tme from the dew$ so that it be-
ca!!eintolerable to we= t~e mjfom6 me British tropical UnifO~S
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in contrast, were made of pure wool and were excellent. Large quanti-
ties of the British uniforms were captured and worn by the troops of
the German Africa Corps with the German insignia and proved excellent.
This was true particularly of the trousers. The tropical uniform of
the German airforce was also good. Apart from the fact that the
color, a yellowish-bro~m,was more appropriate, they were made from
a material which was of a lighter and better quality and were cut in
a “moreappropriate style. Olive drab color proved uiifavorable. In
view of the normal camouflage difficulties in the desert, a yellowish.
brown, which would have been a protective color, would have been best.
High boots were unsuitable in every respect since in hot climates
everything xnustbe done to prevent soldiers wearing any apparel on
the legs, which restricts the circulation of the blood. ~ this
matter, the troops helped themselves by wearing only slacks, most
of which came from captured British depots and which the troops wore
over their boots. The German lace shoe with a cloth tongue proved
suitable. The shorts issued to the troops could not be worn during
combat since they left the bare legs exposed to injury by thorns and
stones, and these injuries healed very slowly. The olive drab caps
with wide vizors were excellent; the ~izol*,iIIpartic~ar, was in.
dispensable for the infantryman and for the gunner as protection
against the intense glare of the sun. The tropical helmets that were
issued cotildbe used only in the rear areas and were entire~ useless
in combat. The German troops wore no steel hebets in contrast to the
British”troops, whose steel helnets were more appro@iate both in shape
and weight, being lighter than the German helmets. The tropical coats
issued; which were made from a thick woolen material, were good, but
the English, which were fur-lined and reached only to the knees, were
better. Owing to the stiff material from which it was made, the German
tropical shirts were inferior to the British, which was made of so-
called tlTropic~material. To protect the abdominal area of the body
against colds, the wearing of belly bands was obligatory, which proved
a wise measure. Tropical helmets and mosquito nets proved an unneces-
sary expenditure. The majority of the troops got rid of them immedi-
ately after debarking from the ships, since they were not able to take
them along owing to fisufficient transportation space.

The troops were also furnished wall tents, which had a special sun
apron. An illustration of this type of tent, which proved admtiably
suitable, will be foumd as item 5’bin appendix 2. With the exception
of footwear, no leather was used in any article of apparel; it was re-
placed everywhere by thick linen.

The types of vehicles used were the same as those used in Europe.
Vehicles with Diesel engines were not used in order to avoid the neces-
sity of transporting two different types of fuel. However, e~erience
showed that it would have been adtisable to accept this disadvantage
in order to facilitate transportation, since fuel oil could have been
transported in bulk containers, such as tank trailers. The excellent
coastal road would have allowed the use of such transportation.



Volkswagens wereoused in great numbers and proved excellent. For
use under desert conditions the following alterations were made to
adapt the st=dard model: Air intakes were placed inside the vehic~es
to reduce the amo~t of dusifi tie air tienin by the motor. In
place of the standard t~es~ aficraft oversized tires were used, which
proved exception-y good on rocb terrain and insandy stretches. On
ro+ gro~d they reduced jolting because of their low air pressure
while on sandy tracks the wide treds of the tties prevented-the ve-
hicles from sfi~g ~to the s=d ad getting stuck. On the whole,
however> the ~itish motor ~hiclesg as a result of the extensive ex-
perience-of the Eritish in desert conditions,were superior to the
German, being better adapted to the special conditions in respect to
tiresg power? higher ground cle==nce and luwer bodies. Double tires
proved Unsuitable$ particularly in areas where the surface was covered
with stonesj as the stones became compressed in large quantities in
the space between the two tires. In the desert, motor vehicles must
always carry something or other, such as rope ladders or grids, to
place underneath the wheels if they get stuck in the sand.

To reduce the effects of sand and heat, additional airfilters
for all types of vehicles were developed and used. They proved very
valuable although it was not possible to eliminate the effects of
sand on the motors altogether.

Troops employed under desert conditions shouldbe furnished a
certain number of aircraft compasses, which should be mounted on the
windscreen next to the driverTs seat. By means of a small magnet,
deviations were excluded, so that the driver was able to drive in the
direction ordered. The sun compasses,which were developed for the
same purpose, did not meet requirements, since they were too compli-
cated and failed to function properly around midday, between 1000 and
~00 ho~s e Pocket compasses were indispensable and had to be issued
to each man individuauy, since the individual soldier plays a greater
role in the desert than in any other theater of operations. The com-
pass used & the British~ in which the dial floated on oil, was better
than the German and was preferred~ the German troops when they managed
to capture any.

The Germas failed to develop anything special as a protection
against flies and other insects, which became particularly pestiferous
fi summer. lasecticides stiilar to FLll!were an urgent requirement
for the combat units.

c. Special Training. It was not possible to give the troops,
which were rushed to Africa suddenly and at short notices any special-
ized training. All that was done was to have them attend ammber of
lectures by specialists in tropical medictie and by officers who had a
vague knowledge of conditions from traveling. However, these lectures
gave the troops wrong impressions of what they were to expect from the
effects of heat, sand, insects and diseases instead of orienting them
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properly. The instructions on hygiene in the tropics, on -theother
hand, were good. Even units that were transferred to Africa during the
further course of the campaign there received no real specialized trafi.
ing owhg to the fact that the orders for their transfer usually cme
so une~ectedQ that there was no time for this purpose. However, in
a’‘suggestionsubmitted to the - High Command by the army in Africa,
the following training subjectsUere considered important:

(1) Exercises of all types h marching and combat in
open, sandy terrain.

(2)

and at extre.~~

(u

Cover and camouflage in open terrain.

Aiming and ftiing of aid.weapons in open terrain
long ranges.

Recognition and designation of targets without in.
stz’uments. The.aiming and firing exercises were to be carried out
by dwlight,. at night, in the glaring sun, during twilight, facing the
sun, with tie back to the sun, with the sun shining from one side, by
moonlight and with artificial lighting.

(5)

(6)
modations.

(7)

(8)
terrain.

(9)

(ioj

(nj

(12)

(13)

(u)

Exercises during extreme heat.

Exercises of long duration with no billeting accom-

The construction of shelters in sandy terrain.

Practice h night driving and in driving over sandy

Nightmarching in level terrain.

Orientation by compass, by the stars, and so forth.

Driving by march compass.

Recovery of tanks and other vehicles in sandy terrain.

Laying and removing mines in sandy terrain.

Exercises in mobile warfare.

If it had been possible to train the troops in these subjects and
to prepare them thoroughly, considerable losses could probably have been
averted.

d. Accltiatization of the Troops. SO far as the first divi-
Sions transferred to Africa were concerned, no measures were taken to
accustom the troops to excessive heat. Some of the replacements sent



forward l~te~ had the opportunity of spending a certain period in South
ItaIy or m the Balkans for acclimatization. The climate in these two
regiotisis very similar to the climate in the coastal areas of North
AfricaO h the light of experience, however, a familiarization period
is not considered absolutely essential, since the tioop employed with-
out a prior period of acclimatizationproved no less efficient in com-
bat thm those who had lived fora time in southern Italy or in the
Ba)_kan.S.It was not the climate alone that caused the heavy losses
that were sufferedj but the poor food, snd the hardships during combat
combined with the effects of the climate; the troops had in no way been
prepared for these circumstances.

It proved veq unwise to transfer units or replacements to the
desert in summers during the hottest part of the year and the time
when the flies proved most troublesome. A parachute brigade provides
a typical example. The brigade was transferred from Europe in July
1942$ the hottest time of the year, and employed in defense in the
rocky wilderness around El Alamein. The unit consisted of handpicked
men and withtila very short while more than SO per cent of them were
sick from the combined effects of the heat, with its accompanying dis-
comforts,‘andthe inadequate diet. Shortly after the unit was com-
mitted; numerous cases of metabolic disorders set in, such as, dj@-
entery~ jaundice and festering sores which healed only very slowly.
The causes were the brackish drinki.ngwater, which contained as much
as one gram of salt per liter, and the inadequate diet, which con-
sisted almost exclusively of canned foods. Blond and redhaired men
with blue eyes and fair skins were particularly susceptible, whfie
the brown and dark haired types soon recovered from the disorders
which were almost inevitable in the beginning.

These points were not taken into account in the medical examina-
tion, the main emphasis being placed on sound teeth and a strong heart.
The result was that the elite units, such as the paratroopers,suffered
Particularly heavy losses. Even prior acclimatizationwould not have
protected them.

The following experience was gained in respect to the accltiatiza-
tion of persons to hot climatese Men who had lived before in temperate
zones stood the titense heat ve~ well in the first year, during which
they were far more efficient th~ the fidigenous population and Euro-
Peans who had been living in the country for a long time. This proved
to be the case when German troops were employed in Sicily, for instance,
where summer temperatures are the same as those in the deserts of Africa.
fi the average cases the powers Of resistance of the new arrival decline
after the fhst year ad his efficiency SIMS below tie level of that
of the persons who have spent a longer time in the Coutm. His effi-
ciency only stats to @row gradua~ after a few years but never
reaches the same standard as that of the first year. The following
inferences can be drawn from this experience:
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(1) No prior lengthy acclimatization should take place,
since this would waste part of the first year of maximum efficiency.

(2) Only a brief transitional period should be allowed
in a hot climate, during which the troops can be instructed in the
manner of living under tropical and desert conditions and the best pro.
tective measures they should take without the added difficulty of enemy
action.

(3) After approximately one year on active sefice in a
hot climate, ~hq troops should be rotated to some other theater of
operations. The disadvantage that the experience gainedby the qen
can only be exploited foura relatively short time must be accep~d.

e. Development of Special Equipment. The following special
types of equipment were developed:

(1) Special tropical clothing and uniforms, as dealt
with in detail in Section 2, b.

(2) Special airfilters for motor vehicles, including
tanks. This subject has also been discussed in Section 2, b.

(3) Special.medical equipment for use in tropical cli-
mates, which subject is dealt with h Annex ~.

3. tigisticsl Planning

Iogisticalpbnning is an integral part of operational plan-
ning. (Section 2, a.) lh this operation, plans for the supply serv-
ices-also had to be prepared at top speed. The main concern in these
plans WAS to provide for the transportation of the supplies for the
German troops by rail to Italian ports and by German or Italian ships
from-there to ports in North Africa. The selection of transportation
media”and supervision of the loading was the responsibili~ of a
special branch, the Branch for Transportation to Africa. It operated
under %le cormnfidof the German General attached to Italian Headquar-
teis,-hitherto the German military attache h Rome. Unloading h
tiric= ports and further transportationto the troops was the re-
~onsibili~ of the Supply and Administration Officer of the Africa
Corps,”later of the Chief Supply and Administration Officer of the
Panzergrupp~ Afrika, which later again was redesignated th,ePanzer
Army of Africa and finally the German-Italian Panzer Army.

Ihitially all bulk commodities, as well as all troops, were tr~-
Ported by sea, but when shipping losses mo~ted, personnel were trans-
ported by plane.

* An armored - with no re= zone administrative responsibilities.
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fi November 19h2~ Field Marshall Kesselring arrived in Italy as

c~~mnder of the Second Air Force. In coordinated action w~h the

It;lien navy and air force, his mission was to protect German and to
prevent British tra.ns~ortationin tineMediterranean. It is said.that
shc’rtlyafter his ~r=val~ he sighed: Wow it is clear to me that k
conductfig a W= aCrOSS the s:a~ the proper delive~ of the means of
combat at their ProPer Place 1s of f= more @ort=ce than any worries
as to whether the enemy should be attacked on the right or left flank~”

It was not p:ssible with tie means available to the supply com-
mand or with anY qrovised measmes to secure adequate supply ser-
tices for the =ored forces in Africa. To keep open the supply lanes
or @ open these lanes was the responsibility of the operational com-
mands which rested with the Italian Supreme Command. The Wehrmacht
High Comm-d had supported the Italian Supreme Command but had &o
occasionally interfered in the conduct of Operations. It was imper-
ative that this problem be solved if an adoguate supply service was
to be secured for the troops in Africa. As no solution WaS fomd,
the supply service collapsed as a natural consequence after all im-
provised means had failed. The following dates and tiformation con=
ceining the functioning of the supply services has been furnished by
the German General attached to the Italian Supreme Command during the
period from February 19~ to May 1943:

a. February to nay 19hl

The transportation of troops and supplies across the
Mediterranean functioned without interruption. The convoys reached
Tripoli regularly and almost without losses. lhmediately after its
capture2 Benghast was used as a port of debarkation. At the request
of the German command, Italian submarineswere used as early as April
19L1 to transport fuel for the most advanced elements of the Africa
corps. They discharged their cargo at Derma. Coastal shipping along
the African coast was organized with small ships and sailing boats
with auxiliay motors.

b. June to December 1941

British surface and submarine craft interfered with the
transportationof German troops and supplies. The losses in shipping
space and in materiel were considerable. To relieve the situation,
a~” transportation groups were employed to move troops and materiel,
while naval barges transported tanks and important spare parts. The
use of Bardia as a port of debarkation close to the front was pre-
vented by the British air force. Ii December, Italian battleships
had to be used to protect the convoys.

c. January to June 1942

During this period transportationwas favored by German
superiority in the air, which was gained by the German Second Air



Force under Kesselring~ and also by the fact that Nalta was held down.
The transportation of troops and supplies functioned smoothly and with
very few losses. Enough supplies were moved forward to enable the
Gesmn-Italian Army ta launch an offensive with ltiited objectives,
which advanced as far as the borders of Egypt in May-June. lh addi-
tion, adequate supplies were stockpiled for a period of six to eight
weeks against the eventuality of the air forces and naval vessels be-
ing employed in an operation to capture Malta.

d. July 1942 to May 19h3

As a result of Rommells advance into Egyptian territory
after the capture of Tobruk (this advance was contraqy to the plahs
of the Italim Supreme Command ) the supplies deposited in the Ben-
ghasi and Tripoli areas for the front were practically useless stice
the distances were too great for transportation on land and coastal
shipping was prevented by the British. The Second Air Force was com-
pelled to transfer some of its units stationed in Sicily and Southern
Italy to Africa and Greece in order to support the Panzer Army, which
was fighting desperately at El Alamefi. As aresult, the Luftwaffe
was so heavily engaged that it was unable even to screen Malta. The
British forces on Malta regained their strength and employed new
types of bombers equipped with radar and having a wider radius of
‘action. They succeeded in bringing German convoy traffic to an al-
most complete standstill. The Italian battleships were in port at
Tarent and La Spezia, unable to operate because of lack of fuel.
Iosses in materiel and fuel were so heavy that it was barely possible
to obtain adequate supplies from Germany. The sea routes to Tripoli
and Benghasi were completely severed. Air transportation from Crete
now played the major role but quite naturally the volume was far too
small to meet even the most urgent demands of the front. In addition,
the Wehrmacht High Command moved an infantry division from Crete to
Egypt. This division had no motorized vehicles whatever, so that it
became an added strain on the transportation and supply services in
F&rica.

After the occupation of Tunis the distances across the sea were
admittedly shorter. Nevertheless, in spite of the use of the mili-
tary transport ships which had been constructed meanwhile and numer-
ous ships of the smallest types, it was not possible to relieve the
strained supply situation. Anglo-American power in the air was
growing steadily and transportation capacities were sinking from day
to day. Even a tempcmary increase of the quantities transportedby
air to 1000 tons failed to bring w relief. Once the German-Italian
forces in Twis were enveloped, the Anglo-American fighter planes had
such complete mastery h the airs even over the Straits of Sicily~
that it was hardly possible for even the smallest ships to reach
Africa safely. Iround 20 April, the German-Italiaiiair transportation
units were subjected to a crippling attack.
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~~, the point must be brought out that, as a result of the
gradua~ developing ~glo-h@rican supremacy at..sea and k the air
in the Medi~errane~-~ North ~rica W= cut off from Europe. The
Germ=-It~~ forces oPerat~g in ~rica therefore could not be
adequately reinforced or supplied~ ThiS lack~f any possibility of
maintati~g suPP%Y tr~fic was not due b any failure on the part of
the German or It~i= headquarters responsible for the movement of
supplies~ but solely to the fact that the German-Italian opera-
tional co~=d did not succeed in keeping the supply routes to Mrica
open. Any examination of the question why these routes were not
kept open or could not be kept open, is beyond the scope of this
study.

Plans for supplyhg the troops in the desert had provided for
adequate supply transportation space and also an additional water
supply service. Each ditision had the same transportation space,
the same motor vehicle and weapons maintenance units, the admini-
strative, medical and militay police units as a division in Europe,
plus a water distilling company. The corps supply services included
an additional, special water supply company, filter and distilling
units and geological teams, details of which can be found in Annex 3.



CHAPTER II

Operations

h. General Description of the Zone of Operations.

The zone of operations in the North African Campaign in Libya
and Egypt consisted of a strip of land, sometimes as much as sixty
kilometers wide, bounded on one side by the coast and on the other by
the desert interior.

The ground surface was either firm gravel, sand-covered gravel,
roc~, or mixed sand and gravel. Within this entire zone, large paY~ts
of which were level plain, the desert could be traversed by all types
of vehicles. The only excretions were patches of deep sand, and steep
wadis, which could not always be ascertained from the map, and salty
swamps, such as those at Marada, roughly forty kilometers south of
Marsa el Brega. Natural defiles were formed by the serpentine of
Derna and the Halfaya Pass at the border between Libya snd Egypt. It
was possible to create defiles by the use of mines.

Undulating, steppe-li&e terrain predominated (Annex 2, Photos B
1-S, Annexb, serial photos L 1 and 2). It consisted of low mounds
and long ridges, whose average height above the surrounding temain
was from four to twenty meters. At times they had gentle slopes and
at times they rose steeply from broad, level valleys in which there
were no watercourses. The summits were naked rock covered with loose
rocks of va@_ng size which made motor traffic difficult but not im-
possibb. In the va~eys the roclrybottom was covered by a layer of
dust or clay of vzuying thickness. In dry weather this ground could
be traversed without difficulty by vehicles with four-wheel drive and
capable of cross-country travel, but not without raistig dense clouds
of dust. The steppe-like terrain had patches of camells-them shrubs,
around which the dust had blown to form sma~ dunes (Annex 2, photos
~ and 1S). Traffic followed the broad paths, called Trighs or Tis*tes,
which connected the few settlements and water holes. (hnex 2, photos
1 and 2; “Annexb, aerial photo 2). This terrain extended from the
coast to a line roughly thirty or forty kilometers filand. The coast
itself was fringed by a belt of dunes behind which was a zone of salt
swamps, celled Sebchen, which were .usudly dry (Annex h, aerial photos
19 and 20). This coastal zone was frequently used as a bivouac area
for troops, since it offered good opportunities for digging in tents
and vehicles and had good water supply facilities. The only parts of
the coast at which there were no dunes were the cliff sections at
.Tobruk~Bardia and Sollum. There5 the coastal sector was often inter-
sected by deep wadis and was difficult to penetrate.

Towards the interior, the steppe-like zone gradually merged with
the desert proper, which is practically devoid of any type of vegeta-
tion (Annex b, aerial photo 3). On the whole, motortig was easier in
the desert proper than in the steppe-like zone, although moveqent was



rclldereddifficult ~ Parts by ve~ rugged areas (Annex 2, photos 6-8;
~nex b, aerial photo L-6). Wstead of the roc~ surface, patches with

a deep covertig of sand are encountered, which make rapid travel pos-

sible (Annex 2, photos 9 and 10). Here~ the valley floors were clay

pans, as flat as table tops, which were submerged in water during the

rainy periods (hex 2~ Photos 11 and 12). It is only at the foot of
steep cliffs ~at a roc~ bottom was fo~d or a soft sandy b6ttom, tito
which the vehicles easily sank (Annex k) aerial photo lb). This soft
s~d also covered the beds of the numerous wadis, by which the steep
faces of the ridges =e broke% so that it was often extremely diffi-
cdt to surmount the obstacles presented> even by comparatively low
steep ridges.

Farther south these patches of soft sand ticreased in size and
seriously impeded operations by armored units (Annex h, aerial photos
15-18). The dividing line between those parts of the desert in which
mobility was good and those in which it was bad is in eastern Libya
and western Egypt$ between the 29th and 30th degree latitude. (Annex
1, map 2). South of the 29th degree latitude the vast dune-covered
expanses began~ and to cross it was considered quite a sporting feat.

We can thus see that the area suitable for military operations
was conftied to the relatively narrow strip along the coast and the
southern, desert~ zone which was more favorable for rapid movement on
the whole than the northern, steppe-like zone, if the tarred coastal
road is left out of consideration. (Annex 1, maps 2-10.)

Within the zone described, the followtig t~es of terrain oh
stacles were

a.
tant part in

to be found:

Mountain ranges. Three mountain ranges played an impor-
he war n Africa, namely

(1) The Cyrenaica Mountains (Annex 1, maps 4 and s).
At points tlhesemountains reached a height of 875 meters above sea
level; they intercepted the moisture c~ried inland by the north wind.
The heavier ratifall here is the reason wlqJ,in this area, the chal@
ground c~ried a growth of macchia in contrast to the desert or steppe.
like areas. (Annex 2, photo 16.) These mountatis rose in two high,
steep terraces, which could be traversed at only a few points (Annex
2, photos 17 and 18) and were &tersectedby numerous deep valleys
(Annex 2, photo 19), which made it impossible to conduct sizable oper-
ations except along roads. South of the topmost ridges, the mountains
sloped down gradually to the desert terrain which was good for ve-
hicular traffic. (Annex 2, photos 1, 2, 10.) For this reason the
Cyrenaica region was vulnerable to attack from the south, a fact which
Rommel recognized at once durtig his attack in the spring of 19hl.
For this reason he delivered his ma~ attack against Mechili, a desert
fort designed to protect the southe~ approaches to the Cyrenaica.
The fact that it was so ea~ to @=s is the reason why the Cyrenaica



was never held witn any degree of determinationby either side during
the entire campaign, although it could be called a natural fortress.
During every retreat, every effort was made to pass through this region
as rapidly as possible in order to avoid beimg intercepted.

(2) The Gebel Nefusa Mountains, (Annex 1, map 7), pro-
truded like a barr~er between the coastal plains of Tripoli and those
of Kisurata. South of Tripoli they rose t~ a height of-.700meters
above sea Level, the first 300 meters of which were a gigantic cliff
(Annex 2, photos 20 and 21). h the southeast they descended in a
gradual slope. In the northeast, towards the sea~ the height was
less than 200 meters above sea level at Hems. ~ the central parts,
this mountain range was extremely ruggd@ and motorized troops could
only pass along the roads. The southeast slope was covered with a
deep layer of wind-blown sandy loess, which made vehicular traffic
difficult (Annex 2, photo 29). FroIuthe north, this mountain range
formed an impregnable fortress. From the southeast, it was vulnerable
to attack in spite of the mountainous and intersectednature of its
approaches, since ihe attacking forces could find favorable assenibly
areasin the foothills and could approach under cover to the proximity
of the defense positions. Possibilities for by-passing existed and
were taken advantage of by tie British in the attack in January 1943.

(3) The Matmata Mountains, a range in south Tunisia,
had a steep drop of 100 to 200 meters & the east (Annex 1, map 8).
In the west they sloped down gradually to a high plateau, which was
sandy h parts, while in others the ground was good for motor traffic,
so that it could be crossed bg motorized columns in spite of occa-
sional difficulties (Annex ~, aerial photo 17). The steep cliff-like
wall in the east and north was interruptedby numerous wadis, through
some of which an ascent to the high plateau was possible (Annex 4,
aerial photos 7 and 8).

The Matmata Mountains narrcwed down the coastal plains of southern
Tunisia considerably~ so that it was possible to org=ize a defense
line at the narrowest point, atlkreth. However, the steep mo~ta~-
side was only a weak protection agairst flanking attacks, since it
could be by-passed with littie difficulty. Only if the Germ~Ital.ian
forces had been numerous enough to hold all passes and if they had
had a mobile reserve available to repulse any enemy attempts at de-
touring the mountains, would this range have constituted an important
factor in the defense.

b. Steep terraces. Most of the steep terraces in the steppe-
like terrain were not high and followed a course parallel with the .
coast (Annex 25 photo 22; Annex ~, aerial photos 1 and 2) so that they
hardly interfered with troop movements. ~ the numerous caves, over-
hanging cliffs and gorges, good opportunities couldbe found for troops
shelters, for which purpose they were frequently used, since they were



~ho.~ogt,effective protection against air attack that was to be foad.
SOmQ of the steep terraces, and other similar terrain features, how-

ever, became of outstanding importance,namely,

(1) The northern rim of the @attara Depression, on which
tho southern flank of the El ~~ei-n ltie was based. (Annex h, aerial

phows lV and n). This rim towered about 300 meters above the floor
of the depression which was 80 meters below sea level. Within the

sectors held by the Germ=-It~i= forces there were only three points
~t uhich motor t=ffic was possible~ ~d even there difficulties were
encountered because of the deep sand. Throughout the entire campaign

no better protection for a flak was ever found than fi the El Alamein
ltie.

(2) The steep terrace at SoHum, between the Bardia-
Capuzzo high plateau and the SOllum coastal plain (Annex 1, maps 3
and 11; Annex 4, aerial photo 9). There were two roads, with numer-
ous serpentine, across the terrace, one from the Via Balbia - the
tarred coastal road, the other from the Halfaya Pass road. During
the period of positional warfare in the summer of 1941, the terrace
was within the combat area.

(3) Large-sized wadis. These were found in the
C~enaica region and in the eastern approaches to the Tripolitanian
Gebel mountain and exbended, as far as the Bay of Sir@ (Annex 2,
photos 24-29; Annex L9 aerial photos 12-I.4). Usually the bed of a
wadi consisted of a layer of soft sand; less frequently the beds were
salty swamps with a growth of camel!s thorn. The banks were usually
steep but not continuous~ since they were cut by numerous cross-wadisi
On the whole they could be considered as terrain obstacles, but as
obstacles that could be overcome without difficulty unless obstinately
defended.

During the German-Italian retreat from El Alamein to Tunis, oply
one defense position was based on a wadi, namely the Buerat line,
which extended along the Zem-Zem wadi south of the Via Balbia (Annex
1, map 1S; Annex 2, photos 26 and 27; Annex 4, aeria.lphotos 12 and
13). However, after careful deliberation, the line was developed
east of the wadi in order to prevent an approach by the epemy under
cover and not on the low-~tig west b~~k~ since the west %nk was
dominated by the higher opposite bank.

The Buerat line could be by-passed easily. It was therefore
evacuated by the infantry before the attack began and held only for
a short while in a delaying action by mobile units.

(h) Dune terrain. Large sandy areas were found close
tO the coast, near larger wadis~ and h the desert proDer, where the
@rgx present barriers that were ~enetrdle for traffie~

> Large areas 01-shlrtmg s-d dunes. (Translator)



Big dunes along the coasts which titerfered with traffic, were
fo~d-around Agedabia, on the shores of the Bay of Sirte (Annex 4,
aerial photo 20), south of liisurata,and in the neighborhood of Tri-
poli (Annex 2, photo 30), thus mostly in western Libya. They impeded
traffic seriously off the roads and even the roads were affected,
since the dunes shifted constantly. After severe storms the roads
kcame”’”sodeep~ covered with sand that they had to be cleared. For
this reason, a constant road maintenance service was necess~ where
the roads crossed dune areas.

..
A large’area-of dunes was also found north of the El.Fareh wadi,

between El A&heila end Harada.along the shores of the Bay of Si.rte
(Annex 1, map 6; Annex 4, aerial photos 18 and 21). It protected
the German ?%rsa el Brega position against flanking attacks and fo~ed
the””British to make a wide detour through the region south of the El
Fareh wadi, where vehicular traffic was possible.

The big dunes of the desert proper were all south of the zone of
operations and only a section of them along the border between Libya
and Egypt played a role of some tactical importance, since they af-
forded protection for the south flak of the German Alamein positions.
The dunes in the desert proper were not crescent-shaped like the dunes
along the coast, but formed continuous ridges anywhere between four
and fifty meters high, which extend usually frpxnnorth to south.
(Ridge dunes, Annex 4, aerial photos 22 and 23&] A number of these
ridges could be so diiven by the wind to form a la~tithian confu-
sion of dune ridges With completely encircled hollows in which the
firm ground could be seen (Annex 4, aerial photo 24). This enormous
ocean of dunes formed what might be called a collection of honeycomb
dunes. In order to cross them it was necessary to have the very best
cross-count~ vehicles available and to drive at top speed at the
first dune, break through its crest and on driving down the opposite
slope, to gather speed for the next dune. While driving, the vehicle
was enveloped in a dense cloud of dust, which reduced visibility to
practically nil. In this way, one to two kilometers might possibly
be covered per day. Serious losses in personnel and materiel were
unavoidable.

The Great Easten Erg, a similar l=rge dronearea, extended from
south Tudisia to south Algeria close to the westerm border of Libya
(Annex 1; maps 1 and 8). If adequate German manpower had been avail-
able to extend the Mareth position across the Matmata Mountains and
Fort Ie Boeuf to this dune area, the flank would have been as well
protected as was the case in the Alamein line.

(5) Salt swamps. These swamps developed at those points
where the water in the subsoil of the desert rose & the surface.
Owtig to the constant evaporation which takes place, the salts car-
ried h the water were deposited and the resultant brine formed either
a lake-or, when mixed with sand and clay, a patch of thick
on which salt marsh vegetation could tde root. (Annex 2,

tough mud
photos 34
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:::+ ~ 35; mex 4, aeri=J photos 21-23 ~d 25-27=) OnCe a PerSOn WaS

c~u~ht In a salt swamp it was
impossible for him to escape without

hr.]p. photos 36-9 in Annex 2 show how vehicles which were sunk in

r.u]tmarshes could be recovered. However, this method was successful

~il~ on terrati which was not too SW-. k really soft SW- ground,
~hc Vehicle had to be pulled out % another vehicle>: which was often
*Xtrcm~ difficult and could only be done if the latter was on fim
~round and had a very strong engine. Most of the salt marshes were

crossed by fords, which were lmo~ to the natives. Many of the fords
could carry vehicular traffics so that any salt marshes within a de.
fm-mive position shofid ~WaYS be kept under obse~ation md all fords
croesing it ~st be c=refu~y ~connoitered with the aid of native
~uides. Frequently, the salt marshes dried out completely and then
presented no obstacle at all (L~ex ?, photo 33).

The biggest salt marsh in the Libyan and Egyptian desert was the
Quattara Depression, the suface of which was 80 meters below sea
10VS1. This depression and its northern rim protected the flank of
the El Alamein ltie. The swamp itself was sktitedby a zone of soft
sand taxying between one and two kilometers in widths on which a few
vehicles could travel with some difficulty (Annex b, aerial photos
10 and l.1). All other ground outside of the actual swamp but within
the Quattara Depression was also soft and difficult to cross with
vehicles. The salt marsh which was within the German zone of oper-
ations in the Marsa el Brega line was considerably smaller (Annex 1,
map 6). Neverthelessj in conjunction with the sandy patches and dune
areas, it provided good protection against frontal attack in spite
of the fact that it hqd numerous fords. The salt marshes of southern
Tunisia, called Schotts, were of more importance. The Dscherid Schott
was the feature which led to the decision to construct the Gabes line,
which served as a rear line for the Mareth line (Annex 1, maps 9 and
lo). In most parts, the Dscherid Schott was considered an impassable
obstacle (Annex 4, aerial photo 26), but its eastern part, the so-
called El Fedjad Schott, had numerous good fords which could be
crossed without difficulty by vehicles.

Both Benghasi and Tripoli had good ports with very ample capac-
ities for shipping and landing, for which reason the former was used
as the main supply base. The capacities in the ports of Dezma and
Bardia, as well as the naval port of Tobruk, had much smaller capac-
ities.

There was no continuous railroad in Libya. The two railroads,
each about tti~ kilometers in length, in Tripolitania and in the
~enaicawere”of no importance from the military point of view.

The only perminent signal communications system consisted of an
open-wire telephone’line, on poles, from Tripoli to Bardia. The dis-
t~ces were extremely great and the lime made only limited communica-..
tion traffic
the frequent

possible.- Furthermore, it was frequently intermptedby
air attacks against the Via Balbia.
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The water supply facilities along the Via Balbia were adequate.
The water holes h the desert, usually with a small supply of brackish
water, were generally known only to the natives and were not indicated
on maps.

During the main part of the year the air was very hot but ~,
the hottest months being June, July and August. The highest temper-
atures registered around midday were about tio” Fahre~e it● At night,
even in summer, temperatures dropped t6 about So Fahrenheit. In win-

ter, from November to January, the nights were quite cold, temper-
atures dropping to around 5° and rising again during the daytime to
about 8so Fahrenheit. Rain fell only in wtiter, but was then sometimes
very heavy, starttig suddenly and swamping extensive areas, sometimes
stopping all traffic, even on roads, for protracted periods. The
only other moisture was the very heavy dew”at d~break and in the
evenings.

The outstanding weather feature was the sandstorms, which are
called Ghiblis. These sandstorms recurred pretty regularly every
four weeks in all‘seasonsof the ye=. They USUU l=ted three
days and since they reduced visibility to nothing, they brought all
operations by ground and air forces to a standstill. Durtig these
sandstorms the range of vision was often reduced to’less than three
meters, so that orientation was impossible.

Owing to the wind from the sea, the climate in the coastal re-
gions is almost always healthy. In spite of the enormous number of
flies, there were few cases of malaria. On the other hand, the troops
proved extremely susceptible to jaundice and dysentev.

~. Order of Battle of Army and Ltitwaffe Units.

&my: The first units to be transferred to Africa between
Februaxy and May 1941 were the corps headquarters of the Africa Corps
and headquartirs units (the corps signal battalien and several sup-
ply units) together with the Sth Light Division, which was later
reorganized to form the 21st Panzer Division, and the 15th Panzer
Division.

During the smer months> a n~ber of so-c~led oasis COmP~ieS~
a few battalions and some coastal batteries were moved in, with an
Africa Division Headquarters which was to control them. In the
autumn of 19til,these units were consolidated to form a division>
later designated the 90th Light Africa Division.

Thus, the German combat troops in Nrica at the end of 19bl con-
sisted of two armored and one light division. The two amnored divi-
sions remained under the command of the German Africa Corps. In the

summer of 1941, this COFPS ad the other =KY wits ~ Africa were
placed under the command of the newly created Panzergruppe Afrika.
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~ 21 Janu~ 1942s this headquarters was redesignated Headquarters of

the panzer - of Africa~ which designationwas ch~ged agati in the

autw of 1942 tO Headqu=ters of the Germ~-Italian Panzer kmy.

b the s-er of 19b2 the 164th Light Africa Division and the
p~achute InstructionBrigade were transferred to Africa. As they were
transported& plane, and since the sea transportationcapacities

were steadi= ~~king~ these nits never received their vehicles~ so
that they rema~ed non-mobile to a great extents a fact which was to
have very adverse effects on the withdr~al from El Alamein.

In 1942, about eighteen batteries which were not included in any
of the divisions and consisted of Army Headquarters batteries, coastal
batteries and new batteries of captured guns, were consolidated as
h-my Headquarters Artillery. This artillery was organized in two re-
giments and was placed under the command of the Commander of Artillery
in Africa. lh additions the reconnaissancebattalions of the 15th
and 21st Panzer Divisions and the 580th Reconnaissance Battalion (a
GHQ unit) were consolidated to form a reconnaissancebrigade under
the immediate control of the army headquarters. The army also had
the 900th Engineer Battalion, formerly a GHQ unit, available as a
headquartersunit.

At the end of 1942 the ground forces employed in combat therefore
consisted of the followings

2 armored divisions
2 light divisions
1 parachute brigade
1 reconnaissance brigade
2 regiments of headquarters artillery
1 engineer battalion
the 285th Special Unit, a reinforced battalion originally
organized as an elite battle group for emplo~ent in the
Middle East.

The above list does not include the nuiierousunits available to
the army for logistical support.

The divisions were organized as follows:

a. Armored Divisions:

Divisional headquarters

2 armored infantry regiments of each 2 battalions
1 tank regiment of two battalions with a T/O of
100 tanks each

1 artillery regiment of two light and one heavy
battalion
(9 batteries with 21Jlight field howitzers, 8
heavy field howitzers md ~ 100-mm ~)
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1

1

1

antitank battalion of three companies each with three
three guns with prime movers

engineer battalion of two companies

signal battalion with one telephone and one radio
company

Supply and transportation units.-

Total strength of each panzer division: 12,000.

b. Light Division:

Divisional Headquarters

3

1

1

1

1

infsntry regiments of two battalions each

artillery regiment of two light and one heavy
battalion (24 light and X2.heavy field howitzers)

antitank battalion of three companies (armament as
for panzer division)

engineer battalion of two companies

signal battalion (as for panzer division)
stipply=md trsnsp&tation- units

Total strength of the light division: 12JO00

c. Parachute Instruction Brigade

Brigade Headquarters

b battalions

1 engineer company

1 light artillery battalion

1 mixed signal.company.

Total strength of the Parachute Instruction Brigade:
5,000

~ addition to the above, the following units were landed in
TonIs and employed in combat from November 1942 to the end of the
campaign:
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Considerableparts of the 10th Panzer

I battle group of regi.ment~ Strength
parachute Pqnzer Division

Ditision

of the Hermann Goering

considerableP=ts of three ~f=tm divisions. a number of----
GHQ =ored-battalions and the Ge-m=m Arab figion, which
latter w= a unit of reg~enta strength.

Thus2 the gro~d forces eWloYed fi combat i-nthe African theater
of operationswere equivalent to

j armored divisions at full strength

2 light divisions at full.strength

2 infantry divisions at full strength

1 parachute brigade.

Air Forces. The fact must be stressed at the outset, that the air force
units stationed in Africa were kept at a low level of strength in order
to avoid further complicating the already difficult supply situation.

Additional air support was given by air force units stationed at
Italian or Greek air bases which were transferred occasionally for
temporary periods to Africa.

We must differentiatebetween three phases in respect to the or-
Emization and composition of air force units stationed h Africa,
namely,

phase a. ,F6bruary- November 1943.

phase b. December 1941 - December 1942

Phase c. January - May 1943

Phase a.:

Comm=d: Air Force Commander in Africa. The commander was sub-
ordbate to the X Air Corps (stationed in Athens and later on Crete)
~d was in tactical.support of the Africa Corps (later the Panzer Army
of Africa).

Flying forces in Africa:

1 long-range reconnaiss~ce squadron (F-121 type planes)

2 squadrons of the ~th Close Range Reconnaissance Group
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1 $ighter group, later replaced by the

77th Fighter Wing of three groups

2 groups of the 3rd Dive Bomber Wing

1 destroyer plane group 1 desert rescue squadron

Antiaircraft artillery:

1 regiment of four battalions, tactically assigned to the

Africa Corps (later Panzer gruppe Afrfia).

Air Signal troops:

1 air signal battalion

Logistical support troops:

1 team detailedby the Luftwaffe General in Italy.

‘Phaseb.:

Command: Ah Force Commander h ~rica. The commander was sub-
ordinate to the 2nd Air Force and was assigned tactical support of the
Panzergruppe Afrika (later Panzer Army in Africa).

Flying units in Africa: as in a., above.

Antiaircraft artillery:

Organized in the summer of 1942 to form the 19th Flak
Division and tactically assigned to the Panzer Army

Air Signal troops: as in a., above

Logistical support troops

From 1942 on: Airforce Administrative Command, Africa,
controlled by the Luftwaffe General b Italy.

Phase c.:

Command: IclrCorps Africa, with Air Commanders 1 and 2.

The Air Corps Africa was subordtiate to the 2nd Air Force and
was required to cooperate as follows:
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Air corps Africa with Army Group Africa

Ah Commander 1 with the jth Panzer Army

ti Co~~der 2 with the Ger’m=-Itali=mPanzer _ (later
redesignated the 1st Italian &my)

Flying units in Africa:

2 Fighter wings (5_3rdand 77th)

1 dive bomber wing of 2 groups

1 destroyer plane group

2 antitank plane squadrons

reconnaissanceunits as in a., above.

Antiaircraft artillery:

19th Flak Division, tattically assigned to the German-Italian
Panzer - (later redesignatedthe 1st Italian Army).

20th Flak Division, tactically assigned to the ~th Panzer Amy

Air Signal troops:

1 reinforced air signal battalion

Logistical support troops:

Air Force Administration HeadquartersTunis with three air

base areas.

The order of battle in Annex 3 shows the status as of January 1942,
but does not reveal the n~ber ad types of weapons available. ‘J!heor-
ganization and the main items of armamentwere the same as in Europe
uiti the exception of the additional supply units assigned for service
ti the desert, n~elY, the water supply service ~fts, the meteorological
survey tew~ and so forth. It must be emphasized in respect to the
tables of organization that the ~its at no time had the stated author-
ized strengths. The actual strengths were constantly subject to fluc-
tuations accor~g ~ the losses s~fered ~d the replacements received.

Thus, the combat efficiency, which ~so depended on the shipment
of replacements in personnel ~d materiel, also fluctuated.



6. Reasons for Changes b Organization and Equipment

Initially, the German units were transferred to Africa with
their normal tables of organization and equipment. Changes which were
effected immediately h respect to equipment were as follows:

a. All vehicles were immediately fitted with new special
dust-filters.

b. Special units, namely, water supply companies, water trans-
portation cohmns and geological teams> were organized ~ediate~ tO
take care of water supply and transportationprobleu*” Howemrs owing
to the steadily increastig transportation difficulties, ltige parts of-
these units remained in Italy until the campaign was over.

c. All vehicles were camouflagedby a coat of desert-colored
paint.

d. Uniforms and other clothing. The troops were issued
tropical shirts; khaki-colored linen jackets, breeches, and shorts;
lace boots and lace shoes, both cotton-lined; linen caps with vizors;
tropical helmets; belly bands; woolen overcoats.

In 1941 the following additional changes became necessezy:

a. The antitank battalions arrived in Africa with 3’7-mm
antitank guns. m the summer of 1941, these were =ch=%ed for %-mm
guns, which were exchanged agati in early 19L2 for captured Russ&n
76.2-mm antitank guns. This was necessary because of the increased
effectiveness of weapons used on both sides.

b. ~om early 19b2 on, all tif=try ~its were ~SO assigned
antitank guns, since tank warfare is the deciding factor in desert
warfare, where the antitank gun becomes of even greater importance to
the tifantry than the machine gun. The aim of furnishing each battalion
eighteen 76.2-mm antitank guns was never achieved.

c. Types I and II tanks, some of which were armed with machine
guns and some with 20-mm guns were withdrawn after the summer of 1941
‘ad replaced by Type III tanks, which had JO-mm
replaced after the winter of 19~/h2 by Type IV
guns.

d. The replacement of all motorcycles
the half-track motorcycles that were used for a
factoIy.

guns. These again were
tanks, which had 7s-mm

by Volkswagens. Even
while proved unsatis-

7. 33eeeri@ion of the More Important Battles

a. 31 March to 19 April 19~: me ffist
reconquer the Cyrenaicae

counter-attack to
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Contrw to the views of General Garibaldi, Ccmmancier.inChief of
the Italim fOrCes in Africa, Rommel, who had arrived in the theater of
operationson.1+ Feb~~ }9~1 as commander of the German Africa Corpsj
was of the OP~lOn that walt~g would worsen the situation. The
British forces wer~ sti~ in a long drawn out column and were momen-
t=i~ in a precarious condition, which fact had to be exploited im-
mediately. Rommel was able to substantiatehis opinions by reconnais-
sance ~d~ therefore~ his views prevailed. Immediately after the Sth
Light Division co~enced l~d~g at Tripolj.on E Febm=y 1941 md
movtig Up to the fronts Ro~el co~enced a series of reconnaissance
thrusts west of Agheila on 2h Mach, which he followed up on 31 Plarch
by an attack with limited objectives in the direction of Agedabia.
The sole object of this attack was to drive back the British troops
in the advanced positions of Agedabia. Since these British troops
retreated immediately Agedabia itself was attacked and taken on 1
April, the enexqywithdrawing toward Benghasi. The attack toward
Benghasi, which then followed~ vas also successft.iLand on b April
that city and the port were taken by German forces.

Ih view of the obvious wealmess of the enemy, who had been taken
by surprise by the Genmn attack, it seemed advisable to continue the
advance. Rommel decided not to continue the pursuit through the C~e-
naica, but to launch an enveloping attack through the desert, in order,
if possible, to prevent the retreat of considerable enemy forcds. For
this reason he pushed forward the bulk of the ~th Light Division south
of Benghasi straight through the desert towards Mechili and Derna,
with weaker for- mowing by way of Y@us in a flankimg drive. This
move also succeeded and on 6 April more than 2000 prisoners were taken
at Mechili, Derna being captured on the same day.

On 9 April the pursuing columns reached the Libya-Egyptian border
at Bardia, so that all territory lost in Libya had been recovered.
Only the Tobruk fortress remained in British hands. It was enveloped
with weak forces by 11 April. Two attempts to take it in raids on 13
and ~ April and a third attempt ti a properly prepared attack on 30
April failed. The forces available were inadequate for this task.

Rommel now had to decide whether to break off the seige of Tobruk
and to withdraw to the elevated terrain of Ain el Gazala or to maintain
the siege with the disadv~tage that he would have to establish a second
front in a line level with Sidi Omar.Sollum-Bardia. H,edecided on the
second solution. Chiefly Italian troops, namely, the X and XXI Corps,
with a total of four inf~t~ divisions,which were to be increased tO
five at alater stage,were to~intain the siege of Tobruk. The Sidi-
omar-sol~~ front was held only ~ ~t~ng points fi Order tc)release

‘he bfi of the German forces for mobile employment in the open field.

summary.

(1) The units which took part in the actual offensive
operations were as follows:
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The Sth Light Division,which at that time consisted of
three battalions; one tank regiment; one reconnaissance, one light
artillerg~ one antitankj one engineers and one signal battalion.

(2) The 5mportant factors that brought about this speedy
and thorough success were the following:

(a) The momentary Weakness of the Brit@h forces,
Whose supply trarqortaticm’had not yet been’able to cat-chup ftilly’tiith
the rapid advance.

(b) German supremacy in the air.

(c) The direct attack through the desert, which the
enemy had not expected.

(3) A special feature of these OF rations was the advance
through the desert from south of Benghasi toward Mechili and Derna,
which advance was ordered by Rommel in spite of the serious misgivings
of most of the commanders serving under him. The actions brought out
the necessity of having the commanders of mobile units far ahead in
the unit column in desert warfare and of employing all meas, including
liaison pl=es, to maintain contact within the pursuing force. There
is no other possible way of remaining close on the heels of the retreat-
ing enerrrg.

(4) bgistical require~nts were not given the proper
consideration. This is the reason why some of the units failed in
the desert. But, on the other hand, Rommel could not afford to wait
for the arrival of further fuel transports, as he would then have lost
contact with the eneqy.

(5) Here, for the ftist time, the units had to cross a
long stretch of desert, some of them 300 kilometers and more, and
while doing so had to gather the experience they lacked. This experi-
ence included recognition of the necessity to carry along ample sup-
plies of fuel and water and the difficulties of orientation. h the
desert it is hardly possible to establish onels position by the sun,
since the sun is usually almost directly overhead. The available
maps, which were reprints of Italian maps9 were inadequate. Prac-
tically no reference points existed, so that all orientation had to be
done by compass. Furthermore, the eyes of the troops had to become
accustomed to the glare of the sun> which made contours Uncleary so
that it was extremely difficult to recognize objects> for tist=ce>
to differentiate between tanks and trucks.

(6) Together with the fact that any movement causes
immense clouds of dust, the above factor was origfially exploited~
Rommel, who had his supply ~d baggage trains move h t=k fo~ation
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in order to mislead the eneny. Later, this came to the notice of the
enemyj so that later attempts to employ this ruse were unsuccessful.

(7) At that stage, the Gem= forces suffered little
from enemy air attac~se

(8) Here, for the first time, the 8&mm antiaircraft
gun proved an effective antitank weapon. Later it became indispen.
sable for this purpose.

b. May-June 19kl: Battles for the positions on the border.

The British left Rommel no peace and in these months
seized the initiative several tties in attempts to take from the
(%rmans the border positions which co~anded the outpost area, and
particularly in attempts to twe the Hdfaya Pass. In the mountain
~amge extending from the coast to the
tance of more than 30 kilometers~ the
at which tanks could cross.

On Is May, the British succeeded

interior of the desert, a dis-
Halfaya Pass was the only point

in recapturing Sollum, Capuzzo,. .
and the Halfaya Pass. IIIan immediate counte~attac~ Rommel-suc~eeded
two days later in retaking Sollum and Capuzzo, while the Halfaya Pass
remained in British hands. However> on 27 May the pass was finally
retaken in an attack in which the lsth Panzer Division, which had
meanwhile reached the front~ also took part.

On 15 June~ after careful preparations the British launched a
major offensive which aimed at retaking the border positions and ad-
vamcing on Tobruk. They by-passed the German border positions and
pushed forward almost as far as Bardia. The situation was critical.
However, on 17 June~ Rommel, again employing the 15th Panzer Division,
succeeded in defeattig the enemy by concentratinghis forces in an zG-
tack on the west flank of the enemy? who had advanced northwards. The
enemy forces were compelled to with~aw southward to avoid the encir-,
clementof some of theti units.

The more important features of these operations are as follows:

(1) The pursuit.phase was now over, and the actions de-
scribed are those of attack and defense.

(2) Stronger forces were employed on both sides, than
hitherto. On the German sidej both divisions~ the Sth Light and the
l~th Panzer .- minus certain elements tied dohn on the Tobruk front --
‘ere fully employedj as well as one Italian division. Without the lsth
‘~zer Division9 the German forces would not have been able to hold
‘he~ o~~ particularly h the battle from 15’thto 17th June.
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(3) Whereas the fighting during the pursuit in March and
April took place on either side of the Via Balbia~ all the actions just
described took place in the desert.

(~) The Germ= side no longer had absolute mastery of the
air; British bombing units were taking part in the fighting in con-
centrated attacks for the first time.

In these skirmishes and battles the lsth Panzer Division gair.ed
its first experience in desert warfare. The fields in which experience
was gained were the same as those described for the Sth Light Division
in section a.

New features in the operations were as follows:

(1) For the first tti.e,ill German units were exposed
to lively enemy activity in the air, a feature they were to eqerience
daily from now on. At first, several instances occurred where severe
losses were suffered owing to the bunching up of vehicles and troops.
It was weeks before the troops learned to counter this new combat fac-
torby a wide dispersal of units in breadth and depth, a particularly
important requirement in the desert
found.

, where no cover whatever is to be
(The minimum distance between vehicles shofid be SO-and if pos-

sible 100 meters.) It also proved necessary to dig h immediately all
vehicles that w-erehalted for any considerable time. They were to be
dug into the ground to at least a depth that protected the @es in
order to lessen the effects of bomb fragments. In the same measure
it was necessq to camouflage the vehicles. This was only possible
with the use of camouflage nets, so that it was extremely difficult.
Furthermore, it was now necessary for each and every man to dig a fox-
hole as protection during air raids.

(2) The danger of radio stations being intercepted and
located made it imperative to have all radio instruments and particu-
larly central radio stations removed at least one kilometer from head-
quarters sites in order not to have the functioning of staff headquar-
ters interfered with. The resultant delay in the transmission of orders
and reports had to be accepted as an unavoidable disadvantage. ~ the
use of messengers with motor vehicles, this delay had to be reduced as
far as possible.

Durtig the time discussed above, consolidating measures were also
taken in the envelopment of Tobruk. The intention to withdraw al-l
German troops from the besieging force could not be carried out, par-
ticularly at Ras el Mdauuar, on the southezm front, where two German
battalions remained in position until the autumn of 194J-.

(3) The danger of enemy tanks breaking through the front
made it necessary to develop all-around defense positions protected by
antitank mines. Rommel issued a bulletin describti.gthe development
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of such positions each held by a retiforced company, b a system of
strong points. Above all~ this system was adopted along the border,
where the Italf= llSawnaltDivision was employed in addition to five
German oasis companies.

c. JUIY to mid-November 19&l: The siege of Tobfi ~dpre.
parations for the attack on the fortress.

It was clear to Rommel~atTobruk had to be taken as soon as pos-
sible and it was obvious that the enemy would do everything possible to
preveot this happening. Speed was therefore necessary. The following
fact~ti made it difficult for Rommel to take the steps which he-re-
cognized as essential~

(1) The necessity of awaiting the arrival.of further
troops, infantry and particubrlyheavy artillery, and large suppli~~
of ammunition from Europeg since the available forces were inadequate.

(2) The steadily decreasing capacities for seaborne
transportationas the result of the mounting losses of ships.

As early as in July it became evident that it would definitely
not-be possible to commence any systematic attack before mid-September.
At an early stage it was realized that this deadline would have to be
extendedto Octoberg then to November and finally to December. Gradu-
ally, the hdpes dwindled that the attack could be launched before the
expectedBritish offensive commenced.

The sumner months were spent h executing the following measures:

(1) Reinforcement of the enveloping forces by arti~ery
and through development of the terrain.

(2) Improvement of training.

(3) The movement of large quantities of ammunition and
fuelto Benghasi and farther east.

hithertoperf~~!e

(5)
nhicles.

Improvement of the medical services, which had
been negletied.

Overhaultig and matitenance of arms, equipment and

The fo~ow~g is to be said about the activity during these months:

(1) All attempts to reduce frontage and thereby strengthen
~ en~loptig line failed since the Italian troops, by whom the greater
pti~f the line was held, were not able to withstand counterattacks by
he British.
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(2) The reinforcement of the artillery forces was pressed
forward vigorously; for this purpose a special artillery commander was
assigned. Flash and sound ranging proved indispensable b the 10Cation
of the enemy batteries.

(3) Again and again the order had to be stressed that
all units employed were to dig themselves in as deep as possible in
order to reduce losses.

(4) Demonstration exercises took place to “improvethe
standard of traintig, with particular emphasis on combined infxntry-
artillery-tank~ artille~-tank-atiforce action and the practical
application of the all-around defense strong point system.

(~) It was only from Tripoli ant Benghasi that ammuni-
tion and fuel supplies could be moved forward to the front. The lack
of any rail connections proved a serious disadvantage. Investigations
showed that ta construct a railroad to meet even the most modest de-
mands~.at least 60,000 tons of shipping space for Iocomotivesy CarSJ
rails, Understmctures, and so forth, would be required, and a period
of about twelve months for the TriFoli-Behghasi section and an addi-
tional three months for the extension to Derna would be needed.

Ammunition and fuel had to be stored in the open, both in the
vicinity of the ports and near the front, since tank Mstallations
and shelters were non-existent. This made wide dispersal and the
burying and cammlflage of all supplies at the storage depots all the
more important. These precautions were frequently disregarded so
that unnecessary losses occurred.

(6) Warm clothing after sundown was particularly b
portant in the desert, and especially so for new arrivals~ as a pre-
caution against dysentery and skin diseases, since the difference
between the daytime temperatures and those at night was exlxeme.
After sunset it was absolutely essential for every man to wear trou-
sers and a belly band. Experience showed, in fact, that it was ad-
visable to wear the latter day and night.

AI-Lappropriate diet was essential to prevent jaundice, which
occurred frequently. A large proportion of the cases of jaundice
which.occurred in 19bl were due to the fact that the rations issued
included large quantities of pulses and conserved meat with a high
fat content. Above all, food with a high Vitamin B and C content
proved necessary and on the wholej the food had to be light. Vitamin
C tablets could not take the place of fresh vegetables. Owing to in-
adequate air transportation space, it *wasusually only possible to
fly h-fresh vegetables and fruit for airforce personnel in Africa.

(7) ~ weapons maintenance, protection of the inside
parts of the weapons against sand proved a particularly hportant
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point. For this reason, all bolts and moving parts of the weapons
were wrapped in sailcloth~ besides the use of the standard muzzle
co+rs. All weapons had to be cleaned vexy carefully, but after
cleaning oiled only wry thtily; otherwise the dust would eat its
way into the surfaces. No special means to protect the weapons
against dust were available. What has been said about the care of
weapons applies d equal measure to the care of other equipment and
motor vehicles.

(8) A high standard of training in the use and care of
weapons~ equipment and vehicles was particularly important in desert
warfare and the work of the higher echelon ordnance technicians hand-
ling weapons~ equipment and vehicles was of great significance in
maintaining the comb~t efficiency of the troops in this respect.

In an overseas theater of operations~ extensive maintenance
semices with well-equipped workshops for the repair and maintenance
of weaponss tanks and other motor vehicles were just as indispensable
as stocks of all t-ypesof sp=e parts~ particularly for tanks.

It was also during the summer that Italian forces constructed the
road to by-pass Tobrukg which was roughly sixty kilometers long. This
road was metalled and tarred, and its constructionwhich took three and
a half months in the heat of summer, must be regarded as an “outstanding
performance. On the whole, the German troopsj who were unaccustomed
to the heat also came through the summer with very few losses.

Gn M and 15 September, Rommel launched an operation for recon-
nabsance in force in the direction of Bti el Habata, in the Egyptian
desert, from the border positions. The operation was directed ~ the
headquartersof the German Africa CorpS~ and was carried out by the
21st Panzer Division, which had been organized from the Sth Light

Division. This operation, which was designated SUMMERNACHTSTRAUM
~st be considered a failure, since it failed in its purpose of dis-
covertighow far the Briti9h were in their preparations for their
offensive. No opponent was contacted, as the British recomaissance
forceshad recognized the German intentions and had withdrawn in
good the. “On the other hands the 21st Panzer Division suffered con-
~~derablelosses in a n~ber of afi attacks owing to the fact that
it lost three and a half hours on Egyptian terrati in re-fueling, as
the fuel trucks first has to be moved fornrd. These losses could
‘~~e been avoided if mifficient fuel had been carried along in cans
~d if the fuel column had accomp~ied the combat units. Further
l“~es were sustained while movtig back through German minefield,
‘he localityof which was not lmown precisely to the various units.

d. Mid-November 19~ to mid.Janu~ 1942: Repelling the
13ritishautu offensive and the retreat to the Gulf of Sirte.

British offensive opened on 18 November 1941. At strategical
had been expected, but nevertheless it came aS a tactical
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surprise. This was because, from the end of October on, the German ~
reconnaissance hardly ever succeeded in penetrattig into Egypt and be-
cause the enemy had concealed all general preparations and signal.
traffic with extreme skill.

Excluding the Tobruk garrison (1 1~2 divisions and 1 armored
brigade) the ground forces of the enemy, which had meanwhile been con-
solidated to form the British Eighth Army, consisted of

XIII and XXX Corps Headquarters
3 motorized dirisions
1 “muored division
1 armored brigade

with a total of about 700 tanks.

Apart from the Sth Italian Division and one German division and
the GHQ artil.lezybesieging Tobruk, Rommel had available for opera-
tional.employment

2 German armored divisions with roughly 36o serviceable
tanks

1 Italian armored division with roughly 1S0 inferior
tanks

1 Italian motorized division, the efficiency of which
was also limited.

The XXIBritish Corps, with the bulk of the available armor, ad-
vanced through Maddalena in order to relieve Tobruk while the XIII
British Corps enveloped the border positions from the south.

The 21st Panzer Division, which was echeloned-forward in the
direction of Bir el Gubi had the mission of halting the British ad-
vance, but met with no success in its efforts. For a long while the
situation remained unclear to Rommel because the division reported
too i.nfrequently’andbecause its reports were confusing. On 23
November it seemed that the situation would improve when Rommel suc-
ceeded at”Sidi”Reiegh in battering the XXX British Corps so badly
that the commander of the Eighth British Army seriously considered
brealdng off the offensiw. overestimattig the scope of his success,
Rommel then decided on an enveloping pursuit on the next day. On 2b
November he advanced with the Africa Corps in the direction of Maddalena~
then wheeled north and arrived back at the Tobruk front on 28 November.
Here,-the Situation had developed unfavorably in the meantime, since
the enveloping forces had not been able in the long run to beat off
the repeated attempts of the enveloped British forces to fight theti
way out. The entiloping ring had been breached already on 22 November
at el Duds, although the breach was locally restricted. The Africa
Corps now only had roughly 100 service~le”tank’s available and was,no
longer strong enough”to restore the situation, so that it became
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necessw to raise the siege on i’December. The difficult maneuver of
swinging the Italian Difision~ the Africa Ditision and the artillery
forces westw=d was performed successfully and a new front was estab-
lished in the Ain el Gazala line. This position had to be @#cloned
on 16 Decemtir because it was in danger of being enveloped from the
south.

For tactical reasons, Rommel thought it impossible to hold the
Cyrenaica, which prot~ded northward and protided ideal opportunities
for the enemy to by-pass its although the Italian command, for poli-
tical reasons, demanded that he do so. He therefore decided to with-
draw toward Benghasi-Agedabia.

This movement was carried out in the following manner:

(1) The Africa Division was dispatched through the
Cyrenaica in order to t~e possession of the important town of Agedabia
before the arrival there of an enemy column reported to be advancing
westward through the desert.

(2) The Italian division was also moved through the
Cyrenaica to the rear on vehicles of the supply transportation columns.

(3) me Africa Corps and the motorized Italian division
at Mechili were to advance straight through the desert to E!enghasi.

The motorized units carried out the movement successfully~ but
the available transportation space was unfortunately inadequate to
move all Italiam infantry forces to the rear.

At Christmas the Panzer group was ahead of Agedabia. On the
last day of the year the Africa Corpsj which was echeloned to the
rightj was once again clearly successful in a defensive action
againstthe pursuing enemy forces and destroyed a large number of
eneny tanks.

Two additional factors alleviated the situation for the armored
group. (he factor was the considerable reinforcementof the German
air forces through the transfer of the Second Air Force Command, with
the 11 Air Corps from the East Front to Italy and ~i?ny, which trans-
fer had co~enced toward the end of November. As a-result, the hitherto
ommhe~ing superiority Of the British in the air was somewhat reduced.
The second factor was the fact that the ext~mely tense supply situation
Ua.Srelieved by the arriv~ of two big convoys at Tripoli with supplies
of aI.1sorts, replacement tanks and two tank cowanies ad artillery
mich were organic to the units in Africa. This was the first supply
shipmentto arrive between 16 September and Is December 1941, during
Which period not a single ship had reached &“rican ports.

In spite of the relieved situation,Rommel decided not to await
the enemy attack ~ the Agedabia area ad in early Janu~ retired to
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the lhrada-Marsael Brega line,wherehe hopedthathis right flank
would be better protectedby the salt marshes.

The more importantlessonslearnedin the battlethat has been
describedabove in broadoutltieare as follows:

(1) The old maxim that reportsshouldbe sent in as fre-
quentlyas possiblewas frequentlynot observed,althoughordershad
been giventhat a brief radioreportwas to be sent in everytwo hours,
with the provisionthat the stigleword l%nchangedWor a statementof
positionwould be sufficient.

(2) Stiilarly,not all of the unitsreactedautamaticaUy
to any developmentby caxzyingout new reconnaissance.

(3) The use of the “directionalline’’with the aidofa
few naturalreferencepoints in reportingand in issuingordersproved
an excellentsystem,particularlyunderdesertconditions. This system
is as follows:

A directionalline is drawnbetweentwo pointson
the map, from Point A to Point B. Startingat Point& this line is
marked andnumberedconsecutivelyat intervalsof one centimeter.
Positionscan now be reportedby this line;for instance,3 rightof
37 would mean a point 3 centimeterseastof 37 on the map, as slnfm
below.

/3:30

f5ir el I-laYmat \

The startingnumber for the consecutivenumberingof the centimeter
markingcan be fixed as desired. Brieforderscan be signalledh
clear textwith the aid of the directionalline. It goeswithoutsay-
ing that the line must be changedfrequently.

(4) Anotherpetit thathad adverseeffectswas the fact
that not all unit commmders or theirGeneralStaffofficerswere at
all timespreciselyinformedon the supplysituationof thefiunits.
At all timesevery unit commanderand his assistantsmust know exactly
how much fuel and ammunition,of the more importanttypeshis unit has
available,what quantitiesof suppliesare to be expectedwithinthe
next twenty-fourhours
are readyfor action.
all commanddecisions.

and what percentageof the most
This Imowledgeis indispensable

importantweapons
as a basis for

.
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(S) Under desertconditionsthe frequentpenetrations~
armoredforces and the open terrainexposethe higherlevelstaffsh
dangerto a far greaterextentthin is the case in any othertheater
of operations,so that dl staffsmustbe protectedby closedefense
antitankweapons. For this reasonthe Panzergmppe and the Africa
Corpshad organizedso-calledcombatdetachmentsconsistingcf taqks,
antitankand antiaircraftguns in battalionandcompanystrength,
which alsoprovedvery usefulas a tacticalreserve.

(6) One featurepeculiarto the desertoperationsin
19)41~2was the constantthreatto the southernflank of the side that
happenedto be on the defensive,the northernflankgenerallybeing
well-protectedsince it extendedto the coast. This dangerto the
Germanright flankmade it necessaryto have stnmg mobileforces,
with amplesuppliesof fuel,echelonedfar to the right in order to
avoidbeing forcedto abandona positionby-passedby the enemy.

(7) h desertwarfare, retrogrademovementswill usual~
be restrictedto reads andwill be difficultowingto the lack of
naturalobstacles:favoringnew defenselines. Only if a firm control
is maintainedduringretrogrademovementsover greatdistanceswill it
be possibleto preventthe retreatcontinuingbeyond the intended
point and the dangerof disintegrationsFor thispurposeit is also
necessaxyto compelthe rear echelons,such as the transportation
columnsand so forth,to halt at intervals.

(8) Owing to the dust that is causedby any movementon
the ground,it is difficultto differentiatebetweenfriendand foe
from the air. For this reasonbombingstop linesmust be estabUshed
and clearlydefinedwith due allowancefor safetyfactors.

e. Mid-Januaryto the endofl.lay19&2: The counter-offensive
to retakethe Cyrenaica;preparationsfor the attackon Tobruk.

On 10 Januaq 19L2, the PanzerGroupreachedthe }!arada-Marsael
Bregaline,where new defensepositionswere to be established.How-
ever,the remainingunits,particularlythe Italiantroops,had been
so far reducedin numbersduriqgthe pretiousfighting,that theywould
hardlybe able to hold the sixtykilometersof frontageagainstany
mq”or attackby the enemyfor longerthan twenty-fourhours. A care-
ful examinationof the situationrevealedthat the enemy forceswere
stillechelonedfar to the rear,so that theywere in a criticalsitu-
ationsimilarto that they had been in the pretiousyear. The coastal
road remainedclosedto them until 17 January,when Rommel approved
the surrenderof the troopsholdingthe HalfayaPass sincetheirsup-
pliesof ammunitionand foodswere exhausted. A carefulexamination
of the strengthratios showedthat at the momentthe German and Italian
forceswere even Superiorto the hostileforcesat the front. Now
was the momentto take preventiveaction,to interruptthe assemb~
of the enemy forcesthroug”ha counterattackand to delayhis preparations
for the continuationof the offensive.
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Rommel therefore decided to launch an attack with limited objec-
tives in order to decide on further action as the situation developed.

The attack was scheduled for the morning of 21 Januarg. V=iow
deceptive measures were taken to conceal the German intentions, fi-
cluding strict secrecy concerning the intended attack. Thus, regimental
commanders were tiformed only one day before the attack was to start.
Also all vehicular traffic in the direction of the front was to cease
during daylight from the fourth day preceding the attack. From then
on vehicular traffic toward the front was firmly restricted to the
nights. These measures proved fully successful.

The attack was carried out as follows:

The 90th Light Divisions hitherto the Africa Division, was to
break through.the enemy lines on either side of the coastal.m%icl=aud
to advance toward Agedabia. The motorized Italian corps was to follow
immediately and was then to advance south of the Via Balbia while the
Africa Corps was to start out from an assembly area thirty kilometers
south of the Via Balbia in an enveloping pursuit designed to prevent
the retreat of as many as possible of the eneqy forces. The break-
through by the 90th Light Division succeeded as planned, but Armg
Headquarters, to which the command had been upgraded on 21 January
1942, received no reports from the Africa Corps for a long time. The
corps had run into a patch of deep sands so that it could only move
forward with difficulty. The intended envelopment thus failed.

On 22 January Agedabia was taken. Ih the following days two at-
tempts to pocket sizeable eneqy forces in the Antelat-Saunnu area
failed as”the German forces were too weak and their titention had
been recognized at an early stage. However, large quantities of
materiel were captured in a surprise raid on Msus.

The Italian Supreme Coxmnandap@oved sn advmce as far as Agedabia
but not x that point. It feared reverses that might again endanger
the Italian infantry divisions because of their lack of mobility. The
employment of these divisions forward of the Marada-Marsa el Brega line
was therefore not pemitted. Rommel nevertheless persisted in his in-
tention to take advantage of the opportunity of the moment. He advanced
through the desert at the head of a specially organized battle gzwup and
on the evening of 29 January captured the Benina quarter of the city
of Benghasi. There he receiwd Mussolinis belated approval of this
advance. On 30 January, Benghasi was captured and a brigade taken
prisoner. k the following days, the pursuit was continued straight
through the Oyrenaica. Derna was taken on h February.

The condition of the troops and the lack of fuel prohibited any
attemwt at attacking Tobruk so thatg from 7 February on~ the units
were ~ompelled to o~ganize themselves in
north flank based on the Bay of Bombs in
tions at Ain el Gazala.
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Since it was now to be expected that the exhaustion of the troops
om both sides wo~d +ead to a period of comparative quie~, ROmI flew
to.Rome ~d Germany ~ order to le~ the intentions of the Ita23an
Supreme Command.and of the Weh~acht High Command uith regard to the
conduct of war m the Mediterranean~ in 1943. He found that practi-

cally no Plans existed ad that the Italianswere even very averse
to my offensive operations before autumn.

Ih April Rommel therefore again took the initiative on his own
~sponsibility. His opinion was that it was necessary to take anti-

cipatory action against a new offensive by the enemy,.which he expected
in June> probably with even stronger forces than Before. It was
vitally ~ofi~t to captwe both Tobruk and Malta, the latter of which,
as a naval and air base, interferedwith German seaborne supply traffic
to an etient that could not be tolerated. However, since the German
air force co~d support only one of these operations at a time, it
would be necessary for them to take place in succession. He considered
it desirable to attack Malta first and then Tobruk. However, if the
preparationsfor the capture of Malta required too much time, he thought
it best to attack Tobruk ftist so that, after that town had been taken
and the border line from Sidi Omar-Bardia reached~ all air force strength
could be concentrated against Malta.x Rommel~s suggestion was that
the attack on Tobruk should open in the second ha3f of May.

After some argumentj this suggestionwas approved and it was de-
cided that Tobruk was to be attacked first owing to the fact that it
would take longer to prepare for the attack on Malta. The supply
situationwas exceptionally favorable in May9 so that adequate quan-
tities of fuel were available in Africa by the intended date of the
attack, 26 May. To a considerable extent the ammunition situation
was also relieved.

Important lessons learned in this phase of the campaign:

(1) In pursuit actions, success depends not so much on
the strength of the pursuing force as on speedy action, and thus to a
considerabledegree on the personality of the commander involved. Re-
lativelysmall units under young and energetic commanders (colonels)
provedmost effective.

(2) It is highly important to assign air liaison staffs
to the pursuit forces. These Staffs must be equipped with radios~ so
that they cm dfiect the close support ah ~its to worthwhile t=getS
ad above ~ so that they c= Constatly report the lines reached to
Ulits~ the am, and thus pn=nt the air forces from bombing their
0~ forces on the ground.

(3) To envelop enemy forces is more difficult h the
‘ese~ than elsewhere sjnce nat~al obstacles, such as rivers and so
corth~through which manpower can be spared, do not exist.

* An advance into the titerior of Egypt was thus not discussed.
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(4) It is not to be expected that any attempt to take
the enemy by surprise through the use of deceptive measures that have
once proved successful, such as air attacks on the enemy headquarters,
will meet with success.

(5) Terrain reconnaissance cannot be carried out too
carefully.

f. Late Mqy-July 1942: The battle of Tobruk and the pursuits
to El Alamein.

The operational plan underlying Rommelts new offensive was as
follows:

(1) Frontal attacks by the X and XXI Italian Infantzy
Corps~ which had been consolidated temporarily to form Annee Abteilung
Cruewell~~ to commence on the afternoon of 26 May in order to tie
down the ene~ forces in the Gazala position.

(2) Advance of the five mobile units under the personal
command of Rommel in a move around the right flank of the enemy at Bir
el Hacheim in order to wheel.in on the rear of the enemy on the 27th
and complete the envelopment by 28 My. Counting from the right, the
five kits were dis’posedas follows: 90th Light Division, German
Africa Corps with the Isth and 21st Panzer Divisions, the Italian
motorized corps with the ~Arietem Armored and the Wriesten Motorized
Divisions. -

(3) After the
Ei@ti Ar@s forces in the

These plans miscarried
Italian infantry corps were

elimination of the bulk of the British
field, attack on Tobruk.

for the following reasons: The two
too weak to tie down the strong eneqy

forces effectinly. fiitially, the enemy was admittedly t+cen @
surprise by the forces that by-passed his south flank. Then, however,
the attacking column spread out fanwise as the result of the 90th
Light Division turning northeast and the Gexmn Africa Corps north,
while the Italian motorized corps, pivoting on the tier flank, was
forced to move toward Bir el Hacheim and also reduced the speed of
its adv=ce. This fanlike disposition of the attacking forces greatly
facilitated the defense.

On the evening of 27 May, the attacking mobile force, which had
split into three groups~ was in a critical situation and in serious
danger of itself being encircled. Furthermore, up to 29 May, Rommel
to a great extent was unable to exercise his command, having become

* A temporary organization commanded by a corps commander with a
corps type staff.



separated from most of his radio stations. Supplies had to be routed
arwund Hacheim ands as convoy foticeswere lacking, large amounts of
materiel and numerous vehicles were lost.

Nevertheless, i-nspite of this unfavorable development Rommel
steadily persisted i-nhis titention to take Tobruk. He concentrated
his forces once again~ establish~d a defensive front facing east and,
from 1 to 6 June succeeded in etiating a number of enemy strong
points south and west of the enemy position one after the other. In
this way, and in coordinated action with Armee Abteilung Cruewell, he
succeededby 31 J~e ti openfig Up a direct supply route which, however,
was under fire during the daytime in most parts.

Having thus eased the situation behind the center of the enemy
front, he proceeded to eliminate Bir el Hacheim, a bastion in his
rear. This point was well-fortified with field-type positions and
was tenaciously defended and it was not taken until 12 June. Now
the German Africa Corps advanced northward on Acroma, where it de-
stroyed considerable armored forces by 1.4June and threatened to cut
off the two divisions in position in the northern sectir. One of
these divisions fought its way out eastward, while the other cut its
way through the Italian forces by way of Bir el Hacheim toward the
south. Now at last the road was open to Tobruk~ which the British
were determined to defend. A new deceptive ruse of Rommelts now
proved successful. In the afternoon on 19 June he moved his German
Africa Corps eastward past”Tobruk on the south~ moved it back during
the dark and on the morning of 20 June attacked the fortress from
the southeast. On the following day the fortress with its garrison
of 2s,000 and enormous stocks of supplies was compelled to capitulate.
On 23 June Rommel crossed the border with the bulk of his forces, the
90th Light Division already having advanced ta Sidi Barani.

Thus, the operational objective had been gained and the time had
arrivedto re~ease the bulk of the air forces for operations against
Malta. The Italian Supreme Command and Field Marshall Kesselring,
Comm=der of,the Second AN Force, still had the intention of nov
directfigthe~ attention to Malta~ but Rommel believed that he now
had aU opportunity that w~~d never re~w of pushing ahead to the Nile.
He was supported by the German High Cormnandin this opinion and suc-
ceeded in getting his way. The attack on Malta was postponed and
the ma~ mission of the ah forces was to conttiue supporting the
PWsuit in the direction of the Nile.

On 28 June, Mersa Matruh was captured and on 30 June Rommel ar-
rivedwith his thoroughly exhausted troops and only fifty serviceable
‘~k~ before the Uam~in positionj which was better fortified than
~Y Position hitherto encountered. Two attempts to break through the’
‘ew& established British front there failed on 1 and 10 July~ whereas
‘eriouscrises resulted from n~erous counterattacksby the British
‘tween U July and the end of the months the British directing their
attackschiefly against sectors of the front that were held byItalian
troops,
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Supply traffic again diminished considerably, so that for this
reason alone, if for no others any new offensive was out of the ques-
tion. It was found that Tobruk, as a naval base, had far smaller off-
loading capacities than had been e~ected.

lh order to hold the front of about seventy kilometers, new units
had to be transferred to Africa and the 161&h Light Africa Division,
the Parachute Instruction Brigade and the Italian Folgore Parachute Di-
vision were brought across by air and sent into action. Transportation
of the Italian infantry divisions from Libya took a great deal of time.

The more important lessons to be learned from this phase of the
campaign were the following:

(1) Once again, several tactical surprise actions had
been successful, because methods were changed each time. On the other
hands the I!dustdeception~ ruse was no longer effective. Rommel had
had airplane propellers installed in a number of vehicles for the pur-
pose of creattig clouds of dust. These vehicles had been organized
into a dust producing @atoon from which he expected good deceptive
results which, however, “didnot materialize.

(2) It is dangerous for a force to leave a major strong
point in its rear unguarded even temporarily. If the forces available
are inadequate to envelop the strong point, strong reconnaissance forces
capable of combat should at least be left to keep it under observation
and if possible to contain it.

(3) The British minefields, the efient and distribution
of which was unknown to the German command, and the mined zones in the
Ain el Gazala position frequently compelled the command to make tac-
tically disadvantageous changes in its plans. They also proved a good
substitute for terrain obstacles, of which there is a lack in deserts.

(4) Attack colms xuustbe held togethe-rtightly and
units should only be detached for some separate purpose in cases of
extreme urgency.

(~) Commanders at higher levels should not change their
positions too.frequently, even if the attack is progressing favorably.
The commander definitely must designate some specific spot as his com-
mand post and must maintain that post as a fixed point, even if the
situation is unclear.

(6) In air attacks on enveloped strong potits or bases it
is necessary to designate the targets to be bombed with minute precision
in order not to endanger the attacking ground forces. ~is is parti-
cularly difficult under desert conditions.
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(7) SUPPIY col~~ are defenseless and require protec-
tion fi convoys when the situation is ~clear or confused. Otherwise
they =e apt to f~l prey to the enemy reconnaissance.

(8) Ih defense positions, the tanks also should be dug
in at once. This shouldbe done in such a manner that they can drive
out of the positions immediately if necess~. The space between the
tank and the suro~ding ground in the trench provides good protection
for personnel aga~st enemy ftie and bombs.

E!* August-early November 1942: The battles around Alamein.

At the beginning of August the strengths on both sides
were”about equal. Neither the Eight British -nor the German forces
had any appreciablemeasure of superiority.

It was clear to Rommel that time was working against him and that
as soon as the enemy had brought forward sufficient reinforcements he
would launch a powerful counteroffensive.

He therefore did everythfig possible to improve the German posi-
tions,with p=ticular stress on the use of mfies, including air bombs
which were buried and prepared for electrical.detonation. He even had
what he called ~~minegardenslllaid in the outpost area and had all
battalioncommand posts surrounded by minefield. Ih distributing the
forces in the northern half of the defense line, whichhe considered
the most endangered and which was in the zone of the Italian =1 Corps,
he placed Italian battalions end battalions of the 16bth Light African
Division alternately.

As soon as the supply situation permitted, Rommel intended making
anothereffort from the other end of the line to break through to
Alexandria. However9 for the momentthis was not possible, especially
becauseof the fuel situation. Toward the end of the month sufficient
suppliesof fuel would at last be available if a large tanker, which
had left EWope9 m~aged to reach Tobruk. It was on this hope that
RommelsSupportedby the Itali~ Supreme Command andb’y Kesselring,
,basedhis pl~ to bre~ through the southern part of the fronts which
was held ~ we~er forces t.h~ the rest of the gritish ltie, on.the
nightof 30.31 Au~st ad adv~ce by way of Alam el Halfa to AleX~dria.

The breakthrough,“whichwas to take place at night at two points
~d h two waves~ with the German Africa CO~S on the right and the

90th Light African Division on the left, followedby the Italian mo-
torizedcorps as the second wave, was delayed until after daybreak.
The co~~der of the 21st P==r Division was killed and the commanders
of the ~nm Africa Cons and of the 90th Division were both wounded.

men this blow was followed in the morning by the news that the tanker,
whichh~d arrived in Tobruk, had been torpedoed and sunk, Rommel in-
tendedbre~fig off the operation. However3 the chief of st~f of the



German Africa Corps induced him to continue the attack, which was making
good headway. Field Marshal.Kesselring also very emphatically favored
continuation of the attack. The attack actually soon began to move for-
ward but already in the evening of 31 August the shortage of gas began
to make itself seriously felt. Rrthermore, a sandstorm which had been
blowing continuously, stopped after several.hours and enemy air attacks
commenced with an intensity that had not been e~erienced before. At
this stage the five German and Italian divisions were behtid the enerqr
front, where they were unable to move for semral days. They were
attacked by the enemy air forces daily between 0700-1700 and 2200-0s00
snd suffered very heavy losses in personnel and,materiel. Kesselring
had promised to deliver 400 tons of fuel.per day by air if necessaz’y,
but only a fraction of this quantity reached the troops.- The fi.ason
for this was that the transporting planes consumed most of the fuel
themsel+reson”the long trip. It was only on 3 September that sufficient
fuel was available to commence moving back to the jump-off positions,
which were reached on 6 September.

The following weeks were utilized mainly to further improve the
defense positions. The three German and three Italian mobile divi-
sions (the Italian Littaria Amored Division had arrived meanwhile),
were organized in three tactical reserve groups, one German and one
Italian division to’each group, ad held reao for action. Toward
the end of September heavy air attacks were launched by the enemy
against German airfields and the ground installations of the German
G force, which fact could be taken as a sign of an tipending of-
fensive.

The offensive commenced at 2300 during the night of 23 October
which.was a dark, moonless night,

In this offensive, the British Eighth Army employed

3 armored divisions
7 motorized infantry divisions
7 tank regiments, which operated independently.

For the defense, Rommel had available

German forces:

Italian forces:

2 Panzer divisions
2 light divisions
1 parachute division

2 tank divisions
1 motorized division
1 parachute brigade
4 infantry divisions

The British had 1200 tanks, among which were SOme of the latest
Grat models. Rommel had 200 German and 2s0 Italian tanks; the latter
of ve~ little value in combat.



The Allied superiority h the air was more pronounced than ever
before$ reaching a ratio of 10:1 at times in heavier type bombing air-
craft.

In artillery and ammunition supplies the enemy likewise was over-
whelmingly superior.

The British attack opened on the northern part of the front, with
the point of ma~ effort shifting southward later, andby 29 October
the defenders had been forced to throw their last tactical.reserves
into the battlee

The first attack was
taking these, the British
forces.

on the Italian strong points~ and sfter
enveloped the points still held by German

‘I’heIlminegardensl~referred to previously did not have the de-

sired effects because mmy of the retieshad been detonated by the
artillery fire or during bombing attacks.

Although every inch of ground was hotly contested, a few kilo-
meters being lost each day at the utmost$ it was impossible to hold
the field permanently. Rommel therefore found himself forced to with.
&aw if he did not want to risk complete destruction at A1.amein. Con-
sequently,he commenced withdrawing at the last possible moment on 3
November, contraiy to Hitlerss express’orders. By that time the enemy
had broken through the German lines on a front of twenty kilometers.
The 90th Light Africa Division had been moved to the re~ previously
h order to take up support positions at Fuka~ where no defense line
had been prepared owing to the lack..offorces. The bulk of the Italian
forceswere captured because no vehicles were available to render them
mobile, as had been done with the Parachute Instruction Division and
the 16~th Division.
in escapixigcapture.

From this phase
harriedwere:

A great pat-tof

of the campaign

(1) The fact that the
hgust was based on a vexy insecure
tie S000 tons of fuel would arrive,
‘ecision,after it was le=ed that
b dire consequences.

(2)
unitscan be used

Once again it was
in the desert.

The defense would(3)
Of the mines laid
~~ b compel the enemy

within

the German divisions succeeded

the more important lessons to be

decision to attack on 30 and 31
supply situation and the hope that
was risky, but to persist in this
the fuel tanker was sunk, resulted

proved that only fully motorized

have been more successful if some
the main battle zone had been used in the
to change the direction of his drive frequently.
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h this WW, the effectiveness of the main defensive weapon would not
have been spent so soon.

(b) h trmsporting fuel by air, due sllowance must be
made for the fuel which the transporting planes themselves will con-
sume.

h. November 19L2-January 1943: The
between Libya and Tunisia.

The retreattig troops, consisting almost

retreat to the border

exclusively now of German
forces, particularly of the German Africa Corps and the >Oth Light
African Division, did not succeed in establishing anew~ine of resis-
tance at Fuka, and even Mersa Matruh had to be abandoned on 8 November
because of the danger of its being by-passed. Whereas the German forces
had been under constant attack from the air by day and by night, these
attacks gradually decreased temporarily because of the effects of heavy
rtis on the British airfielis in the Nile Delta. A halt of one day
was called at Sidi Barani, where consider&le elements of the Parachute
Ihstmiction Brigade rejoined the army. ~ey had set out to marchtigh!the
deseit on foot but had captured vehicles in a successful raid on British
supply columns, so that they were again mobile.

Thanks to the precautionary measures that had been taken to build
up an effective antiaircraft defense there, the Half~a Pass, which
would have presented difficulties owtig to the enemy superiority in
the airs was crossed without serious losses.

The idea of defending Tobrul was weig~d but rejected almost ti-
mediately as it would have amounted to voluntarily accepting a siege.
The retrograde movement continued, the Cyrenaica being abandoned up
to the Marada-Marsa el Brega line, which was reachedby the first com-
bat units on 18 November. Here, at last, there was an opportunity to
reorganize the units. Rommel expected a long stay at this petit,
since the enemy required t5me to close up his units from the rear and
to move forward his supply bases.

On 28 November, Rommel flew to Hitlerts headquarters, where he
unsuccessfully suggested that the African theater of operations be
abandoned. After his return from this trip$ he decided to construct
a rear position at Buerat. On 8 Deckmber work on this position com-
menced. German units which required a period of rehabilitation,
namely, the 16hth Light African Division and the Parachute Instruc-
tion Brigade were employed for this purpose as well as rear elements
of the Gefian Africa Corps and native labors all under the direction
of the commauder of the 164th Light African Division. One of the main
features planned by Rommel in this line was an antitank ditch h front
of the positions, but owing to the lack of time and the inadequate
labor forces available3 only parts of this ditch were completed.
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on 10 December ROMMSI found himself compelled to abandon the
Narada-Marsa el Brega Ifie, since he feared that it would be by-passed.
For the SSMS reason he ab~doned the Buerat positions on 18 January
1943. At no point did he have sufficient armored reserves with an
adequate sUPPW of fuel to counter any attempts the eneqy might make to
outflank him.

Altogether, fuel supplies had become the ~jor problem Of this
retreat. As no ships at all arrived in African ports, with the ex-
ception of a few tilitaxy transporters with a gross tonnage of AOO
tons, the amtvwas entirely dependent on air transportation so far as
fuel supplies were concerned. On one single day 200 tons were deliv-
ered in this way, but on all other days the performances were far
lower, rarely being more than eighty tons and on one day only two tons
-rived. At any rate, the promised performance of three to four
hundred tons daily to b-$delivered by airwas never achieved because
of weather conditions and enemy activity. The fuel shortage was so
serious that it was not wen possible to take advantage of very favor-
able opportunities which presented themselves frequently to damage the
pursuing enemy forces, since every drop of fuel had to be hoarded.

T’h@s even got so bad t~t~ fi order to conserve fuel supplies, one
motor vehicle was used to tow several others. ‘fhiScould usuallybe
done

ward

along the coastal road, which was.fairly level in most part~.

On 23 January Tripoli was abandoned and the retreat continued to-
the Tunisian border, which was reached by the end of the month.

Important experience gained in this phase of the African Campaign
includes the following points:

(1) Before the battle began, Army Headquarters should have
combed out the transportation columns of the German Africa Corps and
the 90th Division rigorously. These services were, admittedly,
extremely ~~ted anyway, but a number of vehicles could have been
obtained in this way to form a transportation reserve separate from
the supply transportation services, and this reserve would have been
available for the tr~sportation of the infantry.

(2) ~ the face of enemy superiority in the air, it is
impossibleto maintain supplies for large units by air.

(3) The rule that during a retreat all dispensable elensnts
MUet be set movtig to the rear under a central command ahead of t~e,
but must be directed f- from point to point, dSO app~08 h

desert warfare.

(1+) It proved
to intercept stragglers,
terratitkt facilitated
hes.

even more difficult than in the previous year
since there were no natural features in the
the establishmentof straggler titercept



(~) Even during the retreat the lack of engineer forces
was seriously felt.

(6) The mining of air fields by scattering mines indis-
criminately proved to be effective for a shorter time than had been
expected.

(7) The Allied air forces made the mistake of attacking
at regular times of the day. They commenced flying their sorties at
about 0800 each day, ceased about 1200 and then continued from l@l
to”1700 hours. The German troops were able to take advantage of the
intervals to ti.creasethe speed of their march.

i. November 1942 to March 19h3: The occupation of Tunisia
and the battles fought in Tunisia.

lhctraordinarilyheavy convoy traffic in the direction of the Straits
of Gibraltar was observed on 6 November 19~2. The Italian Supreme COm-
mand in Rome as well as Field Marshall Kesselring, Commander-in-Chief
South md Commander of the Second Air Force, immediately feared that
the Allies were going to land in force in French Northern Africa, a
view which the Wehrmacht High Command, however, did not share. B fact,
Goering, as Cormnander-’in-Chiefof the Luftwaffe, forbade the emplo~ent
of strong air forces against the ship movements, which Kessel.ringhad
intended.

When the Allied forces landed in Morocco and Algeria on 8 November,
they were met by French troops alone. The German and Italian control
organs of the Armistice Commission were only a few hundred strong and
were valueless for combat purposes.

It was only on 10 November that the Wehrmacht High Command ordered
the Cormnander-in-Chief,South,++who now for the first the was to
take a part in ground operations, to occupy Tunisia. The only forces
in It51y at that time were individual units of Rommells Army, which
were awaiting transportation to Africa. “Nointegrated body of troops
was available. For this reason the occupation of Tunisia bore the
imprint of an improvisationalmeasure from the very outset. The first
unit to be moved there was a guard battalion of the Luftwtife, which
was transported by air. This unit was followedby a fighter group
and Italian elements.

On 15 November, General der Panzertruppe NehringH assumed con-
mand over all units employed in Tunisia as Commander of Tunisia. He

+Kesselrtig was givg~ thti.titls as the representative and coordinating
head of German forces employed in the Mediterranean theater of war.
Up to this point he had command authorityonly over the air forces
and in a restricted degree over the small naval combat units employed
in the Mediterranean.

+%Commander of the German Africa Corps from February to September 1942>
initially as deputy and then as successor to General Cruewel.1.
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succeeded in gradual-l-yextendtig the occupation, which at first had
been conffied to the immediate surroundings of Tunis, so that by the
end of November~ Sf= and Gabes~ fi the south, were also occupied.

After the transfer of additiona German units~ the advance units
of the British First 59 operatir~gin the north, were pushed back to
Tabzrka and Medjez el Bab. The port of Bizerta was surrendered by the
French without any resistance.

On 8 December 1942, Generaloberst von him, as commanderof the
newly created Fifth Panzer A.rmYjassued command over all army forces
in Tunisia. Owing to the beginning of the rain period, the Allied

forces in MOrOCCO and Algeria were unable to move their units ‘eastward,
so that it was possible iO consolidate the position in Tunisia by the
end of the ye= md to establish an admittedly thin line of resistance
agatist the British in the northj French forces in the center, and a
US Corps i-nthe south, in a general ltie east of Tabarka-Medjez el
Bab-Fonduk-Faid-M* assy. h the battles which took place on this
front in early 1943j particularly in the central sector, a number of
local successeswere gained.

Early in Februaqy3 Rommel arrived with his army in the Mareth
We. This was a line of French fortifications at the former border
which bad been stripped at the demand of Italy after the defeat of
France in 1940. The Mareth Line offered several advantages. It was
only Y5 kilometers longs was protected by a continuous line of anti-
tank obstacles and its south flank was securely anchored on the al-
most i@assable Matmata hills, so that it would only be possible to
dislodge-theGerman-Italian Armored Amy by an enveloping movement
entailing a wide detour. On the other handj there was the disadvan-
tage that the supply route to Tunis, which was more than 400 kilometers
long, could easily be cut by advancing US forces, since the 100
kilometersection between Maknassy and Schott el Djerid was not pro-
tected owing ta lack of forces.

To remove this threat to his rearj Rommel, on 14 Fe@k=y 19~3j
attackedat Faid$ employing the bulk of his forces in the’attack,
some of them adv~c~g ~ way of Gafsaj while the enemy forces were
Containedby elements at Fonduk. ~ this attack he had available
Units of the ~rica Corpsj ficludfig the 21st Panzer Division, =d

‘he loth Panzer Divisionj which had been made available to him tem-
POrariw by the Fifth Panzer Army. Rommel succeeded in breaking
throughat Faid and ~ adv~cing to Tebessa through the Kasserine

‘ass>which he held for ten days. The American troops$ which were
‘tillUnaccustomed to corilbat$suffered considerable losses~ and for
‘ie ttie being the threat to the re~ communicationswas removed.
‘owever~he no longer had sufficient forces for the drive on El Kef
whichHitler and Goerfig desired.

Since the Ge~~.lt~i~ ~ored &my under ROITIITE1and the Fifth
‘“~r Army under ~n ~im had now come into immediate tactic~
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contact, a reorganization of the chain of command became urgently
necessary. On 1 March 1943 the A.rIwGroup Africa was created and
Rommel appointed as its commander. This army group was assigned the
Fifth Panzer Army and the First Italian Army, the latter under the
commamd of General Messer. Hitherto, the First Italian Army had been
a part of Rommelfs army. The African Air Corps, which also had just
been created, was to cooperate with the army group.

On 6 March the Africa Corps launched What was to be its last at-
tack in Africa. The plan of this attack was to strike the British
Eighth Army on the fkik while it was prepartig for its new offensive.
The armored units carrying out the attack were to operate Yrom the
Mareth Line. However, the general commandfig the forces in this at-
tack had no experience in this theater of operations and the attack
was halted by the heavy antitank defense of the enemy and as a result
of the clear superiority of the enemy in the air. Heavy losses were
suffered. Rommel had seriously doubted the chances of success from
the beginning, but was unable to escape the necessity of gaining time.

At the express order of Hitler, Rommel left the African theater
of operations on 9 March 1943, Generaloberst von Arnim succeedtig
him as commander of the army group, while General von Vaerst assumed
command over the Fifth Panzer Army.

On 16 March the British Eighth Army commenced its prepxrato~
attacks against the Mareth Line, following up with the mati attack
in the night of 19 March. After crossing the antitank ditch, which
was accomplished with difficulty, the enemy,,with strong U support}
succeeded in expanding the penetration. Nevertheless, a German
counterattack on 22 March succeeded in recovering the greater part
of the ground that had been lost. Then, however, on 26 March,
Hon~gomerg, employing two divisions, succeeded k breaking through
the flank position so that the Italian First Army had no choice but
to withdraw to the Akarit wadi, where the line was thirty .kilometers
long andwell protected on both flanks.

The following are the main points of the experience gained in
this phase d the campaign:

(1) It tooksome time before the command and troops of
newly arriving units in Africa accepted and adapted themselves to the
conclusions that had to be drawn from the overwhelming Allied air
superiority. .i3neof”’theseconclusions is th5t, in the face of’eneqy air
superiority, the employment of massed armored units is doomed to failure.

(2) Once again the value of speedy action was proved
by the seizure of Tunisia, which took place solely with improvised
means.
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(3) me hoPes centered on the short SUppIy route from
Sicily to Tunis did not materialize. ‘I’hechance no longer existed of
forcing the enemy to dissipate his afi reconnaissance and ti combat
foties by using a number of sea routes. The enemy was now able to con-
centrate his air attacks agakst the one existing sea and lad route
of supply. For this”reason, the supply situation} which was eased
tempor=ily ~ e=lY 1943s worsened steadily. From the end of March
19b3 on-transportationby l=ge ships~ which was the only way in which
requirements could have been met> ceased tist completely.

k. ApriL=May 19b3: me final-battles in Tunisia.

The attack by the British Eighth Army against the German-Italian
positions at the Akarit wadi began at daybreak on 6 April. Although
the defende= were txen by surprises the attack failed to penetrate.
However, the increas~g nwber of I%alians who deserted showed how the
morale was declining. lh the German units the shortage of ammunition
for the artillery and special weapons was becoming more and more
serious.

An attack by the US Corps in the direction of Gafsa-Fonduk re-
sulted in a bre~hrough at Gafsa and~ in dew of the threat to the
rear that-now developed made the evacuation of the Akarit wadi
position unavoidable.

lh the re= of the Akarit wadi position was an extensive section
of hilly countryj which offered no good protection for the west flank,
so that it was now necessary to retire to the Pent du Fahs - Enfidaville
line, about 180 kilometers to the rears and to abandon the intervening
terrain to the enemy almost without a fight, On 13 Aprils the Italian
First Army moved into this ltie, which was about fifty kilometers longs
and b-doing so for the first time made contact with the Fifth Panzer
-, which was holding the 120 kilometers of front extendtig from the
coast in the north to Pent du Fahs.

In May, event followed event in rapid sequence. On 3 May the
BritishFirst &my penetrated as far as Mateur which necessitated
uithclr~alof the north flank of the German-Italian front to the area
bdiately west of Bizerta.

In the decisive and final attacks the enemy moved in two divisions
Of the British Eighth m and directed his petit Of “m&l effOfi at
the center of the sector held & the Fifth Panzer b, which he

Penetrated~with strong air supports at 1530 on S May. Tunis was cap-
turedby the ~ied forces on the s~e d~yj Bizerta on 7 M~. The
SoUthe~ flak, which was held by the Itflian First -$ WaS nOt

@er such heavy pressure and was still intact when the western sec-
‘or cOllapsed.
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On 12 May sll resistance by isolated groups ceased. Crowded tO-
gether on the Cap Bon peninsular, more than 2s0,000 men, more than
half of whom were German, were taken prisoner.

The Commander-in-Chief, South, had fitended consolidating all
staffs and withdrawing all specialists, such as gunners, radio spe-
cialists, tank crews, armorer artifices and so forth, in order to
fly them to Europe and thus prevent the capture of at least the more
important personnel. He was supported in this intentionby the
Italian Supreme Command but was prevented from putting it into effect
by the Deputy Chief of the Wehrmacht Operations Staff, who intervened
illAprile

The followfig points in this final phase of the campaign h
Africa deserve mention:

(1) The smaller the area becomes which is available to
the defending forces, the more concentrated will be the effects of
the force attacking with superior power, particularly h the present
age of long-range weapons. A superior air force can ibnost completely
paralyze all movements on the ground.

(2) The brief descriptions of the individual phases of
the campaign given in sections a to k show that the time chosen for
attack varied. Rommel preferred moonlit nights, while Montgome~
chose a dark night at Alamein, for instance, but on the whole usually
commenced his offensives at various times of the morning.

For the side that lacks air superiori~, moonlit nights are
particularly advantageous for attack, provided the troops have been
adequately trainede

(3) The side that is weaker in air stren@h must restrict
all movements of troops end supplies to the night, as otherwise raids
by enemy fighter bombers along the roads.would cause too heavy losses
and might even bring all movements to a complete standstill for a con-
siderabl+period of time. Movement at night requires careful planning
and organization. Even for vehicles traveling alone it is advisable
during the daytime to avoid mati roads.

5a:~faras the German side is concerned, the reasons for the
defeat in Africa are to be found in the poor balance between ground
forces$ ah forces and naval forces. This poor balance resulted b the
temporarily inadequate support rendered to the ground forces.in
Noverriber-Ilecember1941 and the permanently inadequate support from
the autumn of 19L2 on, which was insufficient in spite of the self-
sacrifictig efforts that were made.

It also ~sulted in the constant lack of adequate air and naval
protection for supply transportation from Europe to Africa, the volume



Of which was adequate only once, in April-May 191&. This agah resulted
in the @ound forces al.vaysbetig short of supplies and ~ata~ in ~ir
being handicapped by SIIacute lack of supplies of al kinds,:”particu-
larly fuel and ammunition.

b operations in an overseas theater of ww in p~ic~~, a well-
considered balance between the three branches 62 the ~ed forces is
of decisive i.uxpofiance.Attempts should never be made to offset
deficiency of strength in the one branch by an increased use of another,
which h the present case was the army.
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CHAPTER III

Special Factors

8. Duet

a. Effect on Troops, l%ap~ns and Equipmeti

Men in the desert are constantly e~osed to the effect of
dust. This bothers the fighting man all the more because he has to
endure it in conjunction with heat and the lack of water. There is
no uxiive~ealremed~ against dust in the desert. Dust is a betrayer,
which enables one to perceive every movement for great distances, even
by individual vehicles, both from the ground and the air.

Every footstep on the surface of the desert throws up dust and
sand; moreover the almost perpetual winds carry along dust with them,
generally in the form of dust columns as high as-a house, which form
themselves into whtilwinds and wind-spouts. In the beginning the German
troops in the desert suffered considerably from dust arxlhad to fight
against mental depression. However, they quickly became accustomed to
it, so that their fighting power was not affected to any appreciable
extent. The dust there does not cauae any injury to health, since it
does not contain any angular or sharp-edged particles which might lead
to lung diseases.. The eye inflammations caused by dust did not have any
serious consequences. It proved helpful to wear dust goggles, especially
in the large clouds of dust produced by moving columns of motor vehicles.
Therefore, every soldier in the desert was equipped with a-pair of dust
goggles.

The effect of dust on weapons and equipment,including motor ve+
hicles, is considerable in the desert. Dust had the greatest effect on
motor vehicles, because the dusty air which was sucked into the cylinders
attacked the cylinders and pistons and caused these psrts to wear out
quickly. Special air filters reduced the wear, but could not prevent it
altogether. In general purpose cars (Volkswagen)the air intake openings
were installed in the interior of the car in order to give the engine
purer air. h tanks the air was sucked out of the battle compartment.
In spite of this, the average ltietime of a Volkswagen enginein the
desert was only 12-U,000 kilometers in comparison with 50-70~000 kilome-
ters in other theaters of w=. W the desert it was necess~ to change
tank engties after about 3500 kilometers, while they would last for
7-8000 kilometers in Europe. To be sure, this was due not only to the
effect of dust but also to a considerable degree to the necessity of
driving long distances across country h low gears. The other parts of
motor vehicles (such as the brakes, chassis$ and all parts which co~d
be penetrated by dust) also suffered considerably more wear and tear
than under normal conditions. It is not possible to give any figures
on this point. What is certain is that motor vehicles in the desert
need substantially more lubrication than in other theaters of war. No
special greases and lubricants were used.
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The barrels of guns, as well as all unprotected movtig parts, were
especially affected by dust. The WS~ on b~rels, therefore~ ~agcon-
siderably higher than in a European theater of war. Machine guns, sub-
machine guns and other small arms were the weapons most endangered,
because inasmuch as they were used on the surface of the ground they
were especially exposed to the effects of dust. It was, therefore~
necessary to protect all the movable parts of guns and equipment, es-
pecially the breechblocks~ by such expedients as wrapp~ them up when
not in uses covering them with shelter halves or by other means. The
barrels of Afilev pieces and rifles had to be provided with muzzle
protectors whenever they were not being fired. M view of the effects
of dust, special impoti~ce was attached to the care of weapons and
equipment, as well as to cleaning them frequently. Improvised-dust-
proofing devices have been discussed in detail in the former Gernian
field manual (@bat in Deserts and StepPS and therefore no further
mention will be made of them in this place.

b. Effeeton Combat@erations

The generation of dust made it practically fipossible to
conceal nwching columns. Dust clouds could be seen even at great dis-
tances and enabled one to recognize the size of the columns and some-
times eventhe type of vehicles (wheeledor track-l@ng). On the
other hands the effect of dust was also taken advantage of for purposes
of camouflage and deception. Dust was often created artificiallyin the
desert chiefly for pur~ses of deception. Rommel was the first to
recognize the possibilities of this methods and he employed it up to the
summer of 191+2e However~ even he often fe~ a victim to eneb decePtion
measures. For details concerning the use of dust for purposes of de-
ception and camouflage see Annex 6$ Camoufla~e in the Desert.

We shall quote the following passage from the diary of Field
Marshal Rommel concerning the tiportance and effect of dust:

“On 13 March 1941.I transferred my headquarters to S&e so
that I could be closer to the front. In ofier to save t-
I attempted to reach this area by airplane. k the area of
Tauroga a sandstorm came up. The pilot of the airplane turned
around9 although I tried to get hti to fly on. The trip was
then continued by car. We were now forced to admit that we
had had really no idea of the tremendous force of such a
sandstorm. Huge clouds of a reddishhue obscured our vision
and the car crawled slowly along the coastal road. Often the
wind was so strong that one could not drive at u. Sand
dripped down the car windows like water. It Was oti with
difficulty that we could breathe through a handkerchief held
in front of the face and perspiration poured from our bodies
in the unendurable heat. That was the ~hibli. Ih the silence
I made EW apologies to the pilot of my airplane. One Luft-
~tife officer actually crashed with his airplane in the sand-
storm that day.
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‘On4 Aprfi 1941 I got underwaywithw combatstaffat 0300
ti orderto bring the artillerybattalionsinto their positione
beforedaybreak. In the completedarknesswe did not find the
cohmns. On the next morningwe repeatedour attemptand were
finallyable to locatethe artillery. Among otherthings,we
ran tito the rear of a Britishoutpostarea withoutknowinJz
it. Althoughwe only had threeve~icles,
fittedwith a machinegun, we droveup to
speedwhile raisinga great dealof dust.
the Englishmennervous and they evacuated
greathaste,leavingweaponsand materiel

of which only on; was
the enemy at high
This apparentlymade
their positionin
behind.W

Attentionis also drawnto the variousreferencesto the
effectof dust on combatoperationsin the descriptionof the most
importantbattlesin the desert (seeChapterII, Section?).

c. Effecton TacticalMeasures

Duringthe first attackon Tobrukdust had the folloying
effects,concerningwhich we quotethe followingpassagefrom
MarahaURommelta diary:

‘The ~BresciaHand “TrentonDivisionswere supposedto attack
Tobrukfrom the west and to raisea greatdeal d dust in ths
processin orderto deceiveand>in down the eneq.” Duringthis
timethe min attackgroupwas supposedto swingaround south
of Tobrukin a wide arc throughthe desertend attackfrom the
southeast. The dust which was thrownup deceivedthe enemy so
thoroughlythat he guessedthat the attackwould come from
the west and paid no attentionto the envelopingmovement.
Whenthe envelopinggroup had r6achedits jumpoff positions,
theircolumnswere stNck by heavyBritishSrtilleryflre.
However,the.airwas soon full of heat vibrationsand gusts
of sandblew into the faces of the enemy. Good visibilitySOOIl
vanishedcompletely.

“Cn U Aprfi the encirclementof the fortressof Tobrukwas
completed. The ‘BresclanDivisionopenedthe attack. A great
deal of sand was blowingand the Britishartillerycouldthere-
forenot be expectedto directany aimedftie.

‘At about 1300 severalenemy tanksmovedpastRas el Madauer
towardour lties. Becauseof the tremendousamountof duct,
whichmoreoverwas being blown towardour positions,it could
not be seen whetherthey were followedby any additionaltanks
and whether_itwas reallya majorattack. Therefore,I imme-
diatelycommittedall the antitankgunswhich were availablo
in this area. It actuall.ywas a major attackand we succeeded
h lmockingout severaltanks and haltingthe eneqv advanoe.
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~Around 1800 on 30 April a new attack was opened against Ras
el Madauer. Numrous Stukas cooperated with us. Soon the
hill was hidden h thick clouds of smoke and dust. The visibil-
ity of the ene~ was reduced to zero. It was impossible for
thereto-deliver any atid fixe. our attack led to a complete
victory.”

During the advance of the German Africa corps from the KLameti
position into the British re= area the effects of sand varied:

After the Africa &mps had replenished its supply of motor fuel
and ~tition in the morning of 1 September~ it began to move about
1300. At first the attack made good progress in the violent sandstorm,
which blew into the faces of the eneqy. Unfortunately the Italian
divisions were very far off and were unable to take advantage of the
camouflage provided by the dust clouds in their advance. The vehicles
and tanks toiled laboriously through the deep sand drtits which covered
the attack area. A fitful sandstorm raged all day and prevented the
British air force from attacking in strong formations. Men the
sandstorm abated during the evenings the spearheads of our attack were
engaged in stubborn combat with a strongly fortified ene~ defense
position and the attaef came to a halt. kcidentally reference might
also be made here to the statements given in Chapter 11~ Section 7.

The intervals which the advancing units were ordered to keep from
each other in order to avoid dust varied according to whether the dust
cloud was being blown in the direction of the advance or to the side.
l!oreover~since these desert expanses were in general easily traversed
by all kinds of motor vehicles9 it was possible *O drive with gaps
between the separate vehicles9 thus reducing the effect of dust on the
driver and his visibility. W general we used intervals of fifty meters9
both in depth and width. During the night this dterval had to be
shortenedfor the sake of visibility in order to maintain contact with
the M in front.

The generation of dust through the recoil of the powder gases in
-illery fixhqg~ therefore~ was of no special importance for the de-
tection of artillery positions~ because the combat zone was always
envelopedin dust clouds anyhow. The discharges of guns of especially
flat trajectory with a low barrel elevation -- antitank guns — could
be observed and recognizedwith pafiicti~ ease by the ene~ because
of their characteristiizdust clouds. Naturally~ they also prevented
the g~ crews from obse~ing the effects of their own fire.

d. Effect on Aircraft and Their Crews

Sand and dust had no appreciable immediate effect on airplanes
@ their engines~ since sand filters were attached to the intake
‘~veg. Dust had no effect on the efficiency of the engines butnever-
‘helessone had to expect more rapid wear and tear on the engine$
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because very fine dust particles were not entirely kept out by the air
filter. Even the special precautions taken during refueling did not
always provide hundred percent security.

Very heavy sandstorms made flights practically hpossible because
of the extremely poor visibility when taking off. However, thqy were
comparatively rare. .Theghibli brought sand out of the Interior at
heights of as much as 5000 meters; it was still easily visible 100
kilometers out to sea, and indeed occasionally was even carried as far
as the European continent. This greatly hampered horizontal visibility,
especially against the sun. Sometines visibility was reduced to below
ten mterse &the other hand, vertical visibility was only slightly
impeded. It was onlyin exceptional cases that direct observation and
aerial.photography furnished satisfactory results about target details.
Ih all airfields which consisted merely of sand it was difficult, and
sometimes dangerous~ for several airplsnes to take off and land together.
When there was no wind the dust remained hanging over the ground for an
endlessly long time, so”that in spit.bof extensive improvisations,
formation take-offs failed in their purpose. Landings had even more
unfavorable effects~ since machines with empty fuel tanks simply had
to lands in case they could not reach an altenate airport. When the
wind was blowing~ airplanes took off with a slight cross wind, so that
the dust raised by the take-off would be blown to one side and not-
disturb the pilot behind. Difficulties also arose in dropping bombs
on point targets, since the dust thrown up by the first bomb made it in+
possible to sight the target accurately. Altiough the breathing, sight
and other
aand$ the
be traced
to reduce

functions of the men in the machine were hardly disturbedby
radio equipment was more sensitive. Many radio faSLures could
to this cause. The most wide~ dflferent methods were adopted
the ill effects of dust in the airfields.

(1) By selecting surfaces that mre somewhat grassy or
crusty even if they possessed other disadvantages.

(2) BY layti~ out abnormally large airfields or several.- - —
airfields located close together.

(3) : re~cing the surface of airfields with

NeverthelessJ dust and sand also had certain advantages for
scouts. They made it easier for the latter to detect every
even on trails and airfields. However, inexperienced crews
estimated the strength of the enexqy.

The tracks visible in the desert sand also enabl.edfane

asphalt

observers and
movement,
often over-

to +ecogziize
where eneqy troops had passed, as well as the strength and objectiv; of
the movement.

Besides the sand filters attached to the intake valves no protective
devices were installed either h the engine or in the airplane itself. On
the ground it was possible to protect airplanes, engines-and machine parts
against sand only to a limited extent by the use of awnings. Repairs were
ude in repair tents.
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Swming UP9 it CEUIbe add that the Army and the Luftwaffe in
general protected themelves successfullyagainst du9t in the desert
by the most widely dflferent means and by taking pdicular care of
weaponsj equipment and Mchinery. Ih generals weapons failed because
of dust sooner than engines. The8e failures~ however$ were not of
vital importance.

9. Terrain

a. Influence on Tactical Measures

A general description of the terrain was alxeady given
in Chapter 119 Section k- From this it-is apparent that with the
exception oL’places with deep sand and rugged valleys the desert in the
combat zone of the German troops was in general passable for both
wheeled and track-layfng vehicles.

The influence,of”terrainon tactical operations is just as
decisive h the ~sert as in other theaters of war. It is only more
difficult to tab advantage of the peculiarities of the terrain for
one?s own intentions’ she due to the lack of forests~ cultivated
arsasl vill.ages9etc. it is seldompossible for troops to approach
and assemble under cover. However$ even in the desert there are the
most widely dUferent opportunities to take advantage of the terrain
and, for e-ple$ to conceal troop assemblies h ravines and valleys
from ground observation and —— to a limited extent — even from ati
obsefiatione

~ both at$ack and defense the important thing
reconnoiteredthe terrain carefully in advance.

Jh attack, importance was attached tochoosing

was always to have

ground which could
be easily traversed by motor vehicles~ and~ quite especially~ which
offered a covered approach~ at least in partsj through the utilization
of terrain contours. The fact that the desert surface was very easily
traverzrwiby motor vehicles made it easy to advance in light formations
with few casualties as well as to make all kinds of enveloping move-
ments. In actual practice there were only a few limitations on freedom
Or movement. ThusB it was also easily possible to shift the direction
of an attack. During an attack the tank battle always occupied the
foreground. The attempt was made to compensate for the lack of good
observationposts by sending out forward obseners~ Difficulties arose
for the attacker if he was compelledto use the southern portion of the
desert proper~ which in phces was coveredwith soft soil (see Annex 4$
aerial photograph 15). In its attack of 30 August 1942 from the
Uameti positions the Africa Corps had to contend with these difficulties.
Above ~1~ ~W motor vehicles bec~e stuck in the passes which led from
the fid~e of hfl~s to the depressions and thus offered welcome targets
to the enemy air forces. The failure of this
W% to the unfavorable ground$ together with
superiorityof the eneqya the weakness of OUJ?
~tor fuel.

attack can be attributed in
the overwhelming air
own forces and the lack of
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In defenses terrain was preferred which offeredan opportunityto
prepare reverse slope positions echeloned h depth. Moreover, the
efforts of the troops to ‘crown the heights,M which was dictated by the
desire to see farther into the country lying ahead, had to be constantly
combated. It was naturally also desired to have terrain in-front and on
the flanks which was not easily traversed by motor vehicles, but this
wish could seldombe fuUilled. The fo~owing positions offered the
most favorable opportunities for defense d the North African desert:

(1) The El Alameti Position: Here, although it was necessary
to detend a strip of open desert and steppes sixty kilometers long by
field fortifications there were no possibilities for envelopment MOVe-
ments by major formations, since the position ti~ablocked_off on both
flanks. In the nomh it was protected by the Mediterranean. In the
south it had direct flank protection in the form of the northern edge
of the Quattara Depression, (Senke), which has only three, eas~
guarded passesj namely, the one directly west of the Alamein position
at Munquar Abu Dweis9 then along the trail between Mersa Matruh and
the Quara oasis~ and along the trail between the Quara Oasis and the
Siwa Oasis.

Of these or+y the first was actually guarded byzdne fields and
troops~ the two others, however, were utilizedby the still sabotagq-
teams of the Long Range Desert Group to penetrate our rear =ea.

l?urthermore~the sandy soil of the Quattara Depression itself,
which was filled with salt n=shesj hampered ~ve~nt~ bY ~jor tits=
Farther to the south the great sandy desert served as a barrier to the
lxlnterland. The only passage between the-steep edge of the Quattara
Depression and the sandy desert led through the Siwa Oaais, ,whichwas
fortified as a strong point.

(2) Farther to the west the Maraa el Brega position (rnee
Annex19 Map 6) was the first to offer good opportunities for defense
again. Here the area of steppes and desert south of the coast con-
tains many salt marshes and dunes, so that only narrow zones have to
be guarded by field fortifications. The open desert begins south of
the El Faregh wadi,snd extends to the area north of the Marada Oasis,
The attackers therefore, is forced to make a wide detour.

(3) The Tarh-HoMs position east and south of lkipoli
is flanked by the Djebel Nefusa in ‘fripolitaniaand takes advantage of
the mountainous terrains which is not easily covered by motor vehicles
(see Annex 1, Map 7). Since the mountains descend ste~ly to the west
but gently to the east, it canbe more easily defended from attacks
from the west.

(4) The two positions farthest west, which are the ones M*
favoredby nature,lie in Southern Tunisia in the area of Mareth and
*(see Annexl~ Map 8). The former takes advantage of the heights
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of Matmata Mountains ad is protected against etien~ive envelopment h
the south by the Great Eastern Erg (region of sand dunes). There is
open terrain there in the form of a twenty-five Mometer strip between
the coast and the Djebel Matmatas eighty l&ometers wide between the
southern end of Mat=ta Mountains and the great sandy desert. The
Mareth position could be enveloped along this”stripeighty kilometers
wide~ as ftist beoame evident during the fighting around the Mareth
position.

The Akarit position situated north of Gabes is partially protected
along its front and in its southwesternflank by salt marshes~ which
cannot be traversed by major units~ and in the northeast by the sea.
During the fighting here the British broke into this position at the
places which were not protected by salt marshes and forced the defend-
ers to surrender.

Between the five positions named above there were also three more
defense lines which were used by either the Garmns or the British
during the hostilities. These positions are without any protecting
obstacles and were only established as the result of the combat situ-
ation at the times when the area behind them had to be held by the
de~ender for iactical reasons. These were the following:

-me Sollum position. It had no frontal obstacles. All strong
points had to be dug into the ground. The northern flank was pro-
tected by the seas the southern flank was open and couldbe easily
enveloped. This position was chosen out of necessity$ since the
Germans intended to hold Tobruk and since this position was the key
to the coastal highway and the important Halfaya Pass. Mobile units
were organized behind the defense front h order to repel any enemy
attempts at envelopment by mobile operations. During the Britieh
offensive h the winter of 1941 the front of this position was pinned
down and enveloped in the south by strong British forces.

The Gazala position west of Tobruk was selected by the British as
an outpost area for the fortress of Tobruk. It had no frontal obstacles$
was protected in the north by the seaj and was open in the south. Tn
May 1942-Rommel surrounded this position h a wide envelophg movement.
(see Annex 9).

The Buerat position east of Tripoli had one weak frontal obstacle
(Wadi Zem-Zem). The northern flank was protetied by the sea; in the
southern flank were several wadis which could be easily overcome by an
attacker. Occupation of this position was ordered by the P?ehrmaeht
High Command for the purpose of defending the eastern outpost area of
Tripoli. It was enveloped by Montgome~ during the British offensive
in January 1943.

The three positions mentioned above were thus of sl%ht value for
the defense. The terrain situated between all these eight positions is
unsuitable for a lasting defenses because everywhere it contains more
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cr less etiensive areas of open desert and steppes. A defense in these
areas, thenfore, can only be conducted along mobile lines.

The fact alone that for a distance of 3800 kilometers there are
only five natural defense positions of any use shows the great superior-
ity of the attacker in desert warfare.

b. Influence on the ConstructionL~fField Fortifi&tions and the
Use of Weapons

The German troops constructed only field-type fortifications
h the desert. Iribuilding theman effort was made to keep the upper.
slope at ground level in order to prevent the ene~ from recognizing
them too soon. Special difficulties arose in constructing positions
far antitank guns and heavy antiaticraft guns ,(highsuperstruct~es).
They had to be emplaced on the reverse slope. Ih places whe~-this was
not possible the expedient was adopted of keeping these weapons-in
readtiess h some place in the rear and not bringing them up to the
position until they were urgently needed.

No experience was gained in the construction of permanent fortfli-
cations. However, it shouldbe pointed out that the Italians laid out
the fortifications-of Tobruk so cleverly that they met with Rommsl!s
unqualified appreciation. Their emplac&mts,@tshwere level with
the grounds were later introduced into the German Arq as ~Tobruk
positions~ and used both in Italy and on the Westen Front.

Froma purely technical point of view it is extremely difficult
to prepare field fortifications in the North African steppes and
desert (see Annexl, Map 11). Wherever the ground h the steppes is
stony it is very hard, because ‘thereis a layer of so-called ‘surface
chalkn on the surface which has been formed in the following way: the
rain water absorbed during the wi@er rises to the surd?aceagain during
the summer and evaporates. During this process the dissolved matter,
such as chalk$ silicic acid~”etc., is separated again and cements the
top layers into a firm crusts having a thickess of from ftity centi-
meters to two meters. Under this surface chalk l~er there is a so-
caled Wxiviation stratum,n which is especially soft and therefore
easier to work. In constructing field fortifications it is first nece-
sary to laboriously blast away the surface ch,slklayer. Work of this
kind can only be done if iufficienttime is available. E a temporary
defense system is being established, one has to be content with erect-
ing positions built out of such stones as may be laying around, or else
use steep slopes or’ravines and fissures in order to get at the
lixiviation stratum quickly.

The surface chalk layer is of maximum depth in the steppe area$
which extends about thirty kilometers from the coast to the titerior.
In the desert proper its thickness and firmness diminish~ and it is
finally replaced by a gravelly crust a few centimeters thick which is
of only slight importance for the construction of field fortflications.
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Naturally~ foxholes and shelters can be dug in the loose loam or
clay of the depressions (see Annex 4* aerial photographs 29 and 30).
However~ because of the complete lack of timbers constriction work
presents difficulties~ so that it is necessary to lhit one~s self to
twe essentials. .The use of sandbags and filled Rasoline containers is—
of great importance.

Difficulties with underground water have
salt ma.rshes~in which there is salt water to
meters even when the surface is dry.

to be expected in the
a depth of about one

It is impossible to lay mine fields in rocky soil; in ground
consisting of loams clay and sand it is necessary to bear in mind
that the mines will”be exposed within a few weeks because of the action
of the wimi~ or else be clearly visible.

Experience has shown that the effects of artillery and machi.ne-
gun fire are substantially more titense on rocky ground than on soft
ground. Shells fired with percussion fuzes do not penetrate the ground
and therefoxe can have an especially strong fragmentation effect. If
solid projectiles are fired~ the effect is increased by the frequent
ricochets.

E it is at all possible to construct fortifications — this re-
quires the and a great deal of materiel -- they provide especially
good protection. As an example it might be mentioned that on some
occasions the Africa Corps used dried-up cisterns (indicated on the
maps by the word ‘Birn) dating from Roman times as command posts$ am-
munition dumps and shelters for the troops. These cisterns had a small
influx hole in the upper chalk layers beneath whichwere large square
caves of about 100 square meters aridlarger in areas which extended
through the lixiviation stratum. The roofs consisted merely of a
layer of surface chalk one or two meters thick and were not mpported
fa a length of thirty-five meters. They held out against heavy
artillery bombar~nts arndair raids.

HOW difficult it is to capture well-constructed fortifications, M
they are resolutely defended~ became evident during the siege of Tobruk
from April to November 19412 in the engagements around the desert for-
tress of Bir el Hacheim, south of Tobruk2 in June 19429 and on the
El Ahneti front from Julyto October 1942.

The most important fortresses of the North African desert were
Tobruk, Bardia and Mersa Matruh$ as well as the Alamein position$ which
was constructed like a fortress. The three former fortresses served to
protect coastal harbors$ the latter was a barrier erected at the gate-
wayto Egypt. All desert fortresses are built in such a way that their
works cannot be seen from the grounds that is~ they are built level with
the grounds have low wire obstacles~ comication trenches which me
mostly of concretes and strong antitank ditches. At the fortress of
Tobruk the outer ring consisted of two lines of strong positions which



were not built like bunkers with embrasures but were completely sunk
in the ground. In some places the works in the outer linewere sur-
rounded by an antitank ditch. This antitank ditch was partly covered
with light boards and a thin layer of sand and stones, so that its
cutli.necould not be perceived even at a very close distance* The
average length of one workwas eighty meters. The work itself con-
sisted of several shelters~ well protected with concrete, which together
could accommodatea crew of thirty to forty men. The different shelters
were connected by a communication trench with combat positions for
machine guns$ antitank guns and mortars at their points of titersection.
I&e the atitank ditch~ the communicationtrench, which was about two
aznda half meters deep, was also covered over with boards and a thti
layer of eswth, w’hichcould be easily opened at any desired point. The
wcrks were surrounded with strong wire obstacles and the individual
positions were co~ected by barbed wire obstacles. The second line,
which was about 200-300 meters behind the first, was of similar design.

The desert terrain had a great influence on the selection and use
of the various weaponsO It was found that one cannot have too many
tanks in the deserts for because of the almost unlimited possibilities
for using and deploying tanks they bear the brunt of desert warfare.
An abundant supply of antitank guns is necesaqry~ since in view of the
almost endless distances~ reconnaissancenaturally assumes special
impotiance.

All guns should have the longest possible range, since the ene~
can be seen even at a great distance and it is necessary to get him
accurately within your sights before he has you covered. Since there
is very little cover and only a few reverse slope positions in the
deserts it is advisable for the most part to use only weapons and ve-
hicles (including tanks) with a low superstructure. With tanks it is
especially tiportant to have one which is fasts maneuverable and
equipped with a long-range gun. Then the question of whether the armor
plate is of greater or lesser thiclmess is of no vital.importance.

h the course of time miaes acquired tremendous importance h the
desert. They were generally used for furnishing unobstructed terrain
with artificial obstacles. Ald fortresses strong points and fortifi-
cations were protected by mine fields. In the course of the fighting
the employment of mines in the desert developed into a real art on both
sides.

c. The Tacticsl Importance of the Recognition of Vehicle
Tracks by Air Observation

The tracks of motor vehicles in the desert can be easily
recognized in aerial photographs (see Annex 4* aerial photograph 28).
Together with other observations they were constantly evaluated for
the fo~owing purposes:
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TO ascertain troop assemblies and concentrations.
To ascertain eneqy supply routes.
To determine whether terrain in enemy territo~ wag passable for

motor vehicles.

It was~ therefore~ very often possible to detect enemy movements
in the flanks and re= of frien~ territmy~ especially the movemmts
of the British long-range reconnaissancedetachments which were operat-
ing in the area of the German-Italianfront.

d. The Use of Vehicle Tracks for Deception of the EneW

An attempt was made to do this during the first few months
of the African mmpaign~ but it was later abandoned because the eqen-
diture of motor fuel was disproportionateto the results achieved.

e. The Use of Wheeled and Track Vehicles

The only track vehicles used in the desert were tanks~ or else
guns mounted on tank chassis. and antitank guns. The armored Dersonnel
~arriers and artillery

Wheeled vehicles~
employed for all other
ment and supply goods~

Whereas track and

prime”movers were hafi-track vehicles. “

the same types as were also used in Europe~ were

p~osess espe~ialh to tr=sport troops9 equip-
as wall as to tow guns in an emergency.

half-traek vehicles were able to traverse all
khds of desert terrains wheeled vehicles frequently had difficulties
especially in getting ever sand dunes or steep slopes. It would be
desirable to usa only track-laying or half-track vehicles in desert
operations. Then there would be no difficulties whatsoever in movhg
troops~ weapons~ equipment and anpplies~ except in
marshes.

hstructions concetig driving in the desert
Germ field manual Combat in Deseti and Steppes.
were written on the basis of the experience gained
the desert and can be described as very useful.

getting over salt-

are contatied in the
These instructions
by German troops in

f.

Caried

Influence of Desert Terrain on the Development of New
~les for the Use of Motorized Units

Since desert warfare is determined by the terrain and has to be
out on a mobfie basis. mobile engagements will be decided almost.

~clusively by motorized units. Combat =-this open$ unobstructed ter~
rah must be carried on after the manner of a naval battle. Above all~
it ia e~~enti~ to recognize the en~W?~ intentions qti~~y =d react
bmediate~ to them. This is only possible if the chain of command is
short. The commanders therefore~ must be stationed in the hnediate
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vicinity of~ or right among~ the cotiat troops =d sho~d not be h~ered
in their decisions by orders from headquarters which are far from the
front. In desert warfare a unit commanded from a rear headquarters runs
the risk of being encircled and annihilated.

To asla.rgeextentflRcmmelgs victories were based on the fact that
he realized these ta~tical necessities of desert warfare and consistently
acted accordi.ngly~while the British adhered strictlyto orders which
they had received a long time previously and which were no longer explic-
able to the existing situation. RommelOs successes diminishedas he
became more -d more bcund by orders from higher headquarters in Germany
and Italy.

Open country permits a rapid concentration of forces at the de-
cisive point.

Long-range weapon= of all types are of decisive tiportance.

The trcops engaged fi the operations should carry along supplies
for as long a time as possible~ since it is often impossible to send
supplies af%er them because the lines of communication are threatened.
Supplies must often be sent to the tr’copsby the convoy system.

Field Marshal Rommel expressed his own views concerning the ti-
fluence of the desert terrain on the development of a new system of
tactics for motorized units as follows:

~The NO~Qh Africa deser=twas probably the theater where war

was waged in its most mdern form. On both sides the brunt
of the fightkag was borne by completely motorized units~ for
use of which there were highly favorable opportunities in
this levels unobietructedterrain.W

Here it was possible to really apply the basic principles for the
conduct of tank warfare as they had been taught in theory before the
wars and more especially to amplify them. Here out-and-out tank
battles were fought between division-size armored units. Although
the”war slowed down into infantry and ~sition warfere from t3me to
times its most important phases -- the British winter offensive of
1941/42 and the Germ =~er offensive of 1942 ‘de~nstrated the
principle of full mobility. In desert warfare non-motorized troops can
only hold their mm agatist a motorized or armored opponent h elabor-
ately prepared p0siti0n3. If such a position is breached or outflanked,
a retreat means deli~erhg up such trocps to the eneqy. The most they
can do is to resist in their positicns to the last cartridge. During
the withdrawal from G@=naica in the ~~interof 19@/@ Pra~ti~a~ ~
the Italian infantry and many German infantry units had to be moved out
by shuttle traffic of a few truck cohunns~ or else march on foo% Onl-Y
sacrif-_by the motorized units made it possible to eaver the retreat
of.the German and Italian infantxryunits. Moreover’$Marshal &azbni~s
failures in the winter c’f1941/42 were ~rge~y due tO the fact that a



large part of the non-motorized Italian arsqywas helplessly exposed in-
the open desert to attacks by inferior numbers of completely motorized
British troops. The weak Italian motorized forces could not engage the
British with any prospect of success.

From the nature of warfare h the Libyam and Egyptian deserts~ it
is possible to derive principles that differ from those applicable in
other theaters of war.

Enemy units encircled in a pocket can be destroyed under the fol-
lowing circumstances:

(1) Non-motorized enemy forces~ or forces that must give
support to other troops that lack mobility.

(2) Enemy forces that are clumsily employed, or forces whose
oommander has decided to sacrifice them in order to rescue other forces,

(3) Forces Whose strength is already broken, so that signs
of disorganization and panic are visible among them.

The following points are worthy of mention:

(1) A commander should strive to concentrate his own forces
with respect to time and space, while he tries to scatter his opponents
and to defeat them one at a time. The terrafi offers unlhited possi-
bilities for such action.

(2] Supply routes in the open desert are unusually vuherable.
A commander should protect his own supply routes with all available
forces and try to destroy or cut off those of the enemy. Operations
across the eneqts line of communicationscan often force Mm to break
off an attack at another points since the supply qwtem is essential for
combat Wd therefore must be protected above all else.

(3) The armored troops are the backbone of the motorized army;
Everything depends on the tank; the other units are there merely to SUP
port it. Therefore, the battle of attritionagainst the eneqy armored
units must be fought as much as possible by one~s own tank-destroyer
units. Cnevs armored troops should deliver the final thrust,

(4) Reconnaissance data should reach the command in the
shortest possible times and the command should make its decisions and
convert them into action as quickly as possible. The commander who
reacts most quickly wins the battle.

(5) It is the speed of one7S own movements and the organi-
zational unity of the troops which decide the battle and deserve special
attentions since the desefi terra~ places hardly any obstacles in the
way of swift movements.
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(6) It is of great importance to conceal onets titentions.
Deception maneuvers should be encouraged by all means, not least in
order to make the eneq commander uncertain and induce him to resort
to caution and delay.

(7) When the enemy has been thoroughly beaten, the attempt
can be made to exploit onels success by overtaking and destroying major
elements of his defeated unftsi Here, too, speed in exploiting the un-
obstructed desert terrain is everything. It is necessary to reorganize
one~s forces for the pursuit as rapidly as possible, as well as to
reorganize the supply system quickly for the offensive units.

g. Influence of Rainfall on Mobility’in Desert Terrain

In the steppes, heavy rainfalls occur only a few days h the
year and in the desert proper even more rarely. A few hours after the
rain has commenced the wadis begin to fill with water. The water rises
quickly and converts the otherwise dry valleys into raging torrents.
h the first winter of the African campaign the troops lost equipment
and even men as the result of this natural phenomenon. ~ spite of the
fact that thqtioops had been warned and were required to evacuate the
wadis2 there ‘kar~still numrous livtig quarters in the valleys during
the first big rainfall. The water began to rise during the night and
%ashed away tents and motor vehicles.

TM strong effect or the rain could be attributed above all ta
the fact-that the troops were stationed in the mountainous area between
Tobruk and Bardia, which was full of numerous steep slo~s and deep
wadis. ~ the area of El Alamein (winter 1942/43) the effects of the
rains, which commenced at the beginning of October, were substantially
slighter, because the terrain was more level and the troops had gained
experience in the meantime.

titer a rainfall the water collectsin depressions and lowlands
and renders them @ssable (see Annex 2, photographs 1+0and 41). In
the steppes near the ccast large connected areas became impassable for
traffic for this reason. It was even impossible to drive over the
trails~ since most,of them followed the depressions. After one or two
days the water evaporated and the difficulty was removed.

lh the desert proper rain had less effect on the surface. The
water collected quicldy in clay pits and changed them into lakes which
lasted for several days — in some places-even for several weeks (see
Annex 2, photographs 42 and 43). However, they only filled the deepest
parts of the depressions, while the bofier areas, where the troops
generally pitched camp, remained dry. On the whole, rati had OdY a
slight effect on the passability of terrain in the desert proper.

Rainfalls had considerable influence on military operations during
the retreat from the Alamein poaitionin194.2. Near Fuka one panzer
unit became stuck fast, so that the tanks had to be blown up. However,



the rain bothered the British even more. They could not carry out
their pursuits because of the muds while the German troops continued
their retreat along the coastal highway without interruption.

10. Water

a. General

The water supply for the German troops in Africa was
never a troublesome problem. It therefore did not influence or hamper
operational decisions either. The chief reason for this was that there
were always enough wells available. In the Africa Corps the entire
water supply for the German troops was centralized and was under the
supervision of the corps surgeon.

b. Requirements for Troops and Vehicles, Econ~ Measures; etc.

During active operations four to five liters were provided
as a minimum supply for one man per day. This quantity was only issued
to the field kitchens which used it for cooking and for dcing tea and
coffee. Pure water was never issued as drtiking water. During quiet
periods unlimited amounts of water were issued to the troops whenever
possible.

The amount of water required dailyby a battalion with an actual
strength of 600 men — not ficluding water for motor vehicle radiators --
was about 3000 liters. The amunt of water required by the medical
units was fixed at twice as much per man per dayg i.e. about eight or
ten liters. The amount of water required for the radiators of motor
vehicles varied according to the type of engine and fluctuated between
three and ten liters per vehicle per day. The figures for the water
rations were generally the same at all times of the year.

There were no important effects caused by evaporation. No appre-
ciable losses occurred because of evaporations since the water was
poured directly into covered containers or tanks at the standpipes and
remained in them until it was used.

The problem of keeping water cool rerained unsolved.

There is no data available concerning the relation between water
requirementsand evaporation at different times of the year and in
different temperatures.

h combat units serving in.the.desertthe water consumption was
generally so limited that the men even had to go without washing al-moat
entirely. Each man usually received a canteen (three fourths of a liter)
in the morning filled with coffee or teas which had to last the whole
day. Normally no water was used to clean vehicles and equipment.
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c. Water and Motor Fuel Requirements

In all combat operations our chief
motor fuel and not about the water supply. Only
Halfaya suffered severely from the lack of water
been destroyed by gun fire.

concern was about
the g~rison of
after ”itswell had

d. Tactical Importance of the Presence of Water Sources

Even in the operations of advance detachments the motor
fuel supply was of more importance than the water supply. This is
especially remarkable U one compares the required quantities. For
examples stank needs an average offiftyliters of motor fuel for 100
kilometers~ whereas the three crew members need only an average of
twelve to fifteen liters of water per day.. Added to this is the radi-
ator waters averaging about seven liters.’ In a daily run of 100 kilo-
meters~ therefore~ each vehicle requi~s fifty liters of motor fuel
and twenty-two liters of water.

No great lack of water developed~ for the reason that the fighting
was always in the coastal area. ~ numercm places h the coastal.
dunes there are sufficient supplies of fresh water to take care of the
needs of the troops. Above a stratum of salt underground-water there
is a more or less thick Stratum of fresh water which is constantly inc-
reased during the winter by rainfall and which does not evaporate k
summer as much as is the case in areas farther from the coast. (see
Annex 19 Map L4). .Thiswater is collected by laying out an extensive
network of drainage ditches and by careful-pumping (see Annex 29 photo-
graphs l+l+andk5). If too much is removed~ the salt water underneath
forces its way in and renders the installation useless.

There are water sources of this kind in the sand dunes along the
entire western .-t of Egypt from Sollum to El Alamefi (see Annex 1,
Map u) o ~ addition there are a number of wells in the solid rock in
the coastal plains which yield fresh water.

East of Sollum and ectending as far as Ain el Gazala there is a
strip of steep coastline which has no conttiuous ridges of sand dunes
and therefore contains only a few water sources of this kind (see Annex
19-“Map13)e Here it was necessary to dig for water in the bottoms of
the wadis whi~h opened on the seas but only small quantities could be
found and it was of poor quality (see Annex2~ Photograph 46). The
~ supply situation of the German troops~ therefore~ was at its
worst d~ing the siege of Tobruk and during the defense of the Sollum
front. During this the the troops were given water which was barely
palatable and which contained one gram of cooking salt per liter. At
some tties it was only agreeable to the taste if used in hot coffee.
The result was a great increase in the number of titesttial diseases.



Farther to the east the water supply becomes better as one a+
preaches CyTenaica (see Annex 19 Map 13). Here there are several
large and efficient water sources,which assure an ample supply for
fairly large numbers of troops. M Cyrenaica itself there are many
abundant springs in the cha~ formations of the soil which can meet
any requirements with respect to water. The coastal area from Bengha6i
contains numerous deep wells and surface wells and is therefore
adequately supplied with mater.

West of Agedabia the ccast becomes flat agati and is inclosed by
broad ridg& of sand dunes which contain an adequate number of water
sources. Finally9 in the surroundings of ~f.poli there is an extensive
stratum of underground waters which is one reason why this region is
relatively so thickly settled. Water is pumped here mostly by wind-
millse

All these water sources are limited to a narrow strip of the
coast. Outside of this strip there are no springs or wells whatsoever
which could be of any use for supplying major troop units. There are
merely cisterns~ most of which no longer contain any water (see Annex 2,
photograph 47). There are only a few modern cisterns which produce
water until into the smmer (see Annex 22 photographs ~ and 49). From
August to November even these cisterns are generally empty.

Occasionally there are water sources indicated in the maps in
rubble-filled wadis situated below steep slopes. Usually wells have
also been dug there~ but they are always dry. If new wells are dug~
only damp sand will be found. These we~are dug by the men in camel
caravans~ who obtzrinthe necessary water for their animals by this
a’tifice (see Annex2, photograph 50). Water sources of this type are
worthless for supplying a military unit.

Large amounts of water are first found again in the chains of oases
along the Nineteenth Parallels which includes the Siwa~ Giarabub~ Gialo
and Marada Oases (see Annex 19 Map 12). The artesian wells found here
(see Annex a, photograph 51) have their source in an underground river
which is fed from the rain waterfalling in the Sudan and which flows
northward underneath the desert. Since the above-mentioned oapes are
situatedbelow sea level$ it cannot be assumed that the underground
river flows any farther to the north. It is also impossible therefore
to obtain any fresh water by deep borings in the area north of the oasis
chain.

The above account shows that the only reliable place for obtaining
Water was ~0~ the strip of coast where it was natura~ available. If
~itary operations had been carried out in the interior of the deserts
~ter w6uld undoubte~ have been the decisive factor which would have ,
dete~ed the st~en~h of the troops and theix radiU3 Of action. AS it

~ss however~ it was always possible to make use of the water sources
~ch were most fa~orab~ sit~ted~ith respect to the front~ although
‘t~as sometimes necessaryto transport the water as fsr as 100 kilo-
‘ters* ~ view of our bad situation with respect to motor fuel this



was certainly a considerable burden. For drinking purposes on the
Alaqein front the new expedient was adopted of making use of a temporary
lake formed of rain water tithe southe~ part of the front with the aid
of filtering equipment.

Of the large o~sis only Siwa and Giarabub acquired any major tac-
tical importance. The Siwa Oasis enabled us to close off the onl.ypas-
sage between the steep side of the range and the sandy desert during
the fighting on the A&amein front and thus protect our flank. The
Giarabub Casis was used by the British as a strong point and base for
their attack agatist the encircling ring around the fortress of Tobruk
in November 1942.

e. Assignment of Engineer Troeps for Water Supply Sez-dces

Engineers were only used for obtaining water in the begin-
nings and the work was then assigned to the water companies.

The water supply company of the German Africa Corps had the follow-
ing equipment:

(1) Several centrifugal pumps with a lifting height of
at least ten meters, driven by mobile power generators~

(2) Several mobile water purification units.

(3) A moto-iven water filter with a diaphragm for
the purpose of obtaining sterile water (not to be confused with chemi-
cally pure water). All the above equipment was used in all the units
of the German Army and therefore was not designed for Africa alone.

(4) After late summer 1942 water distillation plants for
the purpose of obtaining drinking water from sea water were also added.

(5) A laboratory, the chemist of which had to pass on
the wells and analyze the water in them.++

Water was divided into the following categories according to
quality:

No I Water — Could be used for au purposes.

No II Water — Could be used for cooking.

No III Water — Could be used for motor vehicles~ washing, etcc

* It should be borne in mind that too Jarge a concentrat- of
magnesium sulpha-tetitfie water =y had to intestinal irritations
and thus intestinal diseases. (Author~snote)
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f. Well-Drilling Equipment

On the wholes no experience was gained concerning well
drilling. The Abyssinian wellsa with which the troops were likewise
equipped~ did not prove suitable for this purpose.

Some of the water supply companies were equipped with heavy mobile
deep-boring equipmant$ Salzgitter type (Meissel percussion drills).
Their size ad efficiency”arenot known. They were not actually put
to use and probably would not have been successful. If the fighting
had shiftedto the area south of the Nineteenth paral,lel~we would have
been in the region of the static underground water stratum and probably
could have used the heavy boring equipment here to advantage. It
probably would have taken several.weeks to make a boring of this kinde

The Benoto drill,.a drilling scoop attached to a heavy drop-weight,
on the under side of which were sharp movable steel claws~ proved use-
ful for operations in the coastal region [see Annex2; photographs 52
and 53). The drop-weight fell freely onto the grounds whereupon the
claws dug into the earth and then closed automatically. When the drop-
- was raised, the e=th held in the claws was brought up with it
and then disposed of when the claws were opened. The drill was named
after its French inventor and was manufactured in Germany on a royalty
basis (both heavy and light models). With the heavy Banoto drill it
was possible to dig wells fifteen to twenty meters deep in one day in
loamy or gravelly soil.9for which it was espeia~ well adapted. How-
ever~ it was impossible to drill below the underground water level with
it, because the force of its fall was greatly broken by the water. The
small Benoto drill (see Annex 29 photographs 52 and 53)was chiefly used
for test borings. It drilled a hole about ten meters deep and seventy
centimeters in diameter in one day. The principle according to which
it was built was goods but unfortunately the constructionwas tiperfectj
so that there were often operating difficulties. W particular the
wire cables were too.weak and were subjectedto much wear and tear at
the guide pulleys. Nor were the claws able to stand up under the heavy
strain. If these faults were eliminated~ this drill might prove a
very useful tool -indesert warfare.

The water distilling mmpany wa~ equipped with sti water distillers
mounted on trucks. This unit was employed only h special cases~ Since
its fuel consumption was disproportionatelyhigh (one liter of fuel was
required to obtain ten liters of water). During the Germn advance
tuward Egypt this unit performed very important service$ since all the
wells had been cent*ted by the British during their retreat with
neatls-foot oil.

g. Method of Distribution

As a matter of principle all water was issued ~ canisters
from the mobfie water purifi~tion units which served as an intermediate
container, At the end of the water purification unit was a hose fitted
with twelve faucets~ which ~de it possible to fill twelve canisters al



the same tiine. As a matter of principie~ all water — both drintig
water and -radiatorwater —— was carried in canisters. Bakery compaties
were not issued any fresh waterj since by baking with sea water it was
possible to save salt.

The standpipes were manned by teams from the water SUPPIY companies.
The water was distributed according to a table preyared by the qu-e~
master according to the psrscmnel strength and vehicles of the various
units. The water was taken away by the supply vehicles of the units.

h. Pipelines

IX a position iq occupied for a fairly long times it is
dvisable to lay water pipes~ since this saves considerable transport
space. Aluminum pipes are to be recommended~ since they can be laid
quickly and connected with each other by a bayonet catch. Of courses
strict supervision of the pipeltie and standpipes is urgently necessary~
V@en moving into the Alamein position we made use of a British pipe-
line. In spite of strict ordersj it was impossible to prevent it from
being illicitly tapped. The”availablewater supply was therefore soon
exhausted.
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Heat

a. C+neral

Even the very high temperatures during
were unable to impair the efficiency of the

the hot seasons of
German troops to

any noticeable extent. Th~s is shown partic-tiarlywell byRommeits
summer offensive from May to July 19kZ. The achievements of the troops
refuted the former opinion of the Italians that European troops could
not stand up under high temperatures. Even the British showed no re-
gard for the heat; they attacked at Sollum in June 1941.and”wsre plan-
ning anew offensive for June 1942. The most important thing for
standing up successfully under hardships of this kind are the toughness
of the troops and the good example set by their leaders of all ranks~
who as a matter of course should share all deprivations with their
subordinates.

Experience has shcwn that men under thirt~five are best able to
adapt themselves to a hot climate. Accltiatization is easier in the
opeh country than in cities.

b. Effect on Unaccustomed Troops

Newly arrived units had low fighting power and _ losses through
siclmess. The heat paralyzed the mengs will-power and thus also theix
powers of resistance. The diseases themselves were probably more a
direct result of the diet (bad waters canned food) and hardships than
of the heat. The sudden temperature drop in the evenings~ caushg
abdominal colds~ was also an import~ element.



c. Effeet on Tank Cm

Ih tanks the heat —— measuring forty-five degrees on the
~ostatic thermometer (113° Fahrenheit) — was naturally much greater.
It became unendurable in combat when the hatches had tobe closed be-
cause of artillery fire and when the engines and vent~ting system had
to be shut off during pauses in the acti.cmbecause of the lack of fuel.
The German tank crews held out under even these temperatures.

d. Measures Taken to Avoid the Noonday Heat

In combat it was generally impossible to make any allow-
ances for even the greatest heat. During quiet periods in position
warfare there was always a noonday rest period of at least three hours.
Cold rations were issued to the troops at noon and hot rations at night.

e. Special Equipment for ProtectionAgainst Temperature
Variations

Measures were taken against temperature variations by re-
quirfig warm clothing and belly bands to be worn after sundown. Each
soldier had three blankets~ of which one had to serve as a ground sheet
for protection against the night dampness. For wounded men four blankets
were required (two for covering and two underneath).

f. ~es of Shelter

h combat the troop3 had no shelter whatsoever. They
either spent the night in their positicn~ or else in or underneath their
vehicle.

Wall tents for four men with a double top awning were used chiefly
as shelter (see Annex2, photograph 54). They proved thoroughly useful
and met all the requirements of desert warfare. At the beginning-of
the Campaign$ low one-man tents~ likewise provided with an awningp were
issued, but later there was not a sufficientngmber of them avaihble.
There were also larger tents for ten or twelve men; However~ these
could be used for the most part only h rear areas, stice it was practi-
cally impossible to camouflage them.

The Itali= field hospital tents also proved highly successful.

g. Comparison Between the Efficiency of Troops ti the
Tropics and h Temperate Climates

After the men had become accustomedto desert w=fare and
after those who could not edapt themselves to it had been elhd.nated$
the efficiency of the t~oops in cotiat operations was not inferior to
that of troops serving in temperate clbtes. Even the drivers achieved
no=l efficiency since the wind stream cooled them offsnd refreshed
them. lh all kinds of physical labor$ on the other h~d~ the heat
greatly reduced efficiency. k this respect the Italian troops were
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superior to the Germans. For this reason they
construction work and mine laying. The detour
for example, was built by Italian labor units.
standing achievement which German troops could
in the same time.

did most of the road
road around Tobruk,
It constituted an out-

not have accomplished

h.

heated during
temperature.

Effect on Materiel and Equipment

The heat had no effect on guns, because they becanm so
firing that this more or less neutralized the outside
No damage to war’materiel and items of equipment was

reported~ or was to be e~cted.

i. Effect invisibility

In the interior of the desert about ten kilometers from
the coast-the vibration of the air mkes accurate observation practi-
cally impossible far a distance of more than one kilometer. ‘til ob-
jects at a distance of one kilometer and more appear to move, and it
is hardly possible to decide whether a dark spot on the horizon is an
approaching motor vehicle or a destroyed vehicle. At st~ greater
distances all.contours become so blurred that one always thinks that
one is surrounded by P sheet of water, from which certati elevations
stadd out as ‘islands.n In the beginning of the war h the desert,
during the first attack on Cyrenaica, several units fell victti to
this deception. T@ey tried to drive around what they though was a
Wlaken and therefore did not reach their appointed objectives.

On the other hand, the vibration of the air protected small de-
tachments in the desert from being discovered by the enemy from the
ground.

Surveytig work sti~ered to an extraordinary extent from the
vibration. It was only h the morning hours (until around 1000) that
satisfacto~ work could be done with aiming circles or theodolites.

j. Effect on AirPlanes in Taking Off and I-andirg

For the Luftwaffe great heat often had a considerable
effect on take-offs and landings. The density of the air was so re-
duced that the length of the take-off and landing strips had to be
increased by as much as fifty percent. Ianding operations could be
indirectly disturbedby strong air reflections in the heated ground
layer, thus causing errors h the estimation of altitude.

If airplanes stand for a long the in strong sunlight, the
polished metal parts in the cabin, especisllythe glassed-in cockpit,
become so hot that they cannot be touched. Therefore, the cabins have
to,be covered with tarpaulins. For the same reason strong sunlight
entering the cabin during flight is also disagreeable for the pflots.
Curtains relieved this difficulty, but hampered visibility.
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Chapter IV - Miscellaneous

a. GenePal

Ih Libya the German Arw was initially solely dependent
on the hastily reprinted Italian map (scale 1:200~000)9 since’at first
good German maps were available only on the scales of 1:1,(N02000$ and
l:5009000j which were mainly destined for use by the Luftwaffe.

The Italian maps were poor and cften~ at distances of more than
20 kilometers from the coasts they were several kilometers off. ~
comperisation$there wre captured British maps~ which included Libya
and Egypt. They were excellent and as a result very much prized.
Later thsy were reprinted.

The French maps$ usad for the first time h Tunisia9 were service-
able~ but were later replaced by Germm maps.

Ih 19LIl the Luftwaffe received a special map on a scale of 1:400~000$
and in conic projection~ which fully met requirements.

For general reference Annexl~ mps 1-16 should be consulted.

Sufficient maps were available for the following regions:

Tripolitania (area around Tripoli): Italian map, 1:502000
Cyrenaica: Italian map, 1:502000
E~t (WesternDesert.): British maps 1:100~000
Southern Tunisia: French mapa 1:100,000 and 1:200~000

The lack of good Mps made itself felt especially in defensive
operations. New photographs were accordinglytaken of the area of the
Marsa el Brega position and of the Buerat position in cooperation with
the kftwaffe~ the cartographic detadment of the Africa observation
battery~ the cartographic.section of the Army High Cormmnd and the
Military Geologic Office (see Annexl, maps 6 and 15). The followtig
metho,dwas used: The survey battery drew Up a net of -illery points
(A.P.) by use of traverses which were emplaced at the triangulation
points (T.P.). The A.P. were clearly identified by means of ground pane-
ls. Then the Luftwaffe-took a series of aerial mosaics with 30 percent
overlapping. The results were transferredfrom the aerial photographs to
the A.P. diagrams by the Military Geologic Office. This work was more
difficult than appears at fixst~ especially since only a simple stereo-
scope was available for the purpose. Correct evaluation of the form of
the terrati and of the candition of the ground on the basis of the aerial
photographs required a great deal of experience. Errors occasioned by
the angle at which the photograph was taken~ the distortion at the edges
of the picture~ etc.~ had to be compensated for as we~ aa possible.



After the rough dxafts had been finished, clean copies were made by the
cartographic section and these were reproduced by the printing section.
~ this way maps were produced in a short time which fully met the re-
quirements of the forces. They gave an accurate picture of the tactical
conditions of the terrain, permitted orientation and contained correctly
surveyed artillery points (see Annex 1, Up 15).

An @ortant supplement in respect to tactics was constitutedby
the road maps made by the ~itary Geologic Office (see Annexl, maps
l-lo)●

The Italian, British and French maps were redrawn and reprtitedby
the Mapping and Surve@ng Service and then distributed to the forces by
the cartographic centers h Africa.

The maps were always available in adequate quantities, with the
exception of temporary scarcities brought about by the difficulties of
supply,

The maps and documentary material of the Military Geographic Branch
were used by all.headquarters down to regiment. They were used for the
initial basic orientation in the conduct of operations and as such were
indispensable. In addition, they contained a great deal of important
information, especially in their description of road conditions. How-
ever, stice only such documentation as was available at the beginning
of the war could be used, there were gaps which only reconnaissance
could fill in.

The colored hachures indicating thepassability of terrain or at
least the limitations on its passability, were hportant.

13. Camoufla~e

Camouflage is very difficult in the desert ~d in many cases
impossible. During the day it was impossible to camouflage the move-
ments of troops and columns from air obsenation. In the neighborhood
of the front the troops could only with difficulty be camouflaged from
ground obsenation. The unavoidable dust clouds raised betrayed any
movement.

Nevertheless concentration of troops canbe camouflaged, if great
care is used. Depressions in the terrain will have to be exploited for
this purpose; all vehicles will have to be covered with camouflage nets
and vegetation (camelsthorn) attached to the nets. In the open desert
all vehicles will have to be dug in as deep as possible. It goes with-
out saying that the vehicles will have to be placed at as<-jj.~ata “
distance from each other as possible.
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AlthoWh k most cases it will not be possible to camouflage the
presence of vehicles and mapons ~ skilltul camouflage can conceal the
type of these vehicles (the arm of the service.) It would be altogether
wrong to resign oneself and take the viewpoint that camouflage in the
desert is useless.

What has been said above is also valid for the troops in position.

Another means of camouflages although on a SMS1l.seal.e~is to seek
out shifting shadows.

For details on camou.flage2see Annex 6. h addition, A-mex 2
(photographs)and Annexf+ (aerial photographs) shouldbe consulted.

14. Evaluation of the EneEW Situation Through Aerial Photographs

The main emphasis in aerial photography~ in addition to de-
termining thetraffic on the Suez Canalj in the ports~ on the roadg~ im-
portant pathsj in the villages and on the airfields~ was to provide de-
tails on the troops and positions of the enemy.

In order to check on our own camouflages from the to the the
German positions were photographed from the air.

Little by little it was possible to tiprove the methods of evalu-
ating the results of the aerial photography.

As the enemy~s air superiority increased~however~ the possibility
of taking aerial photographs diminished more and more.

Aerial photographs are indispensable (see Annex 49 aerial photo-
graphs 27 tO 30). The evaluation was done by the Luftwdfe Photographic
Section in the usual mer. In regard to evaluation of the aerial
photographs to judge road and terrain conditions see Annex 49 aerial
photographs 1-26.

W taking the aerial photographs dark yellow filters were neqess~.
Developing required the addition of hardening material$ since otherwise
the coating of the film melted and there was the danger that microbes
would damage it. Dust-proof vehicles were used for the developing of
the film Relief maps were also produced~ but the need for them was
not greats since the differences in altitude in the Libp and Egyptian
deserts is inconsiderable.

15 e Visibility at NjPJ.k

Ih the North African desert the nights are much darker than
in more northern latitudes. It was often difficult to find a tent in
one~s own camp at nights because it was impossible to orient oneself.
As a result it was also impossible fcr the eneqy to detect troop move-
ments taking place at nights lfiess there was moonlight or parachute
flares were dropped by the air forces.



During the dayttie, on the other hand, it was possible to see very
far in the desert.

(kInights when there was a moon the visibility was approximately as
good as that prevailing in Central Europe at the fell of dusk.

16. Choice of CamP Sites

This subject is tak= up in detail h Chapter III, Section 9
(Terrain) andin Annex6 (Camouflage).

In the main, camp sites were selected for good protection from air
attacks. Preference was given to depressions in the steep sides of the
djebels, the banks of wadis and the dune districts (see Annex 2, Photo-
graph 55.) Only the latter offered an opportunity to dig in vehicles
and tents and to camouflage them.

17. Selection of Battle Sites

In atta~ the German Army preferred easily passable, open
desert for a battle site, because it made it possible forthe timored
forces to exploit their mobility and their combat tactics, which were
superior to those of the British.

In.defense the positions selected depended to a large exbent on
the terrain~’ They had to be difficult of access and provide flank pro-
tection, otherwise on the whole they were useless for defense. Regard-
ing selection of positions see Chapter III, Section 9 (Terrain).

18. Time of Day Selected for Combat

Marshal Rommel preferred to start fighting on moonlit nights
or at dawn. The fighting often lasted until dark, unless it was broken
off sooner for tactical reasons. There were no lulls in combat, even
during the very great heat prevailing around noon.

Jn general the Germans carried out no night attacks. On the other
hand, at the end of October 191+2the British carried out their large-
scale attacks on the German positions at Alamein exclusively at night.
They used parachute flares to ill.uminate the battle field and tracer
ammunition to show their troops the direction of the attack and the
sector boundaries. The British Commander ti Chief, Montgomery, preferred
night combat. The German and Italian troops used the night for marches
into their assembly areas, for large-scale shifts of forces and for sur-
prise. These nigh$ regrouptigs could almost always be carried out un-
noticed by the enemy and, especially during the winter battles of 19~-
&?$ they came as a big surprise to the British.



19. DflWnce of the Desefi Climate on Daily service Routtie

me d~Y rout~e ~ the desert did not substantially differ
from that in other theaters of war. When not in combat the troops were
as far as possible given a lengthy rest period during the great heat
around noon. The maintenance troops (workshop companies) were also
given a noon rest period. SUPPIY traffic could not afford to take these
i%sts. -

20. Special Problems of the Technical Services

The German technical services were faced by the following
special problems through the fighting in the deseti:

a. They had to keep the motor vehicles~ which because of the
conditions in the desert and the long supply roubes was exposed to ex-
traordinary wear and tear$ in running order. For this purposean in.
creased number of repair shops were available. It is probable~ however,
that the problem would not have been solved had the stock not been re-
plenished by captured British material from the to time.

b. The water supply had to be safeguarded. The troops
specially assigned to this task (see Chapter III, Section 10) did their
work very well.

c. A detour had to be built around the besieged fortress of
Tobruk. This task was undertakenby Italian labor forces and very well
carried out.

d. The Capuzzo-Mersa-Mafiru&Alameinrailroad had to be oper-
ated.

The above statements may give the impression that the technical.prol+
lems encountered in the desert are less difficult than those in other
theaters of war. This is not the case, however. On the contrary, many
of the tasks which were necess~y were so difficult that they wars aban-
doned in advance. bong others, these included the efiension of the “
railroad beyond Capuzzo and at least up to Tobruk ad the procurement of
steam locomotives,,as well as the construction of a fortfiied defense
position with bunkers at the Alamein front.

21. Influence of Light. Shade and Sandstorms on Combat

The intensive sunlight had a dazzling effect which was par-
ticularly di.stu-bingwhen the light was reflected by bright dunes. It
was therefore absolutely necessary to wear sunglasses. lh the dternoon
it was impossible to tell vehicles from tanks at a distance of 1-2 kilom-
eters and up. Favorable times of day were the early morning and the
afternoon hours from 1600 to 2000 hours.
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Ih the desert range estimation cannot be depended upon. In most
cases the distance will be underesthated. It was therefore advisable
to use a range finder. During sandstorms visibility was nil; moreover,
visibility was influenced by sand driven by the strong winds (from 5
inters per second). From the air this produced an effect like local
ground fog. During a ssndstorm fighting was hpossible.

There were isolated instances for mirages.

Adaptation to the visibility conditions prevailing.&rrtK&&%e’rt
was relatively soon made.

22. Influence of Darlmess on Radio Communications

Frequ~tly, radio communicationwith Europe was interrupted
for hours at a time during the nights because of pronounced fading.

23e wind

The wind constantly blo’wingnear the
very welcome by the ground troops. It made it
the heat.

coast was regarded as
much easier to tolerate

For the Luftwaffe the fact that the general direction of the wind
was interrupted by periodic land and sea winds on the coast (during the
day from sea to land, during the night from land to sea) was of hpor-
tance. Because of the teuprature differences between the water and
the desert the winds on the coast are stronger than on the European
continent. They increase with their altitude. Inland the wind is
weaker. Veqy often the direction of the wind is constant, especially
on the coast.

During sandstorms the windwentup to 150 kilometers per hour at
the height of the storm above 3000 meters. On the ground the gusts
blew at the maximum rate of 60 to 80 kilometers per hour.

No data can be given on the wind velocity at various altitudes
for comparison with~elo%ities elsewhere beca~se no material is
available on this.

2+. SpeciaJ Equipment and Procedures for Aircraft Crews

It was always advisable to tzy for an =mergency landing
because the emergency equipment for desert landings, the ~ent. the
radio and ,theeq~ipment-fo; protection from the-s&”and the cold ~ights
was ample. Aircraft which had made an emergency landing were easier to
locate from the air than those that had crashed. The terrati was every-
where favorable for an emergency landing even for aticraft with station-
ary landtig gear. Even a belly lading was preferable to bailtig out.
There is no case of crews havtig been lost ti the desert., The ndesert
emergency squadron~lplayed an important P* in this, However, Germn
aircraft were rather seldom employed in the interior of the desert.



The brief% of crews on the native population and its customs was
kept to a mhimum and was generally ldmited to the crews of single
motored aircraft (fighters~ Stubs9 close-reconnaissanceplanes). The-
crews of long distance reconnaissance planes and multi-engined boixibers,
and the parachutists to be dropped behhd the ‘funesianfronts were
briefed on the basis OY the experience gained. It was possible to keep
the brieftig short because the Arabs throughout had a friendly and
helpful attitude. The sympathetic attitude of the Germans, which was
soon lmown in the desert, was calculated to encourage friendliness.
Small gifts and visits to the sheiks helped. -

The crews were systematicallybriefed about the
to be taken to survive in the desert on the basis of
actually occurred.

On this occasion the following questions

Where are there oases$ who occupies them

Where are the other water holes?

What is the.attitude of the local sheik?

emergency measures
cases that

were discussed:

ancLwhat is their

had

capacity?

Should one assume that he is in touch with the Allies?

Where are the nearest ene~ forces?

Rewards in gold were given for the rescue of Go= soldiers. It
@s difficult to live off the land since the natives had only just
enough for themselves. As a last resort the hunting-gun included in the
special equipment was available. Because of the scarcity of game suc-
cess in hunting depended largely on the skill of the crew. Water was
obtained by spreading tarpaulins during the night to catch the morning
dew.

Distress signals consisted of signal ammunition and smoke signals,
which had to be used at the right moment when the crew of a plane over-
head was abb to see them. Large aircraft carried an emergency radio
transmitter. InadditionJ if necessary$ fuel and oil were tobe set
afire.

The erbws had been told to remain ne= theti planes, if possible.
Only if they were close to an inhabited place were they to start march-
ing immediately.

The aircraft had special equipment for the desert. This consisted
of the follotig items:

2 liters of bottled water;

Emergency rations (hard sausage~ hard biscuits~“Co&-cola~
Dextro-Energeti9 pervitin$ cognac);

AGrape-sugar tablets.
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Gasoline stove;

~e-man tent, sleeping bag, rubber mattress, linen cloth to
protect the head from the sun;

nStormllmatches, flashlight with a portable generator, sun
reflector~ first-aid kit;

Emergency compassj signal pistol with ammunition, red cloth
strips;

Three-barreled hunting gun with ammunition, in dust-proof
packing, hunting knife;

Foreign currency;

Emergency radio transmitter.

Blood transfusion sets were not included.

The search for missing aircraft was undertaken by the desert
emergency squadron. It consisted of 9 to 12 Storch planes and a number
of personnel carriers.ableto cross desert terrain. The planes patrolled
the terrain in question constantly.

British prisoners of war stated that their men had small compasses
camouflaged as uniform buttons and handkerchiefs printed with the map of
North Africa and Southern Europe. This was undoubtedly a very good idea.

25. DrY Docks aruiPort Installations

The information contained in Chapter 19 Section :+”ph6tild”be
consulted in regard to the practicability and usefulness of the available
signal communications material. In the whole of Italian North Africa
there was not a single dry dock~ except for small.vessels. The port
installations of Tripolis, Benghasi and Tobruk were good, if one con-
siders the conditions prevafling:in.the colonies. From the technical
viewpoint there were no Mficulties b unloading supplies. Difficulties
appeared only after the port and unloading installations had been bombed.
Besides the above mentioned three large.ports there were also some
smaller u@.oading points, but they played little or no role in large-
scale supply traffic. In Egypt itself only Ma.rsaMatruk was used as an
unloading port. However the capacity available was not used in full be-
cause of the profity of the enemy arxlthe bombings from the air.

26. Reinforcement of Sand Surfaces for I+ndings by Amphibious Cr~t

The Gernws had no experience in reinforcing the sand surfaces on
the coast and in the desert for landings by amphibious craft and landfig
fields. The Luftwaffe used Italian and British airfields. The ~~ten=~e

and improvement of roads was h the hands of the ItaJJans. The British
had steel matting for their airfields.
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Exceptduringthe rainy seasonthe’surfaceof the desertwas so
hard that reinforcemmt of roads and airfieldswas unnecessary(see
tiex 4, aerialphotographsl-12). Eventhe asphaltvia Balbiaand
theEgyptiancoastroad only had a foundationof brokenlime stone
withoutan intermediatelayer.

Exceptfor the portsmentionedin Section25 no advancedaupp~
bases were establishedor used on the opencoast. This was unnecessary
becausenot even the normalportsnezmthe enemylinescouldbe used
fully. As a resultno stepswere takento reinforcethe beachesfor
landingsby amphibiouscraft. The wholeof the coastconsistedof
sandybeacheswhere the speciallandingcraftof the GermanNavy, later
imitatedby the ItalianNayy~ were ableto land. Basicallythe dif-
ficultieswhicharosewere causedby the seajwhichmde a landing
impossiblewhen the wind blew from the shore.

27. Changes in Ship Loadingand UnloadingProcedumss

The loatig and unloadingof shipswas not influencedDy the
desertclimate. Moreoverjin the coastalports,as hag been mentioned,
the desertclkte did no% prevail. In comparisonwith the interior,
it was much milder. In the mainj nativeArabswere used to unloadthe
ships. The limitedunloadingcapacityin comparisonwith European
standardswas due to the performanceof thesepeopleswhich is basically
lower9and the difficultyof gettingtheretogo back to work afterair
attackalarmsand bombingraids.

Duringthe hottesthoursloadingand unloadingwas mterrupt.ed,
when the situationpermitted.

28. MaterielLoss and ReplacementEstimatesforDesertWarfare

It has not been possibleto checkthe accuracyof the German
estktes on materielloss and replacement becausea largepart of the
needsof the forceswas coveredby capturedequipment$the amountof
which was not listed.

29. MU-fications in SupplyDumpProcedures- Especial.1v for POL

Therewere no essentialchangesin stockingand distribution
of fuel. Theywere unnecessary.Fuel was consened in GermanWehrmacht
Jerrycans~whichprovedeffectiveeven in desert=fare.

30. Diseaseeand Insectsin the Desert

In 19ftl therewere a greatnumberof jaundiceand dysentery
cases. The reasonwas bowel irritationprovokedbythe drinkingof bad
water. Quicktreatmentwith sulfadrugsaffordedrelief. (?hetales
that the healthof,somepeoplewas gravelydamagedby sand fleasand
scorpionsare pure fiction.]
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Health of the troops requires constant control, which should go
hand h hand with thorough instruction. The battalion and other med-
ical officers do not suffice for this purpose. It is accordingly ad-
visable to assign a sanitation officer to every company and battery
to do this work in close cooperation with the competent medical officer.

The sanitation officer would have to give special attention to the
folJ.owingprotective measures:

He will have to see that the soldiers wear warm clothes after sun-
down and that they do not drink unboiled water. Excretoqy matter should
be buried after each movement of the bowels (the “spade System” is pref-
erable to the latrine system.) Whenever the situation permits the sol-
diers should observe a siesta. Fly control should be organized (mos-
quito nets were used only in the latrines.) Vitamin C should be taken
regtiarly. In specified districts atabrine.tablets should be takan to
prevent malaria. If necessary, the water supply shouldbe controlled
(but only in the case of detached units.) There should be a hygienic
consultant for every two divisions. He should be provided with a mo-
bile bacteriological laboratory.

There should he a mobile medical company ti each division. The
company should have Z50 beds available. The German hospitals had the
so-called Olympk beds, which proved very useful.

The equipment of a medical company should include one light X-ray
instrument and three sets of blood transfusion instruments with plasma.

The corps and/or army medical officer will have to have available
two surgical hospitals (with 300+00 beds) and two medical companies
for every two to three divisions. This is in addition to the medical
companies of the divisions

See Annex 5 for medical equipment for U=U in the desert.

In respect to insects, there are flies wherever there are people.
At first the troops had no effective means to combat them. It was only
during the fhal phase of the African campaign that the newly develope4
means (for instance, a preparation called DDT) could be issued. There
was no way of preventing infectisxnrdiseases such as dysentery and
contagious jaundice from spreading. The only preventive measure that
could be taken was the order to bury all fecal matters immediately.
Infringementswere severely puished. k contrast to flies, which
were everywhere, mfmquitoes (anopheles)were present only ti the oases
aud their tiediate vicinity. Since these insects fly only at night,
use of mosquito nets is an absolute necessity in these areas. Atabrine
tablets were used to prevent the malaria transmitted by mosquitoes.
Orders specified that one atabrtie tablet a day was to be taken. since
the units did not often stay im oases for long, malaria cases iere fe~~

See Chapter III, Section 10 for treatment of water.
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31. Desert WeatherSerndce

It was the missionof the aesertweatherserviceto conduct
weatherobservationand to keep the Luftwaffepostedon the basis of
the resultsof these observations.The informationwas transmittedby
a specialradio frequencyto a collectingstationand retransmitted
from there.

The missionwas carriedout by smll mobileteams consis~mg of
one or two mteorologists~ three or fourweathertechniciansand several
radiooperators. A specialvehiclecontainedthe weatherse~ice equi~
ment~ the radio apparatus(100-watttransmitterand receiver). The work
methodswere as follows:

The synopticsystemwas usedwith groundweatherreportsfrom the
numerousgroundobservationstationsdistributedover the coastalarea
and also from the Italiandesertoases. Radio weatherobservingsta-
tions in Derna sent up two balloonseveryday. At the front several.
pilot balloonspottingswere made especiay early in the morningand
h the afternoon(singlestationpilot-balloonspottingwas done,
althoughit would have been betterto use double stations.) Accord-
tig to the velocityof the wind at a heightof 200-500m@ers it was
easy to tells while the temperaturewas stilllow and the wtid warn
weak,whetherthere would be sandstormsand at what the they would
start. Oftenerrorsoccurredin the wind tests throughlocal causes
,orbecauseof a rapid changein the atmosphericpressure,so that the
estimateof sandstorm by means of pilotballoonssent up early in.the
morningwas unreliable. SeveresandstormswU1 have to be predictedby
means of the weathermaps with specialattentionbeing given to the
variationsin atmosphericpressure. Smallvariationsin pressureeffect
considerablechangesin the wind at theselow latitudes,

h additionthe Luftwaffetransmittedfurthertiormation over a
specialradionetwork. It transmittedindividualweatherreportsbut
the main emphasiswas on providingfullyworked out weatheranalyses
and surveysand predictionsorganizedby districts.

Therewas a specialencodingtable for weatherreports.
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CHAPTERv

General Remarks and Experiences

32. SPaCia EcU@xnent”for Desert Warfare

The proposals, made on the basis of experiences gathered in
the deserts for the improvement and modification of equipment were
carefully considered by the agencies in the zone of the interior and
followed through to the extent that the lhited time available per-
mitted. The developments described below are of special importance in
desert wsrfare.

a. Decrease of the sensiti~ity to dust of vehicular and air-
plane fuel and of especially sensitive weapons.

b. Experimentation k the production of a dehydrated fuel for.
vehicles which is also fully effective in salt water solution. Such a
dehydrated fuel greatly alleviates the supply problem and would remove
the danger of air attacks on fuel dumps to a large extent.

c. Production of radar equipment to identify eneqy forces
which could not be seen by ground obsemation.

d. Production of equipment for cooling drhking water or
keeping it cool.

e. Procurement of effective smoke producing equipment, which
would be capable of sucking up large quantities of desert sand and then
releasing it.

f. Motor vehicles: The mass production of a cross-country
truck for supply purposes with a three to three and a half ton capacity
has high priority. The truck will have to possess low range four-wheel
drive, and a lock off on the differential. It will need low pressure
balloon tires. The advisability of utilizbg air-cooled motors is un-
certain. The Steyr Works developed an air-cooled heavy command ear,
which, however, was not used until shortly before the conclusion of the
African campaign, so that itcould not be adequately tested. ~sofar
as an evaluation is possible, it seemed to have been in good order.

Special attention must be accorded the springs. The ~~al springs
used in German commandti.sj- Types 15 and 17 did not prove practical.
The springs broke easily
springs were better, but

All desert vehicles
ladders so that khey can
action agaih.

and caused a bottleneck in supply. haf
they also had to be strongly constructed.

have to be provided with spades, boards or rope
be dug out when they get stuck and put h
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Desert conditions require a sturdy motor vehicle which does not
weigh too much~ has not got a complicated motor and has deeply in-
dented tires. Well-equipped replacement dumps and field workshops are
a prerequisite. Both must be mobile and capable of producing results
rapidly.

Camouflage (paint) of all vehicles proved advantageous.

g. It is advisable to provide all passenger cars and some of
the trucks with compasses~ which should be so built that they can be
easily seen from the driver!s seat. The compasses must be compensated
by magnets (suitable examples are manufactured by the Askania Works in
Berlin-Friedenau’.)

h. Tents. The field forces must be completely outfitted
with tents (double roof and dustproof where possible). The roof can be
flat (see Annex 2, Photos 54 and 55.)

. Drills. The development of a dry drill similar to the
Benoto (se: Chapter 111, Section 10 f and Annex 2, photos 52 and 53)
which can reach water sources very quickly would be very useful. MM
bile deep drills should also be at hand$ such as are produced in Germany
by the Craelius factory.

j. Distilling equipment. Since there is a lot more salt
water in the desert than fresh water, the field forces can often be sup-
plied even when no freshwater is available~ by having distilling equip-
ment at their disposal. For that reason it is important to have such
equipment. They should be sparing of fuel and be mounted on cross-
country vehicles so that they can be taken along by motorized troops.
Capacity should be great enough to provide each man with four to five
liters of water daily.

k. Surve@ng equipment. Ordinary theodolites are adequate
for surveying purposes. Still it is a good idea to provide therewith
special protection against dust. A military unit is advisable~ which
can quicldy produce reliable maps in cooperation with the air force and
can carry out terrain reconnaissance, One can recommend for the last-
mentioned mission an organization which is a combination of the English
Long Range Desert Group and the German Military Geology Office.

1. Tanks and prime movers. The periscopes of the tanks were
often damaged. The motors of the me IV tank (long)~ which were put
into operation as of autumn~ 1941~ were very efficient. Depending on
the condition of the terrain in which operations had taken place a gen-
eral overhauling was necessary after about 10~000-15~000 kilometers.
The uukors of the Tiger tanks later used in TunisiaJ were too weak and
too sensitiw.

The cross-countrymobility of the prime movers could have been
improved upon. They were not up to the demands imposedby a thick
ground covering of sand.



33. Research and Development Possibilities for Special Desert
Equipment

German industrial capacity was capable of satisfying all
demands for equipment necessary for desert warfare. It was not prepred
for these demands when they came, however. Stice technical developments
always require considerable time, it was not possible b the compara~”-
tively short period during which fightfig went on in Africa to techni-
cally perfect new objects. Distribution to the forces did not impose
difficulties as a srnooth-worktigdistribution organization was available.

34. Unusual Supply Problems

The basic difficulties for
German fcrces in Africa have already
Section 3.

the smooth-functiotig supply of
been described in Chapter 1,

Overseas theaters of war require many unloading ports which are
usable and as near to the front as possible. Prerequisite is at least
partial domination of the sea and air lanes. Rail co~ections between
unloading ports and the front are very essential. ~ any event there
must be adequate parking space for the supply trains. It can never be
too large, when one considers that all supplies must be sent overland
from the harbors to the front. Supply dumps near the front are also
necessary, which must be rex~ kept well stocked-

It is very important that the commander of the army and his chief
of staff are daily oriented in detail on the supply situation. When
waging war in another section of the world, the supply situation must
be calculated very accurately as it exerts an even greater influence on
the decisions of the command than~elsewhere. C!nthe other haiidthe -
commander should not become overly dependent on the supply situation,
but he must expect a peat effort to be made that supplies get from
unloading ports to the front. Cnly what has already.been unloaded can
be included in calculations. Supplies still on their way cannot be
counted.

Tactical considerations wLLl determhe the portion of the available
shipls tonnage to be used for the transport of men and for that of sup-
plies. This must be directed by an over-all authority and is just as
true for w trsnspo~ation. The latter can only be of temporary .as-;
sistance and otherwise must be regarded as a second- transportation
means. The army+ the desert, itself, must determine what is to be
sent over.

In unloading, care must be taken because of tne danger rrom air
raids that the ships be emptied as quicldy as possible, after which the
supplies, especially fuel and ammunition, should be immediately moved
from the danger zone into the interior.
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Strong antiaircraft protection and i’ighterescorts are indispen-
sable at the tioading POrtS as well ~s barriers against torpedoes and
submarinese

Fuel and ammunition must be stored,at,widely-scattered pointsfl
where it should be buried and well camouflaged. Burial is absolutely
necessary as protection against the heat. Careful surveillance of the
camouflages especially in rear areas~ is important.

Rommelss supply columns were not assigned a madnnmn daily speed or
travel the. They were simply given the ~~gion of travellin~ as rapid-
ly and as long
existed.

There was
transferred to
in jerry cans.

as-possible~-becausea shortage of column space always

always a lack of fuel. After it was unloaded, it was
drums and then issued at the fuel dumps near the front
Underground tank tistallationsare of course desirable.

but they did not exist fi North Africa at the time.
.

The average loss of weapons and equipment in the desert was about
25 percent higher thanin anEuropean theater of war. Accurate figures
ares however~ not available (see Chapter IV, Section 28.)

Nutrition

Assimilation of food and production of body heat are about 10 to
15 percent lower in hot areas than in Europe. l%erefore~ under normal
conditions~ the total.nutritional needs are less than in Europe. Heavy
physical exertion requires about the same food intake as at home. TOO
much meats especially canned meats was rejected by the men.

A fundamental alteration of nutritional standards soon ties it-
self felt. Vegetables and fruit are more popular than meat. Too great
a meat consumption considerably increases the body~s need for water.
The high caloric count of fat is h contradictionto the above-mentioned
low production of body heat in hot regions. Increased titake ef vege-
table products~ especially marmalades are necessary to equalize the low
fat requirements.

Fresh meat is preferable if refrigeration~acilities are available.
Smoked meats especially hard sausage which is not too fatty~ finds a
ready audience. Eggs should never be eaten raw. Legumes should not be
served too often. Because of the danger of infection with intestinal
diseasesj greens should be thoroughly washed with a solution of per-
manganate of potassium.

All sorts of dried fruits proved very satisfactory.

The consumption of concentratedalcoholic beverages should be care-
fully avoided. The best principle is “No alcohol before sunset.” The
furnishing of lemon and other citric juices is the best means of avoid-
ing Vitamin C deficiency.
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As wide a variety as possible should be attempted in the menu, as
the troops came to dislike foods that were served constantly.

Refrigeration of foods @eat end fresh vegetables) is achieved by
means of so-called cooling units manipulated by aggregates, which can
be set up in trucks. The Luftwaffe also had refrigeration planes.

The ItFieldCookbook for Improvised Cooking and Baking in the
Coloniestlwas drawn up as a cooking aid.

The crews of armored vehicles and of planes needed extra rations
because of the increased pressure exerted upon them.

clothing

Clothing of 100 percent pure wool is most practical. In general
long trousers which could be tightly closed at the bottom (slacks) were
preferred to breeches worn with high laced boots. The slacks, such as
were worn by the Luftwaffe, should be broad and cut on a comfortable
bias. This is also true as regards the jacket, the most practical model
for which is the Italian sahariana. A warm cloth coat is indispensable
in the cool seasons and nights. Woolen scarves become necessq in
winter. Shoes should be constructed of a light leather with a linen
inlay a@ thick, firm soles.

Tents should be painted a striped and speclded green and brown on
one side and be”the color of ochre on the other.

Camouflage nets with betted strips of many-colored cloth attached
tolthem are the best for sending to the front. Such camouflage nets
are practical for all larger motor vehicles.

35. Co~fisastith Deseti Warfare in Southern Russia

The southern Russian steppes (Kirghis and Kalmuk steppes)
have much the same rainfall as the ring of steppes in North Africa,
100-200 mm a year. However, since the temperature is on the average
lower, evaporation is less. h Southern Russia, therefore, the surface
of the ground is not covered with a firm crust (surface lime), the
vegetation is denser and watercourses with water exist the whole year
round, although, with few exceptions, they do not reach the sea but
instead filter down through the sand or end in salt lakes. From the
military petit of view the differences have the following effect:

a. Water supply is easier; althoug”hit is not as easy as in
cultivated regions, it nevertheless does not present serious difficulties
as long as an organization for reaching it arxldistributing it exists.

b. In dry weather passability is at least-as good as that in
the open North African desert. During rainy weather, however, it is worse)
since districts with a rocky sub-surface are lacking or are to be found
only in mountainous areas.



c. The building of field positions is easier$ since the
ground is composed of clay or 10aM almost everywhere.

Like the North African deserts the South Russian steppes are better
suited for attack than for defense. The biggest difficulties-e en-
countered during the severe titer ~ especially when the ene~ troops
are accustomed to a harsh climate.

The conditions arising from the dust are in general the same as
those prevailing in the pure steppe terrain in Southern Russia.

36. Troop Welfare in the Desert

In the desert~ as on no other theater of wars life was hard
for officers and men alike. Life in the rear areas~ as it is known in
Europe~ was possible only in the few apply centers in the rears and
then it was only a small imitation.

Because of the close contact of the troops with each other~ all
officers had to give an example of soldierly bearing and good moral
llving. Any extravagance on the part of an officer is noticed by the
men and scrutinized with a nmgnifying glass. On the other hands life
in the desert offers an excellent opportunity to create a very high
level of’community spirit. This brings about a feeling of solidarity
in all ranks and prompts them to do their utmost.

It is especially the desertj where no diversions exist$ that re-
quires that every superior be carefully concerned about the welfare
of his personnel. The fact that there are no outside attractions makes
it easier for him--if that should be necessary.

An oppressive feeling of immense loneliness overcomes everyone
more or less frequently h the deserts a feeling that one is cut off
from everything that one holds dear. The commander must recognize
such moods and depressions and offer sincere encouragement so that the
pressure will disappear.

Even more important.~h~ .rationsfor the well-being of soldiers in
the desert is the maintenance of regular communications with the zone
of the interior. The word ‘tMailltoccupies a place of highpriority in
desert warfare. All officers and agenciesmusts therefore~ be concerned
with assuring a rapid distribution of mail to the very front lines.

A good newspaper that carries up-to-the-mimutenews and gives
space to the prcblems wtih absorb the soldier at the front is also
indispensable. Movim @*theatrical performances at the front belong
to the variations in:.th~monotony of his life which can be offered the
soldier even in the desert.
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‘Thenormal service tbe inthe desert for a German soldier was six
months. Regular rotation could, however, often ‘notbe provided in Africa
between 1941 and 1943 with the result that many soldiers had to serve in
the desert for twelve and even eighteen months. “If relief is not POS-
sible after six months for one reason or another, the men must be granted
three week~s leave. Otherwise lasting damage to their health can easily
result.

Proper leadership, trafig and welfare of the troops can lead to
e~raardimmy successes especially in the seclusion of a desert theater.
Feldmarschall Rommel has proven this.
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